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The author studied the process of homosexual identification and
the effect of the homosexual subculture on the lifestyle of the homo-
sexual by means of the administration of a semi-structured interview
to 25 "career" homosexuals and observation, both covert and overt, of
homosexuals in bars, baths, the street and as members of gay liberation
organizations. The riain findings of the study were:
One, hoiiiosexuality must be considered a wide ranging social as well
as a sexual phenomenon.
Tvjo, there exists a reasonably defiiiite sequence of steps which
seem to be significant in terrr.s of "becoming" a homosexual. They are:
a) the point at which the subject first had fantasies about homosexual
acts or romantic attachments to males; b) his first sexual experience
with^a male; c) his realization that he is homosexually oriented;
d) his first contact vrith other homosexuals in a social setting and;
e) his entrance into homosexiial society.
Three, there exists a homosexual comr.iunity which tends to promote
the sharing of a corjr.on set of ideas, values, and role perscriptions.
Four, this community functions for its members in certain crucial
ways I it provides a source of sexual partners; it fosters an atmosphere
which grants legitimacy to the expression of sexual drives; it controls
and structures sexual behavior; it protects its members from the author-
vi
ities; it allows its members to maintain their isolation from an often
hostile world; it provides a source of platonic friends and social
activities; it reduces dissonance between the homosexuals present
behavior and previously learned value systems; it promotes a reduction
of guj.lt by allowing the homosexual to interna.lize community mores re-
lating to the "value" of being homosexual; it fosters a sense of be-
longing to an "in" rather than an "out" group; it provides an outlet
whereby emotional needs for love and affection can be satisfied; it
provides the participants with a positive sense of self-worth; it pro-
vides a force tovfards changing prevailing social and legal attitudes;
and it provides support to members should they experience an unfavorctble
interaction vrith the "straight" coraiunity.
Five, in many ways this comi.iunity and its value system is ultimately
detrimental to the homosexual. There exists in the homosexua,! coniaunity
a "single standard" criterion by which physical attractiveness becomes a
variable of ovcDrwheliaing importance in interpersonal and social interaction.
This leads to problems in the formation of intimate relationships and
severe conflict for older homosexuals. Additionally, the coiiumujiity's
sanction of proidscuj.ty leads to difficulty in the formation of stable
relationships, a superficiality in relationships th^t do exist, an in-
creasingly cynical outlook towards human relationships and a feeling on
the part of inany hor.iosexuals that even sexuality is loosing its r..eaning
for them.
Six, there are changes that occur in the concept of the "self" in
the course of a homosexual career. Such changes are a process and seem
to occur in thi^ee contexts: in the establisliment of self when the
hoip.osex-aal "cones out"; in the maintainance of self when he is an active
homosexual in contact with homosexual society; and in the failure of
self that may occur as he ages and begins to loose his sexual attractive-
vii
necs.
Seven, there exist homosexual "marriages" with distinct sir.ilaritie
and differences in relation to the heterosexual institution. Such marri-
ages are often unstable partially because the wider society does not
£rrant legitimacy to them and partially because the rr.ores of the hoi.osex-
ual coiuirrumity do not proriote stable relatiojiships.
Eight, the hoir.osexual is exposed to wany societal pressures of an
interna,l, social and legal variety. The social fabric and iuores of the
hcjnosexuB,l connunity are instuxiental in alleviating such pressure.
Nine, there exist organizations of homosexuals for social and pol-
itical pu:cposes known as "gay liberation" organizations. Such social
liberation is intiruately tied to the self-concept of the hoi.iosexual.
viii
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Introduction
The subject of homosexuality is undoubtedly one of the least
understood psychological phenomenon while at the same time one
of the most widely ( and wildly) theorized about. Estimc-ces of
prevalence vary but tend to indicate that about four percent of
American white males are exclusively homosexual throughout their
lives and that approximately ten per cent are exclusively homo-
sex-ual for at least three years between the ages of l6 and 55
(1,2); Furthermore, Xinsey indicates that approximately thirteen
percent of his sample reacted erotically to other males even though
they had never had any overt homosexual contacts after adolescence
and an additional thirty~3e-/:jn p3r cent had at least one ho.nosexual
experience which resulted in orgasm.
On the question of causation, "definitive" formulations are
rampant. The most influential psychodynamic theory, that of Freud
( 3»^»5f6|7,8,9>lO) sees all persons having a primary biological
bisexual orientation which later becomes directed toward one sex
as a result of certain crucial psychosocial experiences. Suppos-
edly, there is a temporary homoerotic phase in this process so
that when -homosexuality develops later in life it is considered
either an arrested c^evelopment or a return to an earlier stage.
This, in turn, is thought to be a result of excessive castration
anxiety caused by pathogenic family constellations. The problem
vath this analytic formulation is that the castration anxiety is
also theoretically responsible for the development of male iden-
tification and it provides little explanation of precisely what
ci3-cvuno{.aiu;r:; will lc;ul to what Ig ;:,omotiiiion corujitiorod Lhu op-
poiiilo roGult (i.u. jiialo homor.oxuality)
. i
I
Another psychodynamlc view, proposed by Bleber (11,12) ii:
aiiiiilar to Freud's in its historical emphasis but dilfcrs in the
basic assujuption of bisexuality. Bieber views heterosexuality as
the biolo(sic norm. He subsequently sees all deviations from this
norm as abnormalities produced by hidden fears of heterosexual
functioning^ which, he claims, have ori(/inatod from patho{ionic
life experiences usually havint^ to do with an over-protuctive,
seductive mother.
Other psycholof^ical theories shift the etiolo^iical empl-iasis
somewhat but tend also to view hoinosexuality as a derivative ol'
early life experiences; helanie Klein (I3) and. Ber^lcrCl^i') discuos,
for example, the importance of oral fixation. They believe that
oral frustrations cause the child to develop cannibalistic wishes
toward the mother's breast; the child, however, projects his fan-
tasies and views the vagina, which he supposedly unconsciously
"equates" with the mouth, as a devourinj^, frifshtenin^j and i.iurder-
ous organ. "Such anticipations "result in the avoidance of the
heterosexual object and only a relationship with a male ( in wluch
the male genital, symbolizing the greast, is reassuringly present)
becomes suitable. .." (I5)
.
Sullivan, placing more emphasis on
sociological factors, regards homosexualtiy as resulting frOiVi ex-
periences which have "errected a barrier to integration with
persons of the opposite sex". Thus, his view of homosexual devel-
opraent stresses factors occuri^ig later in childhood than do the
views 01 Freud, Bieber and Klein.
ThoHJ are alno a numbor of thoorios which would Heom l.o c.!-
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pliasisse "biological or genetic determinants. Kallman(18)
, for ex-
ample, reports one hundred per cent concordance for horuosexuality
in ^0 pairs of monozygotic twins. However, one hundred per cent
results are unusual and often point to experimental "bias of soiae
sort. This result, moreover, has not "beeen supported by most
other investigators. Kolb (19), for example, found seven poArs of
monozygotic twins in which one twin of the pair was homosexvial
while the other was not.
There is some evidence that homosexuality may "be associated
with a genetic abnormality known as Kleinfelter's Syndrome (20,
21) but the influence of this is unclear since most homosexuals do
not suffer from it and most people who do are not homosexual.
Some recent evidence suggests that there may be a possibil-
ity of a more clear hormonal association. Loraine, et. al. (23)
found differernces in twenty-four hour urinary testosterone levels
between hetero- and homosexuals and Margolese(2^) found he could
clearly and unequivocably identify homo-and heterosexuals by the
relative quantities of two urinary breakdown products and roster-
one and etiocholanclone.
Such evidence, however, is open to criticism, as Kety (^6)
points out in a relevant critia_ue of biochemical theories of
schizophrenia, that:
a) all homosexuality may not have a common .etiolos;-*''
and the phenomenon may be a composite of several
different T:5rift«5,ges^ Vr»-.\t3, pWr'vu>i^cv\i . . <
b) different levels of sexual activity, diet, exercise
page ^1-
etc, liiay result in the presence or ateence of various
metabolites v^hich then may be correlated falsely with
the phenomenon under study
c) emotional stress associated with homosexualtiy may
appear to cause biochemical differences betven ex-
perimental and control groups without being a primary
or etiological cause
Most other biological evidence is somewhat unclear and cause
and effect relationships are very difficult to separate out.
Slater (22), for example, has speculated that homosexuals tend to
be born later in the birth order and that there is a hidden clirora-
Dsomal abnormality. This situation, however, may also be explained
on a psychological basis by invoking the assu;Tiption that mothers
become more deeply involved with later children.
Perhaps the greatest trouble with current resear-ch is that it
concentrates too much on etiology
.
When one is dealing with a po-
tential population of two million individuals ( a projection of '
Kinsey's four per cent figure to the United States population of
two hundred million- one hundred million of whom arc males and
fifty million of whon are over the age of fourteen), questions of
acculturation, present adjustment, psychological health, and ac-
climation into a homosexual subculture would also seem to be of
great importance. Furthermore, the behavioral pa,tterns of the
homosexual may have little to do with the root causes of homosex-
uality as we observe them. Simon and Gagnon(^3) put this point
very well:
"... from a sociological point of view, what the original
caiases were may not even be very important for the patterns
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of homosexuality observed in a society. Huch .like
the medical student who comes to medicine for many
reasons, and for whom the homogeneity that is pro-
fessional teliavior arises from the experiences of
medical school rather than from the root cause of
occupational choice, the i)atterns of adult homo-
sexuality are attendant upon the social structures
• and values which occur to the homosexual after he
becomes, or conceives of himself as, homosexua.l,
rather than upon original and ultimate causes. .. "(^)
Despite this, there are relatively few systematic obser-
vations of groups of non-parient homosexuals (25,26,27,28,29,
30,31 f 32,33). What evidence that does exist points to the con
—
elusion that homosexuality is not necessarily a form of pathology,
in the sense of "mental illness". Hooker (3I), for example, com-
pared a group of thirty homosexuals and thirty heterosexuals
matched for age, education and I.Q. on a number of projective
tests including the Rorschach and TAT and was unable to find any
significant differences on "adjustment ratings" given by persons
who were recognized experts in the use of these projectives.
Similarly, Chang and Block (3^), using a measure of "self-
acceptance" (defined as the difference between a self-rating and
an ideal-self-rating) were unable to find substantive differ-
ences between homo-and heterosexuals.
The present study represents an attempt to study homosex-
uality as an adult developmenxal process, with an emphasis on
how the homosexuals adopts and m.aintains his lifestyle. It will
concentrate on several questions on which there is little des-
criptive data so that a context might be developed whereby the
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phenomenon of homosexuality can be viewed in the proper inter-
actional perspective.
The aim of the study is to answer the following questions:
a) Looking at the dimensions of peer and social relationships
and general lifestyle , how does one become a homosexual? That is
what is the process by which one Identifies oneself as homosexual
and becomes part of the homosexual -^wbculture?
b) How does becoming a member of the homosexual -»«ljpulture chan^-e
selfperception, social relationships and general lifestyle?
c) What are some of the focal ways that the homosexual -SHtbculture
functions for its members?
Some researchers,e.g. .Saghir and Robins (29,30,31,32,33) have
already abtained considerable information in this area, but their
studies siiffer from several important defects. The former used a
much too highly selected sample. Subjects Jiad to be productive
members of the community, self-declared homosexuals, adults,
members of a homophile organization, and never to have been in
prison or in a psychiatric hospital. Furthermore, most of their
subjects were of a relatively high socio-economic status. Saghir
and Robins never actually went in to the homosexual subculture to
do any first hand observation. Hooker, in contrast, did attempt
to make considerable observation of the homosexual community, but
it is highly probable that her results were biased because she was
female and because she could not gain access to some of the more
restricted meeting places. Additionally, Hooker's sample suffered
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from some of the same defects as Saghir and Robins' in that there
was such a high degree of selectivity that her results were likely
to be biased toward revealing a relative absence of pathology.
page 8
A Note On Methodology And Approach
The present study is a naturalistic examination of homosex-
uality which utilizes the following investigative sources
»
a) A semi-structured interview given to a group of 25 homosexuals
of varying ages,
b) In situation observation of the homosexual subculture including
bars, baths, street cruising areas, social and friendship cliques
and homosexual organizations (both social and militant).
The interview covered the following basic areas
s
a) Demographic information
b) Early family history
c) Heterosexual history
d) Homosexual history
e) Self-perception as a function of age and homosexual experience
f ) Peer and social relationships as a function of ago and homosexual
experience
g) General lifestyle as a function of age and homosexual experi-
ence
h) Degree to which the subject feels his basic needs are being
last by the homosexual subculture
i) Subject's description of the homosexual subculture
j) Miscellaneous areas
Examples of questions from each of these areas are given
in Apendix 1,
The naturalistic observation section of the study will
give as comprehensive a view as possible of the ways in which
the homosexual subculture affects its members. More specific
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detail can be found in the "Subjects and Methodology" chapter.
Since the methodology and approach used in this study differ
from that usually found in psychology theses, it might be wise,
at this juncture, to inake several points in relation to this:
1) This study is oriented in its basic approach to a pliil-
osophy known as S;yTnbolic Interactionism, built on the philosophy
of George Herbert Mead and Herbert Blummer (35), This school of
thought has several basic premises and contains vsry important
implications which have bearing on methodology. As stated by
Blummer in an essay "On the Methodological Position of Symbolic
Interactionism", such premises are:
" Human grouj-j life consists of the fitting to each
other of the lines of action of the participants;
such aligning of actions takes place predominantly •
by the participants indicating to one another what
to do and in turn interpreting such indications
made by the others; out of such indications people
form the objects that constitute their worlds;
people axe prepared to act towaxds their objects on
the basis of the meaning that these objects have
for them;
..
.human action is constructed by the actor
on the basis of wliat he notes, interprets, and ass-
esses; and the interlinking of such ongoing actions
constitutes organizations , institutions and vast
complex£3 of interdependant relations..." (3^)
Moreover, Blummer states that:
"...to test the validity of these premises one must
go to a direct examination 01 actual group life-not
to a contrived laboratory setting, not to a scheme
of operationalizing concepts, not to a testing of
hypothesis, and not to a scrutiny of whether the
premises can be made to fit a protocol of research
procedure," (3?)
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In terms of the specifics of this particular study, the
need was felt to actually delve into and thoroughly explore the
actual subcultural context at first hand to determine how the
homosexual sees both this context and the "straight" world, not
to merely look at the subculture from the author's point of view
and to unrealistically determine whether that subculture fits
certain preconceptions. Sells (38) phrases this in a slightly
different way in an article entitled "Ecology and the Science of
Psychology" when he states that "...the understanding of behavior
requires systematic study of the environmental pattern defining th
ecological niche... and the adaptations required by that environ-
ment..." (39).
1) Even if it were possible to study homosexual behavior in
a laboratory setting, it is likely that this behavior would not
duplicate the behavior to be found in the actual environment.
Such behavior is best seen as not only occurring in a highly
specified context (e.g. a gay bar which tends to give its patron
certain expectations and probably justifiable presuppositions
about the people in it) but a.lso in reaction to that context.
Mechanic (^3) P'-Jts this point well in an essay on the definit-
ional process in the recognition of mental illness when he states
that "the behaviors defined as symptoms of mental illness may be
as much characteristic of some particular situation or some
group setting as they are enduring attributes of persons. Psy-
chology as a science has generally been highly neglectful of
cnvironiiicutal context, proforrinci to concern ituclf more with
internal varlabloG. Barker puto it succintly (^;0)i
"...one mitsht think that in the course of Itii
necoi^Gary concern with Gtimuli, pcycholocy
would have "become iiiroriaed about the human en-
vironment. But tkU ic not the cace. Paychol-
ot^Y has necessaryily attended to thone elements
of itii subjects, within p.sycholo{;y's black box.
Psychology knows much about the physical prop-
erties and dimensions of the environmental
probes it uses-of distal objects of perception, for
example, and of the enor^jy chanties at receptor
su;cfaces. But the problem is, that in the course
of its investif^ations , it has excised these en-
vironmental objects from the contexts in which
they normally occur; mealtimes, offices, airplanes,
arithmetic classes, streets and the sidewalks,"
This study takes a close look at the contexts in which
homosexucil behavior occurs and attempts to niake some clinical
Inl'crences about the influence of the specific context on the
• given behavior. Tokra,rd that end, little attempt was made to
impose an arbitrary measuring scheme on the behavior in question.
Instead, we tried to describu complex behavioral Interactions
in. terms of process. For this reason the interview was used as
a data generation device. The experimenter is of the opinion
* that psychology has been too often influenced in its choice of
' problems by the tools it has available and the preconceptions
it has about the use of such tools. To say tbiat a variable can
be ignored because it cannot be reliably and precisely math-
> matically quantified is to be unrealistic. To attempt to
measure it by means of scales and tests which, by their very
nature, cannot capture its essential interactional, temporal-
Gcqenced, subjective nature seems equally unrealistic. For this
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reason. the interview and field observation were employed here as the
techniques of choice because they permit sufficient structure so
that orderly data can be obtained and, at the same time they provide
enough freedom so that riew data (i.e. data not previously planned to
be a subject of study; data considered to be irrelevant to a given
thoery; data difficult to "quantify" and thus ignored by the exper-
imenter; or data not thought to be important but which appears to
have crucial significance later) can be explored... Additionaly, the
above techniques capture a clinical essence that more formal tech-
niques cp.nnot.
3) A third reason for the choice of the interactionist-field
approach was the fact that it may be useful to look at temporal pro-
cesses of complex interactions, and to make note of certain phenom
—
enon which, for obvious reasons, cannot take place in a laboratory,
e.g. a "cruising" situation in a bar as a series of temporally
chained events such that the choice of each event is dependent on
the outcome of the event prior to it.
4) A fourth reason for the interactionist—field approach
revolves around the fact that in a largely imknown area one primary
task seems to be, as Gutmman puts it (^2), data—generation rather
than data-accumulation in regard to prespecified conceptions.
For this reason the stated aim of the study not to provide information
about any preconceived theories but to provide richly descriptive
and hopefully valid information about a little known context and
population so that relevant variables can then b3 identified.
pu(,o 1'}
Suhjoc i.:-. and I'UrLluKlolof'iy
Liwbjoctu to bo i 1 it ei.'viewed and oLLierved vjuro oxcluLiivoly
malGG (bocauae of : 1 ) difficulty in ^aininc entry into lo;;bian
Gccial centoru; 2) the fact that the preoonce of a jr.alo who io
not a part of the loobian subculture may bias the recultn-
Gapocially when tryin^^ to evaluate the data via an Inter-
actionlot, participant-observer api^roach; 3) the fact tliat few con-
tacto are available to the experimenter to ^ain access to a suit-
able nmabor of female subjects in the proper sotting/,) dravm from
the following sources:
a) Huiiibers of the University of Massachusetts Horiiophilo Leat;ue
b) HcMbors of the Nov; York City Gay Activists Alliance Croup
c) Friends and contacts of jfiembers of the above {groups
d) T\-io homosexual friends of the experimenter
e) Patrons of a homosexual bar in Springfield, Hassachusotts , one
in Hartford, Connecticut, one in New York City, and one in
lioston, Hassachusetts,
f ) If possible an attempt will be i.iadc to interview frequenters of
various outdoor homosexual cruwising areas in Springfield nassachusetto.
The number of subjects were twcuLy-five. Age varied and
there was a range of sixteen to forty-six with the majority of the
subjects being between 20 and 30. Attempts were niade to include
a variety of "types": "straight" appeariiiti- homosexuals; those th^it
seem relatively effeminate; those that engage in sado-masochistic
practices; male homosexual transvestites , etc.
I-ntGrviowing
Based on four pilots, the interview required approxiiaately
llv^i lo islx houni aiul w.ltli raro oxcoptiono v;oro comploLnd In ouo
aciii.5iou with appropriato 'oroaki3 Intor^oiucod. LocaLlonci variocl
and included tlio Gubjoct's homo, tho cxpuriraontor's home, tho oiTicutJ
Ox ^ay livoration or(iani'zation3 , as well aci an uccaaaional
"neutral" location {q,(s. a homciexual rootaurant in New York
City) for more reluctant oubjectG. In (general the intcrvlcv; took
plaoo whore the subject felt most coiiifortable and where there wao
a maximum of privacy and
,
in gomo caGcc, anonymity.
Banic itciiu;. covered wore doinoiiraphlc inforiuation, early
family lil^tory, hotoroGOXual hi^tot^, homoaoxual hiutory, aolf-
pcircGption aij a function of age and homosexual experience,
poor and social rolationcliips as a function of a{ie and homo-
Goxvial experience, coneral lifestyle as a function of a^^o and liomo-
soxuiil oxporience, the homosexual's view of his needs and the
do^-ree to which they are being met by the homosexual subculture,
and the subject's descriptions of the hoiaosexual subculture,
Kore detailed iniorrnation is contained in Appendix I.
Most interviews woro taped and identifying information was
roi.iovod. A suiiuiiary of the tape was made and tlie origlmil tape
returned to the subject. The summary was then shown to the subject
so that he vras satisfied that all identifying information had
been removed or sufficiently altered. If the subject felt it
is necessary to change essential information in order to make
use of the record then all tapes and summaries would be returned
and the record would not be used. The experimenter realized
that such possible deletions may introduce bias but such an
agreement was necessary, considering the highly sensitive social
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implications of the data, to obtain cooperative subjects. In
those cases where the subject would not permit imping, note
taking, as verbatim as possible, was used. As with the tapes,
a summary was made with the same option of return to the subject
Participant Observation
The experimenter posed as a homosexual in the following
settings:
a) Several homosexual bars in Hartford and Springfield
b) A cruising area (an area known and frequented by homo-
sexuals for the purpose of making inunediate sexual pick-ups)
known as the "fruit loop" in I-Iartford, Conn.
c) A homosexual cabaret in New York City
d) AHomosexixal steam bath in New York City ( A place-osten-
sibly a type of "sauna" but without the steam-which contains
small rooms which homosexuals may rent on while other homosex-
uals cruise outside; and compacts are made to have immediate
sexual relations. There are also larger rooms and cubicles
where public and observable sexual relations take place).
e) A sado-ma-socliistic bar in New York City
f ) Dances given by the Gay Activists Alliance in New York
City.
The experimenter spent much of the past six months being
tutored in methods of eye-contact, mannerism and general a-
pproach by several homosexuals involved in the study and has
visited all of the places described with no trouble in "passing'
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Each of the locations visited was observed with an eye to-
wards assesing;
a) General atnoshpere
b) Type of clientel ( this differs from place to place)
c) Descriptions of temporally linked events (including eye contact,
body movements, conversations, physical contact) used to initiate
sexual or other types of approaches.
d) Specific sexual activities (if any) tliat go on in the location
e) General treatment and attitude toward the me.nagement
r) Feelings of the clientel, about the location
g} Initiation of novitiates i:.to each location
h) Age-relevant differences in behavior
i) Advantages and disadvantages of the particular location as
percieved by the clientel
j) Degree of harassment (if any) interactions that take place
there
,
Tne above information was obtained by observation of and con-
versation vdth the clientel.
The prime objective of such observation and description was:
a) To understand the meaning and nature of the interactions as per-
cieved by the participants .
b) To make some formulation as to what extent and in what way the
general atmoshpere of homosexual subculture irLfluences homosexual behavior.
c) To describe the settings and subculture in a way that will be
helpful to the practicing clinician in dealing with homosexual
patients and to the theoretician in assessing which aspects of
the homosexual's behavior are due to the phenomenon itself and
which to the social setting in which they occur.
page 1?
Introduction to tho Results
Quote ;
"...Official information is not only an linreliable source for studying
deviance but it is also systeLiatically biased in line with the needs
and desires of officials.
..
the only alterriative is to use, almost ex-
clusively, some form of participation in-order to observe deviance in
its natural setting
. «
.
II
Jack Douglas, Research on Deviance
, p. ^
Quote ;
"...Undoubtedly the most problematic secret research role is that of
the male hoiiiosexiial. Once the male heterosexual researcher has de-
cided that he is able to play such a role without personal anguish,
many problems remain. For example, it is easy to say "no" to sexual
overtures—fev: homosexuals are determined rapists—but repeated "nos"
would cast doubt on the researchers role... role finesse is of extreme
importance and is not part of the conmonsene>e societal knowledge..."
Carol A.B. Warren, Observing the Gay Community p. 5
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The present study has taken more than fourteen months to
complete and has involved both overt and covert participant-ob-
server research. The author has, in all but a strictly r^xual
sense, tried to participate in as many aspects of the homosexual
community as possible. Among other things this has meant: working
for four months as a coat check in a homosexual bar; visiting a
homosexual steam ba,th observing and interacting with homosexual
friendship cliques; observing various instances of live sexual
activity at social events and steara baths; and narrowly avoiding
being burned to death when one of the bars involved in the research
was destroyed by an arsonist. Additional activities involved
cruising the streets in a car and on foot in an attempt to talk
to some of the more reluctant members of the homosexual community;
visiting a sado-masochistic leather bar; attending a "slave"
auction: and spending hundreds of hoinrs interviewing homosexual
men about some of the most intimate details of their lives.
Some of the research was overt (i.e. dthe author frankly
described himself as a researcher looking for information) while
some was covert (i.e. the author posed as a homosexual). The
sequence, location and role of the researcher was as follows:
Situ3.tion Location Observer Role
Leather bar, night- New York Covert
spots , baths
Gay Activists Alliance, New York Overt
other gay organizations
Social events New York Overt
Baxs gew^York Overt
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Small group of
activists
Springfield Overt
Interviews Overt
Bars, coat-check
street scene Hartford
Springfield Covert
Resort Provincotown, liass. Covert
far as the author was ai-ra.re, there was no contairdnation
of his covert status from his earlier overt appearances. The
greatest danger occured just after the interviews but interviewees
were asked to be discreet and it was explained to then, thxat later
the author would have to assume a covert sta.tus.
A nuinber of quotes are presented before each chapter in this
report. Names and, in some cases, localities and circumstances
have been altered to prevent identification of the individiials
involved. Common hesitations of everyday speech have also been
removed for clarity's sake.
As a reader examines this report he is asked to keep in irdnd
its central theme: Homosexualtiy is not an isolated phenomenon
limited to the parameters of sexuality. It is, rather, a social
phenomenon, one involving an entire subculture, with all the
richness, texture and subtlety of human interactional processes.
* Springfield and Hartford interviewees were obtained from gay
liberation organizations
Quote ;
"...Eut there's no such thing as the typj.cal honooexual. Who's
the typical man v;ho drinks ralk? Yoior o^uestion is no different.
There's tremendous variety. .. there are d.octors and ditchdi^igers,
some are piss-olegant and seme are god damn sIoIds. It runs the
gamut... It really depends on where you go to look... The Stancheon
will get the college crowd and the Napoleon will tet the vfrinkle
queens. .. Then there are the hustlers on the street and dirly old
men, and the "baths get the horney "bastards. either that or those
who just can't relate to anybody and they want to get their rocks
off. If you want to get a good idea of the different types you're
going to have to go out and find them "because a lot of them won't
sit still to "be interviewed. Like, no one who's very closety
is going to volunteer to tell you if they've rimmed someone...
"but whatever you want to see there's a place where it's out in the
open.
.
.
"
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Subjects interviewd consisted of twenty-five male homosexuals
ranging in age from 16 through ^6 (mean age 26.9) obtain. . from
the following soinrces: volimteers from gay organizations (8);
personal friends of the experimenter (2); approached at a homosex-
ual bar by the experimenter (6); approached on the street (i.e.-
the cruising block) by the experimenter approached at a
party by the experimenter (2); sent to the experimenter on friend's
recommendation (6).
All were actively homosexual. T;%'enty-three had had a sexual
contact during the previous two weeks, the remaining two in the
previous four weeks. Nine of the sample had "lovers" (i.e. homo-
sexual marriage partners), whereas seven described themselves as
having current "affairs" and nine described themselves as
"currently single". One vras a male prostitute, one was being kept
by an older wealthy benefactor, one regularly practised sadism and
masochism and one was a "drag queen" ( a male homosexual who
appears in public or at a gay bar in blatantly exaggerated female
dress )
.
Occupationally there was a wide range: seven were professionals
(one physician, three teachers, one social worker, two accountants);
four were college or graduate students; two were self-employed (one
photographer, one printer); one was self—employed as a prostitute;
three had skilled blue-collar jobs (two mechanics, one lathe operator);
seven had white collar jobs; and one was unemployed. Seventeen subjects
had completed college or beyond, seven had just a high school diploma
and one had dropped out of school at age sexteen.
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In terms of geographic and racial lackgroimd, all were presently
from urban areas (New York City, Boston, Springfield and Ilartford)
although two had spent the majority of their early years in predominantly
rural areas. Twenty-three were white, one was "black and one Chinese-
American.
In terms of heterosexual status, twenty-four were currently single,
although three had been married and divorced, while one was married but
separated.
Generally, the subjects seemed extremely cooperative. There was,
amazingly, not a single refusal to answer a question, an unusual occurr-
ence in view of the kind of material involved. This can probably be
attributed to the feeling, voiced quite expiciitly by some subjects,
that homosexuality is a misunderstood phenomenon and that a more .accurate
conception of its nature might have an effect on prevailing social and
legal attitudes. Although the interviewees were most anxious to have
an effect on such attitudes, thay did insist that their material remain
private and that any material taken for their interviews be published only
in part (so that they would not be recognized through an entire trans-
cript).
Finally, it must be realized that the conclusions drawn from this
particular sample will not be representative of the homosexual popula-
tion as a whole because of the particular kinds of selection, involved
i.e. the sample was drawn from places that tend to be frequented by
those who are middle-class, college -educated, and young. Additionally,
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only those who were fairly open and those who had chosen career
roles as homcsexuals were interviewed. Because of this non-represent'
stiveness, the author made an effort, vfherever possible, to "base
his conclusions on larger cross-sections of homosexuals he has
come in contact v/ith in the other portions of this project.
In the pages to follow, the data are presented in terms of
issues and settings revolving around the subject of homosexuality.
.
A glossary precedes these sections to faiTiiliarize the reader with
the argot of the homosexual trade, an argot shich pervades much
of the material presented in this study.
Glossary
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Arranf^eiaent- Agreement by which homosexual lovers can maintain a
"marriage" relationship while having sexual contact
with others.
Block- Cruising area in vrhich automobile pick-ups and hustling
occur
Blow- To stimulate the penis of the partner orally
Bull-dyke—A derogatory term for a masculine-appearing lesbian
Butch- Generally complimentary term for inasculinity in a male
homosexual
Chicken- A young homosexual
Chicken Queen- A homosexual, usually somewliat older, who is
attracted strongly to young homosexuals
Class- See "rating system"
Closet Queen- A derogatory term for a homosexual who knows he is
homosexual but does not care to appear openly in
gay places.
Glosety- A homosexual who is not sure whether he is, in fact,
homosexual.
Coming out- Entering the homosexual subculture and performing the
role expectations of "homosexual" for the first time.
Cruising- Activity involved in picld.ng-up another male. Such
activity involves eye contact, sustained staring, body
language, movement, etc. The form of the cruising
depends on the situation. See chapters on the bars, the
baths and the street scene.
Dick- Detective
Dick in the suds- Detective present
Deal- Attractive male homosexual
Discipline- Euphemistic term for sado-masochistic practices
usually involving bondage
DOM- Dirty Old Ilan. This refers to an older homosexual,
'
especially when he tries to pick up younger hom.osexuals.
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Drag*^ The female clothing worn "by a male homosexual, usually
blatantly exaggerated
Drag Queen
—
A male homosexvial who dresses in drag
Drop a load- Ejaculate
Dyke- Semi-derogatory term for a lesbian
Faggot- Derogatory term for a male homosexua.1, Kay be used by
other homosexuals to refer to an effeminate homosexual.
Fag-hag- A feinale who is a friend of a male homosexual and enters
into the homosexual scene. The term is slightly derogatory.
Fern- Effeminate in in.annerisms. Does not refer to taking the fem-
inine sexual role
French cultia-e- Euphemistic term for oral sex
Go down on- Perform oral sex on
Grade- See "rating system"
Greek culture- Euphemistic term for anal sex
Hooking partner- Bedmate in whom a homosexual has no particular
romantic interest
Hook- Take to bed
Leather Queen- Someone involved in the sado-masochdstic elements
of the homosexual subc\iltvire who wears the tradit-
ional dress of leather garments
Load-Sepien
Number-Synonym for "deal" i.e. an attractive male homosexual
Queen- A derogatory term for an effeminate homosexual. Can also
be attached to the other descriptions (e.g. leather queen,
chicken queen, etc.) where it does not imply effeminacy
but rather implies a derogatory aspect.
Queer- A derogatory tena for a male homosexual usually
not used
by one homosexual to refer to another except in
self-
deprecatory humor
Queer-baiter- A heterosexual who may rob or beat up a
homosexual,
usually after tempting him to engage in some
Kind
of sexiial act
Rating system- A rather idiosyncratic system used in some parts of
the country by vihich one hom.osexual can rate an-
other on a number of variables. Includes the con-
ception of "class" which refers to appropriate-
ness and availability and "grade" which refers to
sexual and personal attractiveness.
Glass Grad e
1. available and ap-
propriate
2. friends or others to
whom the incest taboo
applies
3. appropriate but not
available for reasons
other than that in class
2 e.g. having a lover
k. available but grossly in-
appropriate (e.g. by virtue
of age)
Rimjaing-Massaging the anus with the tongue
Grade may run from
"A" which indicates
extreme sexual and
personal attractive
ness through"F"
which indicates ex-
treme unattractive-
ness
,
Roll over-Permit anal intercourse as the receiver
Score-Pick up a sexual contact(trick)
Screw-Insert penis into the anus
Sisters-Two homosexual friends between whom there is no present
sexual involvement
Sixty-nine-Kutual oral sex between two m.ale homosexuals. Name
derives from the position thiat the partners assume
Size Queen-Homosexual who prefers partners with a large penis
Straight- Homosexual term for heterosexual
IkkB it-To sv/allow the semen in oral sex
Tea roop-Bathroom, usually public, where sexual contacts are
itiade
and actual acts sometimes are consumated
Trade- Homosexual who pays for sexual services
TL-ansvestite-A homosexual who wears female clothes that are
de-
~
signed to look as realistic as possible. Also
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includes make-up and other accessories. A transvestite is not
the same as a drag queen, the latter wearing dress that is blat-
antly exaggerated
l^'ick-A sexual contact or the act of having such a sexual contact
Trick out^To have a sexual contact outside of a lover relationship
Wrinkle queen- Derogatory term for an older homosexual
Wrinkle room-Derogatory term for a bar or club that caters to
older homosexuals
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The Street Scene
Quote:
"...I used to think that doing the streets v.'as iraacral and
filthy, just that the whole thing was dirty and revolting. I
used to imagine: What if my parents could see me going around
the block like that... I used to see guys cruising who looked like
my father. I knew they weren't "but that would really freak me
out.
...
There would bo some deals there too but I used to feel
sick every time I did something.
.
.One time this dirty old man
came up to me and he offered me fifteen bucks to suck his prick
in the back seat. 1 knew that he wasn't a dick because I liad seen
him practically every night I went there and his wrist ms a
little limp too... At first I just wanted to say "Get the fuck
av;ay from me!", but then I figured, what the hell, I'm not the
cleanest person in the world and I've done it before so there's
maybe five minutes of suchking and fifteen bucks and I*m not
going to take his load anyway—that's something I never do, even
now, unless I really love the guy-so the fifteen seemed good ao
I said OK... We got into his car and drove into the parking lot...
We got into the back seat and he un?.ipped only so in case we saw
a cop car coming it vjouldn't take too long to cover up. Viell
anyvjay, he v^asn't circu:r,sized and it smelled but I went down on
him anyway and it served him right because as the bastard was
about to come he pulled my head down and I had to take it, but
I gagged and threw up all over the son-of-a-bitch. I wanted to
run but I was too scared and I finally just helped hiifi clean
it up with my jacket... I didn't get the money and I didn't ask
for it... I did stuff on the street but I had never taken money
before and 1 figured throwing up was a good excuse no to start. .
.
Well, after that I didn't go to the block for nearly a year and
then finally John toik me down to the Stancheon (a homosexual
bar) and there I saw a lot of people I thought I had seen on the
block. .. There were a couple of people I really wanted to get it
on with... It was really funny... This time I could talk to them
and they seemed pretty open to me, the same people, tlnat was the
funny part... when they go to the block its like everyone is par-
anoid but when they're in the bar everything is really different.
Like a lot of people went to both places. If some number didn't
score with a trick he'd go out and cruise the block. .. l.ost of
them didn't feel guilty like I did or if they did, they did^a
pretty good job of hiding it... I went back one night after I
couldn' tfind'^a trick and the first rdght there I met hike. He
was tricking out because he had a lover then but he was out of
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town. Ve had to go hack to his place becam.e I didnH have aplace bu. we didn't go to bed right avay. We had brea!cfast,
we listened to the stereo and we talked for quite a bit... It
was rea,lly different from anything I over did. It wasn't 'dirty
and I felt OK about it. Also, I never felt guilty a^>out what Idid on the block after that but since Mike and I liave been goixii
out and everything, I haven't done too much..."
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uMiitujmi
Tho "street" or "the block", as it is sonetimes called,
refers to an area consensually designated by the homosexual
com/iiunity as one in which two types of activity take place:
hustling and "autoinobile crsuising".
Automobil^ cruisin^ ; This is a highly ritualized series of chain-
ed behaviors (which are at their peak from 9p.ja. to ^a.m. but
which may frequently go on until well past dawn) whereby
one homosexual may pick up another for the purpose 01 estab-
lishing a sexua-l contact. Unlike most contacts made in a boj:,
little or no attention is paid to conversation and there is
little or no expectation that the pick-up will lead to a re-
lationship. The sequence of events is basically as follows:
1) Exploration: This consists of a homosexual driving around
the block, signaling at each right turn, and slowing down,
almost to a stop, when passing occupied parked cars contain-
ing other males. Usually this is repeated several times so
that the cruiser may obtain an idea of what other attractive
males are present,
2A) Indication of j.nterest : The homosexual brings his car al-
most to a complete stop in front of a car wliich contains an
object of sexual interest. He advances ten to twenty feet
and waits for the other to follow. Then to step }a. or 3b.
2.B) Indication of interest : Those homosexuals who want to be
slightly m.ore passive may use this indication instead of 2at
The homosexual parks his car on the side of the street and stares
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at those who slovr down as they pass him. If they stare
back he may follov/. Then to step 3a or 3b.
3A F\;Lrther indication of interest and pick-up (passive role) ;
The homosexual pulls ahead of the other car (if he has been
following), makes another complete circuit of the block and
pulls over to the side in a place such that the other car
can pull in behind him. The person in the car that follows
till usually take the initiative. If there is still inter-
est, tail lights will be Ibinked.
3B ) Further indication of interest and pick-up (active role) :
The homosexual lets the other person pull ahead and he fol-
lows closely behing, indicating via signal lights and intention
to pull over. If the other person is interested he pulls
over and the homosexual pulls in behind him.
4) Tentative approach ; Active member takes a noncommittal
stance by getting out of his car and walking forward past
the car of the passive member. If he decides at this point
that he is not interested he walks back to his car and
pulls away. If the passive member is not interested he keeps
his window rolled up. If the active member i_sinterested he
stands there and stares at the passive member. If the pass-
ive member is interested he rolls his window down and looks
at the active member.
5) Confirming approach ; The active participant usually
starts
a conversation with a noncommittal "How are YOU?", "Wimt are
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you up to?", etc. Passive participant usually invites him in-
to the car if interested. If not, he makes the standard
reply J "I'm just waiting for a friend",
6) Contract nef^otiation ; Either participant may inquire as
to the availability of a place the couple can go to. Us-
ually this is preceded by a verbal attempt to confirm the
other's interest e.g. "Do you have to go home tonight?"
etc. It is at this stage thiat specific sexual proclivi-
ties may be inquired after or prohibitions given.
It should be emphasized that steps one ttoough six
represent a highly chained series of behavioral events and
any failure to follow the sequence will usually result in
an iiiunediate breaking off of the contact by the other party.
Tliis is virtxially a rule of the street and the reasons for it
are several i an assumtion of lack of interest by the other
party; the possibility that the person who breaks the cha.in is
doing it because he is not familiar with the requirements
because he is a "queer-baiter" (i.e. a heterosexual who
may rob the cruiser) or a "dick" (detective); The assumption
that the other party may have found someone else more at-
tractive in his cruising past the other cars.
In order to explore this phenomenon first-hand the
author was taught the basics of street cruising by one of the
interview subjects whose name is Jay. The author was then
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able to cruise the block in tandern with Jay using the electric
antenna on the author's car as a "trouble signal". The antenna
was usually left down as the author pulled over to the curb.
Jay, meanwVdle, would keep circling the block. Should there
be difficulty is "disengaging" froju a situation or other dif-
ficulty the antenna would be raised and Jay would coine over
to the car and begin to talk. In 22 attempts this was nec-
essary only once.
The author took the role of the passive participant and
out of 22 attempts, 8 were carried to step ^ and 3 to step 5.
In one case it was possible to actually recruit one of the
cruisers for an interview.
It should be noted that ?A of the 25 interviewees have
participated in street cruising at least once and 12 of them
continue to do it regularly. They see its advantages as "
"quick sex without any fuss, "being inexpensive", and "not hav-
ing any committinent"
.
They see its disadvantages as "possi-
bility of running into "dicks"
,
"possibility of running into
"queer-baiters" , 'the loneliness os sex withour caring", and
"possibility of running into straight friends".
Initiation of novitiates into the street scene seems to
come from two routes. The first is hearing about it from the
heterosexual comniunity. In both Springfield, Massachusetts and
Hartford, Connecticut, the location of "the block" is a matter
of general knowledge and 10 of the 2^1- interviewees who had
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cruised the streets had heard about it in this way. They then
learned the technique "by trial and error. The reraainin^i 14 had
heard "before about street cruising from their acquaintances at
the bar and usually received a good overview of the specific
techniques from these friends.
Police harassment of cruisers is quite frequent but it is
act-aally limited to telling tham to leave and breaking up any
overt sexual activity that is going on. Six of the sample have
reported being stopped by the police but none described serious
harassment, or an arrest. This pattern of police activity seems
partia.lly to be due to the nature of the clientel involved in
this activity: It often involves older, sometimes influential,
members of the community who apparently have no other homosexual
contacts or who do not want to be seen frequenting a homosexual
bar. A look at the type of automobiles usually seen on the
block tends to substantiate this hypothesis, host participants
are in their late thirties, five to ten years older than the
average found at the bar. Additional confirming evidence comes
from the reports of inter\-iew subjects as to the type of people
vrho have attempted to pick them up in this context.
While police harassment is not a serious risk, personal
violence is. Three of the interviewees reported robberies, two
of which were accompanied by beatings. These took place after
contract negotiation and did not occur on the block itself but
rather after the couple had left for some place to consummate the
relationship.
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Other clientel on the street consist of older horaosexuals
who can't "make out" in a bar environment, those from the bar
who have not "scored" that particular night, and those homo-
sexuals who are not yet confirmed in their career roles. Age-
relevant bahavior follows the pattern found in the bs.rs in
that those who are older tend to take the more active role.
The necessity for this is street cruising is obvious. Unlike
bars, however, there seems to be no upper age limit and those
well into their fifties are effective.
Money or payment for services are rarely a factor in
street cruising, although in tvra instances interviev/ees report
triat they have been offered payment. Both these cases involved
older homosexuals and seemed to occur when the pick-up did
not appear to be leading to s successful conclusion. The
reasons for this seeia to be several: those homosexuals desiring
payment will play the hustling scene on the block and walk
rather than ride in automobiles; the payment of money makes
those involved subject to possible arrest; and it is easier to
find more attractive and available prostitutes in other places.
The q\:ialities for which partners are chosen is somewhat dif
ferent from that for which they are picked in the bars or the
baths. First is "attractiveness", second is "availability"..
Unlike the bar, "intelligence" and "personality" are in fourth
place while "sexual preference" raged third. Interviewees also
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emphasize that the partner's "looking safe' is another factor.
Hustling; This term refers to a type of street prostitution
whereby youiig homosexuals are solicited by older homosexuals
on the street for the purpose of sexual relations. Like street
cruising, it is also a series of chained behaviors and there is
virt'jally no expectation that the transaction will lead to any
type of relationship.
Hustling and autoiriobile cruising take place on the sarae
block but the hustlers walks the block instead of riding and in
this way the prospective customer can determine what is free
and what is not. The sequence of events is basically as
follows
!
'•) Exploration ; The homosexual drives around the block, slow-
ing up as he passes each hustler and staring. This is repeat-
ed several tiiues down the length of the block with several
hustlers so that the homosexual can firmly establish his inten-
tions a,iid clea-rly indicate x.hat he is not street cruising at
this point.
2) Indication of interest t The homosoxual stops his car across
the street frcm the hustler, stares at hiru and waits. If
the hustler is intcrested-and it is always the hustler who
makes the active indication of interest-he will stroll past the
ca.r and stare at the occupant. If he is not interested he will
keep on -.ralking.
3) Further indication 01 interest and tentative approach;
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If the hustler continues to reinain interested he vdll walk
over to the car, lean against a bioilding and wait for the
driver to say soraething. The driver will then usufilly ask a
non-committal question e.g. "Kow are you tonight?". Thds
begins the contract negotiation sequence.
^) Contract nep:otiation ; This is usually quite explicit.
The hustler asks what sexual acts the customer would prefer
and where he wants to go (This is variable and depends on
whether the hustler has a place to go. Host do "but some still
live with their parents and have to go home with the client.)
and states his price. The customer can accept and the two will
go off together or he can refuse and "both can start the cycle
all over again looking for a tetter deal.
The hustlers are aLiiost alvfays homosexuals who liave "been
previously seen in the "bars. Because of the dangerous nature
of street cruising and hustling, most older homosexuals require
assurance that the person who they pick up will not "beat or rob
them. Therefore they tend to pick up only those hustlers that
they recognize from previous encounters or the bar. There
are, of course, heterosexuals who engage in hustling but these
frequent different areas e.g. "tea rooms" of parks.
The age range of the hustlers goes from about approx-
imately 16 to 23 years. The age of their clients is much older
and usually the clients are those men above the age of forty
or so who cannot make out in the bar. There is a definite
KnMHMwmMnni
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status loss in having to pay a hustler for sex "but relatively
little status loss in hustling itself. This, of course, is
just the opposite role situation than the one that would occur
with a heterosexual man and a prostitute. The difference lies
in the social value accorded the commoditisG in the exchange-
sexual services and n.oney. In the homosexual world sexual at-
tractiveness is valued above all else and its possesor always
has the high status role. In", the heterosexual world, money
and other economic considerations play this role.
Only one of the interviewees (age 46) has employed a
hustler "but four of the interviewees have done it at one time or
another, usually for primarily economic reasons and secondar-
ily for experiential ones i.e. " to see what it was like". This
is to be expected in view of the fact that the interviewees
viewed hustling as a convenient way of making money with few
social consequences attached.
In terms of possible involvement with the police, hustl-
ing is actually a rather safe type of activity. Only one inter-
viewees had been questioned by the police whiie hurtling.
The author gained the impression, although he was not able to
substantiate it. that there was an almost standard parctice of
financial pay offs to the police by the regular hustlers
and payment in terms of seKual services by the occassional
hustler. Such an arrangement would presumably be satisfact-
ory to both hustler and police for different reasons.
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In the Paths
Quote t
The following excerpt is ro\igh description of the
author's conversation with his guide upon entering a homo-
sexual bath:
A: "Oh my God, this towel's too small
.
Jay!"
Gj "Whadaya mean, its too small... its supposed to "be small.,
you wanna show your buns, don't cha?"
A: "Well, ah.
.
.no. . I mean I'd rather look a bit, er... con-
servative. "
G_: "How the hell can you look conservative dressed in a
towel, Jesus, you psychologists!"
A: "What happens if this falls off?"
G: "Then you can carry it. Its not too heavy."
At "I knew this research project wasn't going to be easy,
but this !"
Gj "Whataya mean, this?"
Ai "V/alking around practically in the nude in a gay bath
house is vrhat I mean."
G: "Oh, don't worry. Believe me, not everyone wants to
jump in bed with you."
Ai "Well, at least that's some relief."
G: "No, there have only been seven who wanted to so far".
A: "beven? But we've only been here for two minutes. Mo-
body's said anything to me. How do you get this
figure of seven?"
G: "Listen, Eisenberg, you keep forgetting where you are.
Let me give it to you again. Keep it straight this time
ha,lia,ha—You're in the Continental Baths... there are
three floors of gay men here... no one is going to come
up to you and say "pg-hdon me, but may I have the pieshah
of introducin' mahself "
. .
yhat ' s going to happen is they
first stare at you right between the eyes, then if you
look back between the eyes that means that you're in-
terested.
.
.How, seven people have looked at you so fax.,
that last one was kinda cute... You sure you don't want
to try- some of the action?. . .one teensey weensey blow
job v.'ouldn't hurt..."
A: "Ah, no thanks,"
G» "0.,K^, but you don't know what you're missing. . .now
see the cute blond over there?"
A: "Which one?"
G; "The one who's h^anging down to his knees. . .Jesus. .
.
how could you miss him?"
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At "V<ell, what about him?"
Gt "I've been to bed with him three times in the orgy
room... I 'm trying to remember his hame."
At "Well, people usually don't tell you their names in the
orgy room."
At "What's the orgy room?"
Gt "It's this place on the first floor. There are four
kingsize beds in it and everybody just climbs on and
does their thing. I once say a tensome in there. Look
you really have to understand the set-up here. The
first rule is that its all anonymous. You don't tell
anyone your last name. Now on the first floor ther's
the pool, the restaurant and the locker rooms. There's
not too much that goes on there except for the pool.
Then upstairs, on the second floor there are the private
• rooms. If the door*s closed then two guys are going
at it and don't go in. If it's open then it's o.k.
Now if the guy in the room is laying on his back, that
means he wants to be blown. If he's laying on his
stomach that means he wants to be screwed, iiow people
are always vialking in the coi-ridor. People pick them
up and take them back to their rooms and do whatever
they're into,
.
,
"
At "Vi'hy don't the police close the place down?"
Gt" Oh Cl-irist, how naive can you be? They pay plenty and
besides, the place has become a popular night spot with
the straights."
At "Here!?"
Gt "Sure... its the most in thing in New York, . .Saturday
night they have entertainiricnt and the straights come
in and sit in their suits and evening gowns in the sec-
tion by the door while the gays sit on the other side.
They have some of the best entertainment in the city.
Did you know that Barbara Streisand was once here, John
Davidson, Botte Midler, all of them..."
A: "You're kidding?"
G; "Nope. Check it in 'After Dark' .. .Well, what do you
want to see next? I know a great leather bar over on
tenth street."
Quote t
. ,
"...The baths are for sex. It's simple. . .sex. . . immediate
sex... no entanglements, no committments, no payments. Its
just sex. All you want for as long as you can take it. You
don't even have to talk. Actua-lly, you don't even have to
see the person that you're with... the orgy room is almost
pitch in the back... A lot of people I know are concerned
about the morality of the thing... A lot of my friends won t
go there. They complain that it makes them sick. All
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right- I can see that... they keep Pitching that impersonal
sex doesn't tijrn them on and I guess its a good idea for
them to keep away then. But, morality is a lousy reason
for avoiding it... What's immoral a"bout it?... No one gets
hurt, no one gets taken advantage of, people just don't
play games there. The only thing, absolutely the only
thing that counts is vjhat kind of a "body you have and what
you like to do in bed... People just act different in there,
the sai'ie people tliat are in the bars or the street.
You'd be amazed at the difference. For example therc^
one paarticular bastard who won't condescent to talk to any-
body in the bar but in the baths he's the biggest letch
in the place,,.! ghink maybe its because its freer and
everyone can relax.
.
.there's no expectation of anything at
all. You don't even have to say hello to the person the
next time you meet in the corridor.
.
,
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Basically, the "baths", as they are called, refer to
a number of establishments, usually catering to several
hundred people at a time, vfho's purpose it is to provide
an outlet for immediate v^, without entanglements or charge
(although there is an admission charge vaxying from $3.50
to $14.00), on a 24 hour a day Ixisis.
The baths are \;nique. No other word really suffices.
If the author retained, despite attempts at psychological
objecti-yfity, any capacity to be shocked, it was the baths
that produced it.
For the purposes of this project the author was taken
on a guided tour of the largest establishment of this type
in the United States- the "Continental" in New York City.
This establishment consists of three floors. The first
floor is devoted to locker rooms, showers, a swimming pool,
a restaurant, a- barber shop, a night club, a dance floor, a
sun room, a steam room, a bar, and an excercise rooia. The
second and third floors, somewhat smaller, consist of long
interconnecting corridors, off of vrhich are a great number
of small (7'x4') rooms which are furnished solely with a bed
and a number of "orgy rooms".
There are two basic options open to a homosexual who
visits the baths: He may rent a locker or ho may rent a room.
If he rents a locker he must have his sexiial contacts in the
orgy room, in the corridors, in the showers, in any convenient
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spot on the floor (except in the restaurant or night club where
it is considered declase' and not permitted) or in someone
else's room. If he rents a room he can use all of the above
places but- also has the option of inviting others to his room.
Standard dress is a towel, issued by the management upon
admission (a very small, towel which has the rather disconcert-
ing havit of constantly falling off).
• In the baths sexual contacts are initiated almost com-
pletely by body language. There is a minimum of conversation.
Standard procedure usually follows the following pattern:
1) Exploration ; The homosexual walkr. around the corridors,
taking quick glances at what is available.
2) Indication of interest ; The method used here is a mutual
stare directly into the eyes. If the potential partner is in-
terested he vdll reciprocate by staring back.
3) Initial Approach ; The active member walks over and touches
the passive member either around the genitals, the anus, or
orally-depending on sexual preference. If such touching is
reciprocated, contract negotiation usually takes place,
^) Contract Nc<^otiation ; This is extremely simple. Since sex-
ual preference if usually known from the nature of the initial
approach, only a brief, confirming question about this may be
asked. The rest of the negotiation consists of simply deter-
mining a place to go.
There is one slight departure from this pattern. If the
pa{re ^j-
homosexiial has rented a room he may leave the door open go
that people passing hy in the corridor may look in. Sexual pre-
ference is then indicated by position. Lying on the stomach in-
dicates a preference for accepting the partner's penis anany.
Lying on the "back indicates an oral preference. Lying on the
side indicates flexibility.
At any st^p the contract may be aborted. Thus, at step two
an individual can end the interaction by avoiding staring. At
step foiir he makes use of the standard phrase "'./hat time is it?",
implying that he has to leave.
Virtually all of the interactions in the ba.ths are cha.ined
sequences and subject of the "breaking" or "initiation" cues v:ith
one exception: the orgy rocr;.. Each room is provided with a number
of huge beds and a coi.plete free for all goes on here, nny one v<'ho
wants to can jump in and try to find a. suitable appendage or oriface.
Ihe client el th^t visits the baths seems to siiow a.bout the saf^ie
a,ge distribution as that of the 'bars. Physical attractiveness is,
however, coiisiderably greater because of the fact thxat this (and
general sexual preference) are the only significant variables and
those who are not considered attractivo vrill generally not find a
partner (unless thcty are willing to play the passive role in anal in-
tercourse).
The author was unable to secure any direct indication of socio--
economic stat-os but interview subjects report tr^at this runs a vride
gamut although the majority of the patrons are middle-class. Age
relevant beliavior is opposite to that in the street scene and the bars
Those who are older or less
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attractive tend to play the jnore passive roles.
Seventeen of the 25 interviewees have visited the ba'hs.
In 16 of these cases knowledge of this setting derived from
word of mouth. In one case location was determined through
an advertisement. Of the seventeen who have visited the
baths, 12 have done so more than once and 9 use them as a reg-
ular outlet. They describe the basis for picking partners
there as "attractiveness"
,
"availability"
, and "sexual pref-
erence". None considered "intelligence" or "personality"
to be particularly significant. "Looking safe" was not a
factor.
Interviewees describe the advantages of the baths as
follows: "immediate sex-as much as you can take", " no
comniittment" , "no hassle over conversation", "variety",
"freedom from harassment", and "constant availability" . Dis-
advantages were li'sted as : "absolute impersonality", "an-
onymity"
,
"frustration of meeting someone you really like
because you can't get to know him. in other ways", and "chance
of catching the crabs or V.D."
There is no detectable harassment by the authorities
at the baths. This is widely known and the most comiuon ass-
lunption is that pay-offs are made to those in a position
to oversee this type of activity. Drugs are ostensibly
prohibited by the management but when they are discovered
a quiet, tactful and polite intervention is made.
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Attitude of the clientel toward the management is very
favorable, especially because of the other activities con-
cected with the baths and the non-sexual amusements pro-
vided. One of the interview subjects claimed that the
Continental Club "provided some of the most fantastic en-
tertainment on the Eastern Seaboard"
. . The author found
this. difficult to believe but after checking some back
issues of "After Dark" ( a Boston-based literary joagazine
catering mainly to a homosexual clientel) was able to con-
firm the fact that this statement was not overly exagerated.
Apparently, the Continental is one of the "in" places in
New York. Every Satixrday night the nightclub is divided
into tvio sections-one for the heterosexuals v.-ho come in
full dress regalia and one for the bath patrons who take
some tine off from their sexual activities to watch some-
one else perform. Among the entertainers who have appeared
at the baths are Barbara Streisand, Bette Midler and John
Davidson. Indeed, probably the most unique and interesting
part of the study was attendi)ig a performance by Jill Corey
(dressed only ia'a woefully sm.all towel) opposite approx-
imately 120 ladies and gentlemen dressed in evening wear.
_ In the Bars
£uotot
"...its the most incredibly competitive thing you can im-
agine. I feel like being judged in some kind of a per-
verted beauty contest and the winner gets a trick for the
night. That's the meat rack though. I'm the meat. I
display myself on the rack and the studs buy. If I look good
I get bought. If I don't then I go home alone. It's hard
to make out in the b&xs for me because I'm not tV^t good
looking.
.
.Oh, I'in average enough but people rarely come
up to me and start a conversation. If I want a trick I
have to be fairly aggressive about it..."
Quote :
"...1 really like the bars... I guess I have an easy time
cf it because of the way I look. Blue-eyed blonds are in
and 1 get plenty of tricks but then there's the other side
of - the coin. I always vjonder whether someone really
likes me or just the way I look and also I'm shy and in
the bar a lot of people say that I'm stuck up when it's not
so. Then there are a lot of people who won't talk to me
in the bar even though I know them and haiig with them
outside because if they stand next to me everyone cruises
me and they don't score. Either thiat or they say that
everyone figures they're trying to pick me up and they
would have no competition..."
Quote:
"....It's exciting. I feel a real thrill when I go to
bed with someone new. There's always the possibility
that this might be the one, if you know what I mean...
At the bar I meet a lot of new people. Its a really ex
—
citing thing to cruise someone to see if you can pick
them up. Its like watching television, only its for real -
1 mean, some people sit home and play scrabble or monop-
oly. V/hy not play for real?Eesldes that, I have a few
drinks, talk to my friends, catch up on the latest dirt
and I really have a good time.... I have a good job, ob-
viously I don't have any fami3.y obligations so why can't
I have a good time?"
Quote ;
"...I can't stomach the bar. It seems so ridiculous
sometimes. Someone comes up to talk to you and they pre-
tend to be interested in conversation but its perfectly
obvious what they want. Its a game. The idea is to
look attractive and pick someone up... So in a 'oar its
civilized and the people talk instead of grabbing each
other's cock in the baths.., But all the time when I'm
talking to someone I keep saying to myself V.'hen can I
stop?' I know that I'm not really interested in talking
to them and I don't think they're really interested in
talking to me. Its just something that you go through..'.'
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Quote ;
...There must be more to life than bars. That really
bugs me because baxs are a very bad place to get to
know anyone. People aren't themselves because they're
all so nervous about trying to look attractive. The
whole thing is insane. Its like a contest and its
impossible to relax. Not only that but its dark, its
dingy, half the people are soused and the other half
are strutting like peacocks. W'riat kind of a place is
that to develop any kind of a relationship \-ri.th someone?"
Quote :
"...Everybody always is going to tell you that they hate the
bars. Everybody bithces about it. The only reason that they
hate the bars is because they try to pick up tricks there
and they get desperate. They act like their life depended
on picking up a trick that night. I used to be that v/a.y and
I alv.'ays had a lousy time. Then I started to figiu:e,"What the
hell, if it happens, it happens." After th^t I really Iriad
a good ti.ine, V/hen I stopped displaying myself I really
began to relax and I cculd go over and talk to people.
I mean ta!l
k
to them, not ;]ust like i was trying to pick them
up,
. .1 began to get a reputation as someone vrho's inter-
esting and I'd get introduced to a lot of people on tl\at
basis... To enjoy the bar you have to know wliat its about
but that doesn't mean that you have to agree with it..."
Tlic Ivuvi aro l.ho onnl.tMl ('.••'1-1»oj1m/^, .ji.laoo oC Lhn lujiuo-
ncMi..
; oommnnt.ly. Thoy ;irn l.hu rocil j)olnl. ul. wli.l(;l» (u.iiiiiiiini i.y
ijiloiMoLiuu occ\a\\.
-Tlioy aro Lho mootiii// jjlaco Tor !;nxual
II.iljoiil;. Thoy aro tho ,'j;athoring placoo whore friondo laooL,
Co:j£3lp iij oxchan,':;cd
, whoro lovcro e,o for a ."Saturday ni^ht out.
It in tho barij tl:iat novi homosexualc aro most often exposed
J.
to-jjhc homosexual community. It is in tho 'Lars that dru^js may
to bou/jht, tho services of prostitutes contracted for, and liows
01 tho latest events obtained.
Tho author worked as a coat-check in a hoiriosexual bar
for four months in order to have a chance to have a close-
h:ind look at the interactions that occur there and in order
to bo able to talk to homosoxuals in one of their "n^xtural
sottii\':is" on a wide variety of topics concernin^j homosexual
life. Huch of tho data in this and other chapters was ob-
tained as a result of tiiat experience.
The activities in a bar are divided into three main
catasories: social, business and sexiaal. Let us consider them
in this order:
Social activities ; The night at the bar for homosexuals is in
many vrays equivalent to a "night with the boys" among heter-
osexuals. In both cases the participants relax, they "let
their hair down", they may engage in frank sexual talk,
and their behavior may be considerably "freer" than it is'
during'; the day when they arc faced with the need of maintain-
ing a certain degree of social "facade". Of course tho
"night with the boys" can occur in a large nuinbor of settings
while, aiiiouc; homoucxiuilr. tlio r.act thiit if occuva In a Ixir [.uU
a ;ili;vht limitation on Llio interaction:-., litill, croupij of
fricnuij v,fill froquoitly arranf';e to moot at tho Ixir wltii no
ixirticular social objective in miiid other than to have a
good tl.ao. uomotimeti i^atronu will Gchoduol parties of
birthday celobrations which take place at tho bar. Ad-
ditional^-y, tho bar runs its own social activities. Dancin/^
takes place almost every ni.Ght (although there are some bars
where tlds is not pcnaitted). Contests are frequent. For
example, the bar tliat the author worked at would have a
lavish bi-weokly show ( at considerable expense to the own-
ers): the bar next door would have a weekly sing-along and
the bar three blocks down the street woudl Viave a weekly
bufi'ot, and talent contest . Tho author was able to wltnos;)
a hi)iiu)!U!Xual vorslon of tho "Dating Camu" tolovir.ion r.how and
a west unusual and unquestionably ujiique version of "The
Frlco Is Iiight" ( tliis took place at a sado-masochistic bar
where "slaves" were being auctioned off), several drag shows,
a muscle contest, etc. Such activities are quite frequent at
some bars along with free buffets and free sexual contacts, and
are soiue of main influence drawing patrons to the bars.
In the heterosexual society there is a wide diver-
sification of social functions but in the homosexual com-
munity almost all of these ( with the exception fo private
parties and events sponsored by gay liveration groups) are
hold in tho bar. The reasons for this are primarily tho
need to maintain a certain amount of anonymity, the lack of
other places available, and the fact that, sexual contacts
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are to be had at the bar as an added inducement. Secondary
reasons include the fact that a gay bar is basically a
business enterprise in an incredibly competitive field and
such businesses actively complete for patronage by offer-
ing an often ravish spread of food and entertainment. This
is especially true when a bar first opens and is trying to
attract a basic clientel.
Business actjvities: Owning and managing a homosexual bar is
a very risky propostion. Not only does the owner have to
make payments to the police and various "protection"
agencies but he also has to protect has clients from hostile
persons v;ho may infiltrate the bar and attack or annoy the
patrons. This is usually done, at considerable expense, by
hiring a nujnber of burly bodyguards and bouncers. Parking
must also be provided since few homosexuals want to walk
through a long distance in an urban area to a bar and vdll
tend to pick a bar vdth a parking area adjoining it.
The owner must also maintain the goodwill of his client
in other v^ays. Hiring the right bartenders is one of the
prime ways of doing this. Such bartenders are us-aally
possessed of exceptional physical or personal attributes and
if they move from one bar to another their devotees usually
follow them.
The owner must also allow other activities to take place
in his bar e.g. drugs and prostitution (since many people
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will visit the establishment specifically for this purpose)
while at the same time keeping them within discreet enough
limits so that these activities will not force the author-
ities to take action. This is a job that requires a con-
siderable amoiiht of finesse. Let us deal with these act-
ivities one by one»
a) Prostitution: Prostitution flourishes in a gay ba.r but
it is of a very specific nature in that it is directed
toward those "older" patrons (roughly 40 and over) vjho are
luiable to find a "trick" for the night. Such prostitutes
are almost always discreet and there are very few cases of
the prostitute blackmailing or beating up the customer
since prostitutes depend on the bar as a soiirce of income •.
and such activity will quickly cause theia to be barred from
such an establishment or turned over to the police by the
owner. Such a prostitute, from what the author has been
able to gather, is usually a homosexual who is in need of
money and will trick with someone older than they would
ordinarily go with for a "fee". At other times they
function as any other homosexual vrould in the bar and there-
fore they are not distinguishable in the same sense that a
prostitute on the street would be. Since they cannot be
readily identified they are rarely approached as such and
the homosexual who vaunts to take the active role in securing
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a prostitute v.dll have to look elsewhere (to a call-
boy service or to the street). The prostitute thus takes
the active role in approaching the customer. The usual
pattern is- that he simply sits down or stands near the
customer and begins a conversation. Since there are so f evr
older people who frequent a bar and since attractiveness is
considered to be almost completely a function of youth and
looks, s-n older person who is approached by a young attrac-
tive homosexual will almost iiomediately assiome that the
approached is not a gratuitous one. The patron v;ill then,
if he is interested, indicate that he is willing to offer
some type oC inducement to secure the sexual services of
the yoiinger partner. To the author's surprise such in-
ducements are rarely made in concrete forni but rather are
very vague and both parties usually continue to pretend
that the interaction is based on affection or mutual desire
The reason for such pretense seems mainly to be that the
bar, unlike the street, is a very public situation and it
is erabarassing for the older partner to have to admit t^iat
he cannot secure one of the abundant sexual contacts on his
ovm and for the prostitute, who, the m.ajority of the time
has another role as a regular pa.tron of the bcir, to engage
in this type of activity in front of his friends,
b) Drugs: Bars frequently serve as a source of drug supplj*
especially for amyl nitrate )"poppers") and marijuana, w^dch
are the two drugs used most frequently by homosexuals
wl-dle
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engaging in sexual activity. "Poppers" are often carried
quite openly in a small vial around the neck, somewhat trc o-
parently disguised as a pendant while irarijuana is often
stuffed into regulation 'cigarettes and smoked in the bath-
room. The only time the owner will interfere is if the smell
becomes bad enough to be noticeable and therefore subject to
action by the police. Because of the fact that the authorities
are given a certain a.mount of "cash lubrication" things us-
ually go smoothly and drug raids are almost never carried out
on gay bars since this would frightn away the customers a.nd be
a disaster for everyone involved, including those who are paid
off.
Drugs may also be puuchased at a gay bar if one is fair-
ly well known and a frequent custojaer. D-oi'ing the author's
stint checking coats he was approached no less than thirty-
one times in relation to obtaining drugs.
c) Other b-osiness activity: Businesses run by either patrons
of the bar or heterosexual businessmen who want to attract a
homosexual clientel are often advertised in the bar. This
occurs either by public announcement, by word of mouth of the
bartenders or by vncitten sign. Kany homosexuals sim.ply ass-
ume that businesses which advertize in such a manner will be
friendly and non-hostile toward them and so may go to quite
some length to patronize such a business. Such ads are
there-
fore very profitable.
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Additionally there seems to "be a cooperative relationship
between the owners or various homosexual Txirs within a city
even though competition is considerable in terms of attract-
ing customers. Such cooperation may be based on several fact-
ors: most bar owners are gay and there may be a mutual co-
hesion based upon being a member of an "out" group; a real-
ization that cooperation may have some benefits in terms of
keeping pay-offs to a reasonable level; a realization that
most of tlie customers will visit all the bars in a given
area anyway; etc.
S'cxual acti vi ties
{
To "pick up a trick" is the main object- •
j.ve of most homosexuals who go into a bar on a given night.
Most bars are arranged so th^t almost all the customers are
in plain view of each other. For this purpose there arc long
rails around the side of +he bar room where customers may
lean. This side area is known as the "meat rack" since its
purpose is to allow the castomers to display themselves by
"posing" in a rather seductive position in the hope that some-
one will come along and start a conversation. Homosexual
bars are -onique in that unlike most clubs, except for dis-
cotecs, the vast mjority of the customers (especially on a
crowded m.ght) will be standing up. Of the eight hundred or
so patrons who pass through a Springfield bar in the course
of an evening, less than seventy-five will be sitting down
at any one time.
The series of behaviors involved in making a sexual
con-
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taet is rather different from that which is followed in the
streets or the liaths in the sense that it is irmch more va -
iable and the steps are much more fluid. This is mainli--
due to the fact that the greater verbal nature of the inter-
action in a bar leads to more variability and fewer stero-
typed contingencies. Tlie rough sequence of events, in so
far as the behavior can be put into any identifiable sequ-
ence is as follows! exploration, indication of interest,
further indication of interest, tentative approach and con-
tact negotiation.
1) Exploration* The homosexual will usually take a "tour"
of the bar to see who he is attracted to and what the coju-
petition is. Such tours are usually not accompanied by eye
contact but rather by a more general visual appraisal of the
situation. The walk, however, is distinctively different
from that of a person walking to the other side of the bar for
some specific purpose and serves as a "cue" to other homosex-
uals such that it indicates that the patron is "available".
2) Indication of interest: The homosexual taking an active
role will position himself perhaps seven to eight feet
from the person he is interested in and stai-e directly into
his eyes, sometimes constantly, sometimes intermittently.
The homosexual in the passive role may return the stare if
he is mutually interested. If such stares are not returned
the contact is soon broken off.
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3) Further indication of interest: Step 2 may sometimes
be skipped entirely by those homosexuals who are fairly
aggressive or for vjhom staring makes imcomfortable. Step
3 may then be an initial step or may follow such staring.
The aim of step 3 is to start a conversation. Such a conver-
is usually, but not always initiated by the person who
first started staring. The conversational opener is us-
ually a general question e.g. "How are you tonight?" but
for the more imaginative it may be almost anything. Such
conversation may continue from five minutes to several hours.
If either one of the p3.;rtners decides at this point that he
isn't interested he will politely excuse himself from the
conversation, Trds is usually taken as a clear indication
of disinterest and, unless the other participant is quite
aggressive, the contact will be broken off. If there is
mutual interest, on the other hand, the pa,ir will reduce
the distance to considerably closer than normal conver-
sational distance e-nd then begin step ^,
4) Tentative approach: Most homosexuals want the minimum
of ambiguity when asking a prospective sexual contact if
they would like to accompany him for the night. This de-
sire is related to the fact that in the homosexual's view
sexual acceptance is a potent indicator of personal worth.
Therefore an overt rejection might be somewl-ia.t traumatic
and is to be avoided. Thus they have developed several
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nonverbal indications of sexual interest. One of them is
the above-mentioned staring and decrease in conversational
distance but on a crowded night in the bar these nay often
happen anjrway and so other, more definitive, indications are
now employed. Tnese consist almost entirely of physical
contact. One of the partners may begin by gTabbing the
other's arm or shoulder to make a point. The other vfill
then reciprocate if he is interested. These type of touch-
es are done in the most casual way possible so that tiieir
psychological intent can then be denied if the other party
does not prove to be interested. Gradually, the level and
intimacy of touch will increase and will usually end up
with one of the partners holding the other in some way.
Often an "excuse" for initiating such intimate touching will
be an invitation to do a slow dance. One partner will then
begin to rub the others back and if interested the other may
signal such interest by reciprocating. All this time there
is no co.nuaitment that connot be "undone"
5) Contract negotiation; This usually consists of a simple
request asking the partner home. It is sometimes euphem-
istically phirased e.g. 'Would you like to come over and have
a dri.nl<?", but the intent in such cases is quite clear.
In the bar scene, unlike the street scene or the baths,
there is no specific indication of sexual preference as a
matter of course. This occurs for several reasons: for
one, the sexual preferences of most of the patrons are al-
ready known or can "be found out from a rautual friend by
word of laouth; two, raany howosexiials are assujned "by their
partner to be adaptable (i.e. can take any of several
sexual roles) and indeed, the inteDrviewees report that this
is the case; three, it gives the impression that the partner
is only interested in sex and it is precisely this impress-
ion tha.t he wants to avoid. This last issue is one of the
biggest paradoxes in the homosexual scene. Although it is
considered perfectly acceptable to have ijnpersonal sex,
there is a constant effort, in sorrie contexts, to personal-
ize it. This occurs for several reasons: it a.llows the
participants to believe that they are not acting in a
"lustful" v;ay but rather on the basis of what they consider
" justifiabD.e" emotional feelings; it allows the participants
to hold out some hope that perhaps this contact will lead to
a lover relationship; it serves as a mask to prevent the
true nature of the interaction (sexual) from becoming too
obvious so that if one of the parties is rejected he may
claim to himself that it was not a sexual rejection.
The naive observer would assume that, considering the
general motivations of the patrons, the fact that promiscuity
J).' I/' (J Co
Ig ^.^auctiouod, and Iho lari'^o nunibor of pooiAo In tho Ixir,
thvti iuocL cur.toiiiGra would manage) to find a "trick". Thiu
iti not GO and tho actual ratio li; probauly clofior to 1:3.
The reaGonii for this are several:
a) !i;any hoiuosoxualG foar rojoction and so do not initiate
a^jproaciio;.;
,
b) a disproiDortionato nuiiibor of approachea are initiated to-
wards a small number of oxtromoly aLtractivo people.
c) some of tho patrons are lovoi-s or otherwise unavailable.
d) criteria for selection tend to be nan*ow.
SLanda.i.'ds of attractlvonoGS ; In inany ways the bar operates as
a free market whereby sexual services are oxc'nant^ed on tho
basis of the participant finding someone who lias a "market-
value" equal or better than his own. Such "market-value"
is based on youth, body build, looks and general attractive-
ness. Personality and intelligence are factors but they are
not the primary ones. ' U'ealth or job position is virtually
non-important. Those who are over the age of 35"^0 will
liavo a great deal of trouble locating sexual partners unless
they are extremely aggressive and even then they will prob-
ably not get someone who the majority of homosexuals would
consider particularly attractive. The reader will find a most
interesting disciission of this issue in the section on the
"sinle-standard criterion" and "aging" in the chapter of
"Mow TiiO homosexual Gubcultioro Is Detrimental To Its Members".
All of the interviewees Ixave been to bars and 20 out of
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25 had their first social contact with other homosexuals there.
They caiae initially to the 'Dar via three routes. Lost (Ni5)
heard about the bar from one of their sexual contacts. Three
would v.'alk in accidentally, thinking it was a heterosexual ber,
and two were brought to the bar by friends who suspected that
they were homosexual and who knew of the existance of the bar.
The five who did not have their first social contact there
heard about its existence from the people ^-rith whom they did
have their first such contact and quickly began to frequent
the bar. The new bar patron is treated with considerable def-
erence and syi.ipathy by those -.ho are already there, especially
if the new patron happens to be young and attractive. Ke will
find many sympathetic (and eager) ears willing to explain the
"scene" to him and will have little trouble picking up the re-
qodred role behavior.
Since the bar is the center of homosexual social activity
the average homosexual visits the bar quite frequently. For
the interview sample this vias an average of 2.7 times a week.
Some homosexuals probably spend from fifteen to twenty dollars
a week in such establishjaents and for many the aiuount is con-
siderably more.
Age-relevant behavior is noticeable in that those who are
older and less attractive tend to take the ii^.ore active roles.
•The reason for this is obvious and is simply that if thoy
don"
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they V.111 be passed over for the nore attractive nales present.
This is true with the exception of those older males who prefer
to be approached by prostitutes.
There are various types of bars which serve different
types of clientels but the degree of diversification in any
given bar varies from city to city. In Springfield, Massachu-
setts, the number of bars is so small that all bars serve a
heterogeneous clientel. In New York City, however, the number
of homosexual bars is well over a hundred and the type of bar
that a x^atron id.ll frequent depends on hds age, his sexual
preference and his social preference. One type of bar, for
example, popularly called an Scil-l bar, caters to those who ha-ve
a preference for sadism and masochism in" their sexual ititer-
actions. Usually the dress in such intitutions is quite
distinctive and consists of leather or derdm. The wearing of
keys hailing from the belt is a cue to the orie!itation of the
wectrer. Those worn on the left indicate sadism, those on the
right, masoclTlsm. On the West Coast however, the situation is
reversed. It is interesting that the personality of the patron
often does not seem to go vach the clothes. Although there
is a distinctive emphasis on masculine "dress" , mannerisms are
often extremely feminine, especially in those of masochistic
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orientation. Perhaps affectirig the rough masculine "look" of
the S&M crowd is a compensation for what some homosexuals per-
ceive as their inter-ml feminine orientation or perhaps it
may be an overcompensation for the "unacceptability" of t\io
males engaging in affectionate relationships. Masochism may
also perhc),ps represent a desire on the part of the homosexual
for punishment for Ms "lustful" or "evil" acts. The author
did not really have a great deal of contact vdth this segment
of the homosexual population and it is therefore difficult
to speculate on a viable explanation for this phenomenom. He
was, however, able to briefly visit such a bar and found the
standard patterns of interaction to be very strong and much
the same as the "regular" bar except that a) there was less
touching and more verbal coiaiaunication and; b) there \asually
seemed to be direct inquiries as to sexual preference in the
contract negotiation stage. It was also almost always true
that the masochistic member of the pair controlled the inter-
action. Tl-ds would be a necessity since, otherv;ise, the mas-
ochist could easily get into a situation that was "more than
he bargained for".
Other types of bars cater to different sectors of the homo
sexual population. Tnere are baxs that attract an almost ex-
clusively professional clientel. There are bars that attract
the "Queens" and the "glitter crowd". There are bars that at-
atlracl, olJor hoiuo;)oxuM].r.. Tho ]atLor aro callod "wrinkl room:."
and aro ubually liie.hly GOcirocatod. Tho avoraeo homoLioxual cannot
f^Qt in uuloc;:^ hu 1g accomixanicd by a curroni i>atron and, oven
then, he inuut have a fairly dir>crote appearance.
.Some bars have a "back room" where overt soxucil activity
COOG on, much as in the baths, ouch activity, however, is doclas
in the Trent room althou(jh heavy necking and pettin^j is consider-
ed pcrvoctly all riclvL. The reader may refer to the section
doalin^^ with sexual nonns in the ciiapter on "Mores and I'.orals"
for moi-o detail.
Addondunit community spirit
Luriii/j the four- months tliat the ovmcr worked checking- coats
one of the bai-s in Sprini^fiold was blown up and one, the one
at which he v/as employed, was burned down by an arsonist. The
first incident was {generally thoufjht to have caused by the own-
er in order to collect the insurance but the second vfas believed
to have been a genuine case of arson since the bar was at the
height of its popularity and financial success,
Tlie reaction to this burning was remarkable. First, there
was a great deal of indignation and demands to various x^olice
quthorities that they find the culprit. After this the reaction
was mainly one of helping to rebuild the bar in the shortest
possible time. The general reaction was very similar to that
which is usually encountered by a temple or church tlmt has
suffered a fire. Offers of help pourd in, botli financial and
personal. Reconstruction was started and many homosexuals
with skills in a given area helped, absolutely free of charge.
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They were given some free food and liquor "by the owners, but
thi& was insubstantial when compared with the value of their
labor in a free market. The rebuilding this tar became a
Saturday afternoon activity, vrithin the hciaosexual coinjnunity.
In view of the fact tliat the 'oar was a business es tablishjnent
and furthermore, an establishment that made a great deal of
profit from its customers, this type of sentiment was remarkable
-
The reason for it seemed to be that in many ways the conuuunity
and its members seemed to personalize the bar, to think of it as
a protected haven from a rather hostile world. Realistically
they a].so regarded it as the only locale they had in which to
conduct the majority of their social activities. When the bax
v^as reopened its business was even more spectacular then pre-
viously and the owners threw a number of parties to celebrate.
In general, the feelings of customers about a bar is very
different from the way most heterosexuals feel about a "water-
ing hole". It is more akin to the way a member feels about his
country club, a churchgoer about his church, a fra.temity
member about his fraternity. Such feeling illustrates, once
again, the basic point of this report—that ho^iosexuality is much
more than a strictly sexual orientation but is a wide-ranging
social phenomenon.
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On Mores And. Morals
Quote;
"...When you ask me that (how honiosexual society is different
from straight society), I don't really know how to amwer. Its
a tough question. There's a million ways: there's a much freer
sexual climate, there' less importance around money, more on
looks and body, all the things that have to do with women and
children are gone, so that's different. Getting older is a lot
harder when you're gay and other hoiaosexuals haven't got much
respect if you're past forty.
.
.
That' s really ^ad~to be old.
They call them D.O.K.'s especially if they try to pick up
chicken.
.
.
"
Quote:
"...The thJ.ng is that there aren't strict rules because there
is no one there to enforce them. About the only -thing that's
an absolute no-no is to hurt someone physically and then, even
if that liappens, wliat's going to happen? The person may be
barred from the bar for awhile and people may whisper "Don't go
home with him", so he won't get tricks. But that's about it.
No one is going to call the police because who kiiows what might
happen.
.
.
"
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In the sense that the horiosexual co.Tiniunity only partially
shares a set of vs,lues and meanings espoused by the larger culture
of which it is a jjart, it ipiay be vievred as a subculture of that
society. It is extremely interesting in this regard to take a
closer look at soine of the unique noriiiative standards and social
roles in the hoiiiosexual community. Before doing that, hoviever,
it should be recognized that the gay "cor.imunity" is a loosely
organized set of bars
,
friendship cliques , and other associations
without many of the geograplilcal , ethnic or racial ties that
characterize other communities. While it does have certain mores
it has few v:ays of enforcing them except by the assignment or
removal of status. Such status usually cEirries no definite
privileges or proscriptions but rather relates to the approval
of others and the ease with wl-iich a hom.osexual may obtain
access to certain groups of individiJials.
Internalization, on the other hand, is far more effective
than status removal and this is the main means used to ins-are
that the homosexual mores are followed. It is important to
realize that when the homosexual enters gay society he is often
confused and is disoriented. He quickly internalizes whatever
normative standards he finds around him. This is especially
true because he often enters in with a very negative self-concept
and the normative standards of the community provide a great re-
lief for him.
Let us now consider some of these standards and values:
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The value of ^a^mgss; The primary norm of the homosexual community
is: To be gay is good. This is, of course, diametrically opposed
to the norm of the larger society which views homosexuality with
suspicipus neutrality at best. The young homosexual entering in-
to the coiumunity quickly learns this norm. He learn it by ob-
serving the open interaction of other homosexuals in bars, by
listening to their conversation, by observing the fact that there
ape hundreds of others like him who seem to be enjoying themselves
,
by seeing analogues of straight institutions (e.g. marriage),
and by picking up the general atmosphere, of which shame is not
a part.
Attitudes towards individual straights ; The attitude of homosex-
\ials towards heterosexuals does not seem to parallel the attitude
of the latter towards the former. There is generally no der-
ision of straight status as far as any individual goes. Straights
who come into a bar vdll be the object of curiosity (if, indeed,
they can be detected at all), some speculation as to whether they
are really straight, and some \>rariness but unless they are act-
ing in an inappropriate manner or clearly making fun of the bar
patrons, they will be left alone.
To a certain extent, the attitude of homosexuals meeting
straights on the former's gxound is understandable; the straights
are hopelessly outnumbered and unfamiliar with the role require-
ments of the situation, thus giving the gays a substantial ad-
vantage. The author found himself "urJiasseled" in the parts of
the research where his heterosexual identity was known.
He was
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sometimes asked a few pointed questions as to why he was in the
situation and whether his study would "be "syiapathetic" to gays or
not. After that, no special notice seemed to te taken.
Attitudes towards straight society ; While attitudes tovjards individ-
ual straights are quite open and tolerant, attitudes to-ward straight
society are considerably more negative. There vrould seem to be
three distinct sets of values toward straight society depending
upon what subset of the honosexual subculture one looks at. Those
with the most extreme attitudes are the "gay liberationists" who
believe that straight society is oppressive and must be actively
changed by means of political tactics. Such liberationists often
openly declare to friends, associates and employers that they are
gay and take active steps, e.g. court suits, to deal with the con^
sequences.
The second gxoup, which constitutes the vast majority of
homosexuals, regards the straight society with considerable war-
iness and tries to steer clear of conflict with it whenever possible
To this end, they are reasonably discreet about their sexual orien-
tation and do not flaunt it in public (although they may inform
a few close friends or relatives). They are openly a part of the
homosexual cominunity, however, and they do frequent bars, clubs and
parties as long as there is reasonable protection from discovery
(and there usually is).
The tl-drd group cor^ists of those hoiaosexuals who,
more or less
"take the role of the aggressor" and espouse the
values of the
society, avoiding contact with the
more open and active homosexual
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institutions (e.g. bars) but coining into contact with the coirjuunity
in peripheral ways (e.g. street cruising). They may identify theiu-
selves as homosexuals or they nay be the types of persons who are
described in Hrmphrey's "Tearocm Trade" (5?) and are often laarried
or otherwise heterosexually involved individuals who cannot really
"afford" to be publically observed in a clearly non-aii,biguous hoi.o-
sexual setting. Since the actual danger of discovery by the author-
ities in a "tearoom" is far greater than at a homosexual bar we
may presuiae that one of the crucial factors that leads people to
tearooms instead of bars is internal guilt which vrould produce a
large amount of shai.ie in a public situation. Such guilt may also
lead to an unconscious wish to be punished, for the "lustfulness"
of tb.e acts and hence may lead soi.ie individuals to pick the m.ore
peripheral and dangerous aspects of the gay coiu.iunity.
Sexuality; It is in this area that the homosexual commumty is
markedly different from the larger society. Besides the obvious
fact that the gender of the desired sexual object is male there is
also the fact that there are almost no prohibitions on sexual be-
havior and those that theieare are very loosely enforced. This
situation is partially a function of the looseness of the community
structure and partially a fact that sanctions are not form.alized
because there are no "sanction enforcers" i.e. authorities, within
the community. The following differences can be described:
First, all types of sexual behavior are permitted ( oral,
anal, sado-masochistic, etc.) although there is a certain degree of
segregation according to sexual preference. Thus, for example,
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sado-masochists may have certain "leather" bars. In addition, there
is no status dilTerentiation relating to any special type sexual
activity or preference. This seems to hold true even for sexual
behavior Which most outside observers might regard as "feminine" or
"passive" e.g. being the receiver in anal intercourse.
Second, rules regarding time and place are only loosely foll-
owed. In general, the one rule is that overtly sexual
behavior
which involves possible nudity or orgasm should not be
done in
public, ^rhe word "public", however, is loosely
interpreted and
would not include private parties, cruising areas,
ets. While those
who do engage in such sex also may suffer a slight
loss of status,
becoming knovm as "cheap" or "trashy", indiscretions
are frequent
and no periaanent loss of status usually
follows. Someone who does'
luake a practice of making his sexual
bahavior .acre visible than the
norm for the i^rticular subsection of
the co.ununity involved (and
such norms seem to vary somewhat from
bar to bar, friendship clique
to friendship clique) may suffer a certain
loss of reputation but
.ill not usually be excluded from
interaction with others, espec-
ially if he is more physically
attractive than average.
Third, there is no presupposed link
between emotional involvement
and sexual activity. It is
accepted and reinforced by the
commu-
nity that overt sexuality is
entirely acceptable without an
emo-
tional basis, ...ere is no disgrace
of any kind in picking up a
nrick" for the night without having
further irvolvement with
. fiP- that rhere are, however,
penalties for holdii^
that person a tex n . iuej-c.
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out the prorrdse of emotional involvement in return for sex in a
long-term relationship (i.e. "leading a person on") and such pen-
alties seem, in general, more severe than in the wider heterosexual
society.
.
This type of behavior is looked upon with some severity
by the gay community and the person who engages in it vdll soon
acquire a very bad reputation which will precede him to the bar.
Fourth, there are no real sanctions placed on promiscuous
behavior. Attitudes toward promiscuity range from a slightly neg-
ative one to a uniquely positive one. In general, the feeling of
the gay community towards promiscuity closely resembles the feeling
of the ifiale heterosexual community toward that type of behavior in
its own ranks i.e. the homosexual who seduces a gxeat many others
is seen as potent and desirable (so long as he does not go about
it in a blatent or boorish way) while the homosexual who "can't
get a trick" is seen as lacking in some quality.
Fifth, an "incest taboo" is loosely followed which, generally
speaking, prescribes that a homosexual does not go to bed with his
close friends. While it is often true that such friends are first
met in a sexual encounter, it is accepted that, should a friendship
develop, sexual activities between the two people involved should
cease. When this happens the people involved are known as "sisters".
The function of the incest taboo is apparently to protect
friendship cliques and other associations from the conflicts and
jealo-osies that would be caused were the members to freely have sex-
ual contact with each other. In practice the taboo is often
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violated and the sanctions imposed may range from none at all to the
two offenders being kicked out of the group. It should be noted,
however, that this prohibition seems to be internalized early in
the homosexual's career and so is usually obeyed. If two people
choose to disobey it they may work their way around it by a simple
redefinition of roles i.e. becoming lovers or declaring to their
friends that they are now a "couple". Tliis still maintains the in-
tegrity of the group because it encapsulates the couple as a unit
and does not alter the contingencies about who they go to bed with
who in the group (except for the couple, who may go to bed with
each other).
The incest taboo may have another, slightly more complicated,
alternative explanation. Much of the homosexual's self-image is
based on sexual acceptance by others. If a sexual relationship were
to continue between tvfo close friends for an extended period it
would, when and if one of the pa.rtners decided he did not want to
continue the relationship on a sexual basis although he wanted to
keep the other person as a friend, involve considerable overtones
of rejection. It is the author's belief that many homosexuals have
a great deal of trouble separating sexual disinterest from total
personal and social rejection. Therefore a. homosexual who was in-
volved in such a termination of sexual contact might suffer a mod-
erately severe trauma, especially if the partner was a "significant
other". One way to avoid tVds trauina is for each participant to
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signal himself intornally, at so.ie early point in the relationship,
that sexual involvement must cease and to attribute the necessity
for cessation to his own desires rather than the other party. Hence
the incest taboo.
There is no exact parallel of the incest taboo in hetero-
sexual society. Usually the question docs not come up, except eithin
faiailies or between close blood relations, since friendship groups
are, for the most part, homogeneous as far as sex goes. This is, to
a degree, not so for married couples but in that situation the
marriage bonds between couples establish prohibitions and specify
the contingincies sufficiently so that an incest taboc is not
necessary.
On sexual characteristics ; Youth and physical attractiveness are
the most highly attributes in the gay v/orld. The empliasis on these
characteristics exceeds, by far, the similar eniphasis in the heter-
osexual community. A homosexual who is young, attractive and reason
ably masculine is given preferential treatment in almost every as-
pect of the gay world. Ke not only is the first to be asked to
"trick" but he can easily gain access to almost any group or clique
he desires, regardless of the economic or social make-up of the
group. Ke gets better service, sometimes free, at the bars and Itis
violations from normative standards are looked upon with a great
deal of tolerance, if not outrightly ignored. He is usually talked
about, his preferences endlessly debated and is often the object of
Ducn envy. It is generally coiiGidered a mai-k of Gtatua to havo
Iii.n as a friend and he will have more acquaintances than he can
comfortably deal with. To "catch" such a person as a lover is con-
Gidorod by viany (-ays to bo the realization of one's life's ambition.
Conorally, in sox\ial and por.jonal intoraction:; that occur;
betwoc-n homosoxmls, the younger and nioro attractive i)articipant
has tho "tiowor". llo may bo lacking in many other cl-iaractoriti-
tics and a I,tribute:
, relative to the other participant but tho
subcultuxMl norms define the relevant variable (attractiveness).
McGall and Simmons (6l) in a discussion of the dynamics of inter-
action, underscore this point:
"...Povrer is said to arise from an inbalance in ex-
change resources.
.
.the peculiarities of power in
encounters stem from sources relevant to encount-
ers
,
are largely the same and consist of role
support and the various intrinsic and extrinsic reviard".
Ar;o t Just as youth and attractiveness is considered extremely de-
sirable, age is viewed as an extreme liability. To use IicCall and
Siiiimoiis" idion: it severely limits the exchange resources of such
an "afflicted" individual-not because such an individual does not
have such resources but simply because the resources that be does
have are not really relevant to the interaction. Young hoiuosex-
Uctls, in fact, rarely associate \n.th other homosexuals past forty
or so. Such "oldersters" do not even enter most bars but remain
in the homosexual coiaiaunity by means of friendship cliques or those
bars and clubs, called "vrrinkle rooms" by tho younger crovfd, which
caLor spoclfically to oldor people. Tho homosexual community
supports this value and maintains this in several ways. Older
homosexuals often are excluded froin most friendship cliques and if
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one is adjoitted it is alj.ost always on the unspoken condition that
he make no sexual advances toward younger ineruters. Older homosex-
uals are generally assigned to the status of D.O.K. (dirty old
/iian) and should one of then enter a tar and behave in a seductive
way (even if he is fairly subtle) he is often ridiculed openly or
in whispers. Younger homosexuals who have sexual involveiaent with
those considerably older than themselves will have their status
subtly dovrn-graded and questions of their psychological adjustment
may be raised. This is true unless there is some emotional involve-
ment between the Uio, in which case the "deviation" is seen as
acceptable.
It can be supposed that there are groups of older homosexuals
who have a way of dealing with the negative status assigned them
by youjiger homosexuals. The author, however, was not able to gain
access to these groups and has heard only vague rumors of their ex-
istence. This, of course, speaks for a considerable degree of
segregation imposed by the community.
Women ; The mores of the gay community with regard to women are
almost nonexistent. They are reganrded as simply irrelevant.
They are 'not usually specifically excluded mainly because there are
so few who make any attempt at breaching the bairiers. Few women
want to be part of a friendship group in which social, physical
and emotional considerations are geared around men. i^ewer still
will enter a bar and on occasions when this does happen they us-
ually quickly realize the nature of the situation and leave.
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There is one exception to this irrelevancy and that is for the
woman who always i.iay be a close friend of a laale who is already in-
volved in the homosexual subculture. Such a woir.an is usua-'-^y rel-
egated to the role of "fag-hag", ms role carries a sterotype
such that the woman is regarded as having some problems relating
to heterosexual men and has so chosed to enter the homosexual scene.
She vdll usually have no trouble gaining access to a bar, expec-
ially if she is in the comimny of a male friend or if the bar caters
to 'lesbians ( one for who she may be mistaken). Her treatment will
depend on how aften she is seen and how she reacts to the gay
patrons. Usually such a person n^ver really gains complete accept-
ance except, perhaps, in the group of which her male friend may be a
part and then only if he is fairly influential. The partial
acceptance such a woman does gain seems to be based on the homo- "
sexuals perception of her as having a siinilar status to his own i.
e, havliig trouble in her societally defined sexual relationships.
Homosexual males who choose to have involvement with women
are not usually derided for the fact but are looked upon as being
a bit unsure of their sexual orientation and not yet ready for
"iiarriage". Such males vrould not be excluded from friendship
cliques if they chose to join but, understandably, they spend much
of their time outside an exclusively gay atmosphere and often can-
not put in the time or the effort needed to be a member in good
standing.
In contrast to the community's attitude toward heterosexual
wolucii, itG attitudo Low^ard hoiuocoxual womon is more no;;ativo.
Thoy aire often charactorizcd ac "bull-dykcG"
,
iinplylnij a certain
boorishness and uncouth manner. They are aeen as aefjressive and
tiu-oateninc^, althou/^h the rcasonc for such a stance are unclear
sinco tl^o aroac; of h;ieuobGXual men and hoiuosGxual wonion oLvioucly
do not cross. Ferhaiki it may bo tliat tho occasslonally threatcn-
ijf^i,' appearance fo gowq liiaGculine-lookin^^ lesbians brings any
suprossod anxieties the homosexual may have re^ardin^^ females to the
GuiTaco. If one believes the theory that homosexuality reflects
"hidden fears of tho opposite sex" and if one farther assumes
that tho mechanism behind the development of homosexuality is
ex:posure to a castrating female source followed by avoidance, then
the homosexual's attitude towards lesbian women becomes under-
standalbe. The history of the men in the interview sample, how-
ovoi:, does not scorn to beat* out thii; theory, oovontoun of tho
25 (60,';) made a sulwtantlal attempt at hoterosoxuality , I'i-
achieved intercoui^jo, and only four described mothers tliat could
bo reij;ardcd as particularly caotiutinc'. Other research evidence
supportt; tills. Rooslor and Deisher (59) 1 for example, usinr a
sample of 6C iiiale homosexuals, found tiiat 3^ {^^%) had at least one
experience to orgasm with a female and 19 (32/0 ^^ch experience
with up to nine fomales. Furtherrnore , only 6 of the present inter-
viewees described beiuf; fearful and uneasy vdth women and ^ of
tlicse were uneasy with almost all their social contacts, including m
Frobibly tiio difforentlal reaction to heterosexual and hojfio-
i.oAU'il .lo-u'i.i in Lhe bar can bo explained on tho basis of the social
sitiuition withouL liavinij; to brine; lii unduly complox "causative"
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psychodynamic factors: Heterosexual woiaen are aliuost always in-
vited guests and furthermore take special care not to offend the
patrons of a bar. Homosexual women, on the other hand, are ag-
gressively in the bar on their own account. Furthermore, they
often realize that they are "intruders" since most bars are more
or less structured for a male clientel. They sometimes, but not
always, adopt boisterous behavior to compensate for their feelings •
about the intrusion. Lesbians who do not adopt such behavior are
usually quite well tolerated by the males in the bar.
Authority ; The homosexual community maintains a wary truce vrith
police and other authorities. The general belief is that pay-offs
are frequent sines the activities involved are ostensibly illegal
(or can be made to a-ppear so) but few arrest or raids are ever seen,
Gontact with the authorities is variable and depends almost
entirely on the situation. A bar is a relatively safe place in
that it is almost never raided. Policemen may be frequently seen
inside, however, on their refular tours of duty. This is especially
true in recent years (after the politicizing of the gay liveration
movement) but was less true fifteen years ago. The attitudes of
the community have changed in accordance with this. The older in-
terviewees tend to report concern with authorities while the younger
ones were somewhat less concerned.
Homosexual institutions other than bars enjoy varying degrees of
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immunity. Private parties are probably so safe as heterosexual
parties of the same nature while street cruising is rather risky.
Still, even in the latter case the police usually do not arrest
the offender.
Despite the fact that there is not too ii.uch of a problem with
the authorities, sterotypes and beliefs about them tend to be main-
tained. The functions of such maintainence are several; for one, it
tends to sol3dify and maintain the coirnnuiiity
;
second, it is useful
to those in charge of certain institutions, e.g. bars, in controlling
the behavior of jiatrons so that it does not go beyond the point at
which the police or political authorities actually will intervene.
It was the impression of some of the older interviewees that
beliefs about authorities were becoming less cautious with tijue.
They spole of constant warnings of "dick in the suds" (detective
present) which were formerly common but which are not now.
Sub-cultural affinity ; The homosexual coifimunity is very concious of
the fact that, as a group, they are largely ostracized. As such,
values tend to promote the desirability of sticking together and p
supporting other homosexuals where at all possible. This extends
even to favoring other homosexuals with business or trade and there
are organizations e.g. Gay Switchboard in New York City that main-
tain lists of homosexual tradesmen, plumbers, physicians, etc.
A hojiiosexual who fails to support another in a crucial moment
(at least if the situation is one where he doesnH l-iave to expose
his own orientation) will be the subject of very negative comment.
'iX^s is especially true when the aggressor is thought to be heter-
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osexual. The reader interested in certain aspects of coiiirntinity sol-
idarity will find an interesting addendum in the chapter "In The
Bars" where the rebuilding of a bar by the corrmunity is described.
In general, the mores of the homosexual community are vague and
loosely defined. To a certain extent, this is to be expected since
much of the coi.ununity revolves tiround coiiunercial inrstittuions e.
g. bars, whose main interest is not in the maintainence of the cou-
munity, per se, but in doing business. This situation is rapidly
changing, however, as various homosexual orga^nizations become more
influential and ai^e establishing more definitive norms and codes of
conduct. In some cases such organizations are forcing bar owners
and other to accept such norms (e.g. transvestism is an acceptable
deviation and transvestites should be permitted in bars). The co-_
herence of the homosexual community seems to be on the increcise and
likely will be investigated by students of the homosexual scene in
coming years.
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On lovers hnd Other Strang;ers
Quote ;
"...Ky lover is the world to r^e, he's everything. V.'e live jgether,
we sleep together, we're a lot like a married couple, really. V/ell,
actiially -there might be sorae differences... we love each other very
much, that's no different.
,
.Don and I are "both what you laight call
realists. Gay lovers don't usually last more than two or tl'iree
years. I realized that once I'd been out for a while,.,I think most
lovers know vrhcn they get together that it won't be a lifelong thing.
Not because there isn't the corruiitment—there is. Its a iV.atter of
other pressures.
.
.Well, you have two males vmo ar both horny and have
been used to getting their rocks off. There's a lot of tempta-
tion in the ba,rs and there's a hell of a' lot of opportunity too.
Imagine you were laarried and you could go out and pick up a girl to
have sex with at the drop of a hat-no obligation, no trouble, no
money, no nothing-how long vroiild you stay married? You really have
to unerstand the situation.
.
.Don and I had a long talk and we de-
cided it would be better to try and stand up under the pressures
ttian to trick out. So we ion't but sometimes its very tempting...
Now there are other things that make it hard to stay together.
For exaiiiple, both Doa and I work fifty miles apart and there's a
possibility that Don iiiay have to move. Now I vfould go if that
happened but take Ronnie and Glenn.
.
.Glenn just got a great job in
Boston but Ronnie con't leave. In a regular marriage that wouldn't
haippen. . The woman would follow the man. . . The other thing that
makes it hard is that you can't really be open. If they school
board found out that Don and I were lovers I'd be fired off the bat.
Can you imagine a queer teaching in Don's room so that the neighbors
will see the lights go off at different timew. . .''<ve' ve been together
for five years, even with all the hassle, and its been the best
five years of my life.,,"
£uote:
"...Tl-iis life can be avjfully lonely e.nd I've always wanted a lover.
^
Being lonely inu't enough reason though, ,. .Sometimes I can't stand it
its like one trick after another and what the hell does it get ms?^
A penis is a penis is a penis. Christ, I ought to be Gertrude Stein.
Its the same conversation, even the sex gets dull. .. There's no per-
manence. You know, its like people go in and out of your life and
you have no home base if you're alone. Being lonely like that is^
t
v/orst thing about being gay and a lover is a protection against tha
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Since homosexualtiy it too often viewed as a strictly sexual
phenomenon, it is not often realized that homosexual "narriages"
(described "by homosexuals as "having a lover") do take place. This
typo of marriage arrangeir.ent shares many of the same psychological
and social qualities of heterosexual m.airiage yet there are distinct
and significant differences vihich go "beyond the sexual sphere.
Alm.ost all homosexuals seem to desire soiiie form of gay marriage.
This ms so for 2^ out of the 25 in the interview sample and for al-
most all the other people with whom the author v.'as able to talk. Gen-
erally, they felt that such a marriage would serve several functions:
it would provide a, stable affectional relationship; it would help
eliminate the frequent and often frustrating search for sexual
partners; it would provide companionship; it would provide relief
from the lonliness of the homosexual existance; and it would give
the participants a certain degree of additional -status among their
friends. One factor that did not seem to be a prime motivation,
as it often is, especially for feiiialos in the heterosexual world,
was economics. Since the participants involved were both male
and both were usually employed, this is understandable.
The author feels that there may be several additional factors
involved in the aliiiost universal desire on the part of hoiaosexuals
for a gay marriage wbJLch the subjects did not verbalize. These are:
1) In the homosexual world much of the interactional processes
are based on the purely sexual attributes of the people involved.
Since most homosexuals, like the human race as a whole, are average
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looking and not startingly attractive, thic leaves many of tliem
vrith a deficient self
-concept. (See the discussion of the "single-
standard criterion" in the chapter on "Itow The Homosexual Sub-
culture Is Detrimental To Its henbers. ) It is the author's
belief that, many homosexuals unconciously view securing a lover
as a validation of self
, as a confirr.ation that they are, in-
deed, worthy huraan beings by the homosexual normative standard.
Of course, the same psychological mechanism probably applies to
heterosexuals except that the base tl^t self-woth is judged
upon is considerably wider and includes luany qualities besides
sex appeal. The fact that it is wider is of crusial signif-
icance because it means that the heterosexual of average phys-
ical attractiveness can obtain psychological confirmation of an
adaquate self-concept by capitalizing on some of his other charact-
eristics while the homosexual vdll have considerable difficulty
doing this because of the disproportionate emphasis put on sex
—
uality. The existance of such a.n eiaphasis is true for the homo-
sexual subculture but probably also, to a lesser degree, for
the heterosexual society as well. It is int€re sting to note
that it can also cause identity problems for the latter e.g.
for the woman who is in her involutional years and s-uffering
from depression whAcn is partially due to the loss of her phys-
ical attractiveness.
2) Many homosexuals have previously (before they came out)
internaliiied standards relating to the "virtue" of heterosexual
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marrlace and "resporisibility"
. A homosexual ir.arriags is a
partial atterapt at fulfilling such an internalized standard.
our age, which still retains many aspects of the Puritan Ethic,
the seerdng care-free nature and seeming "irresponsibility" of
homosexual prorriiscuity and interactions ir.ay arouse deep feol-
in-s of g'xllt in some hoi::Osexuals which they unconciously seek to
allay by becc:aing invo].ved in so.-ne type of stable relationship.
Of th.e 25 in the sample, 9 {36%) had lovers and an additional 9
r^d- one previously but did not at the present time. This figure
is slightly higher tlian the 22^j vihich Loney (60) reports and con-
siderably lov.er than that reported by Chang and Block (3^1-) who
stated that "r.ost" of their sample of 2C ;iien were involved in
such rela.tionships. Clearly the sample group is an important
variable.
P'rom the Icngthly descriptions given by the interviewees and
others it is possible to obtain a reasonably clear idea of the
nature of such relationships;
Affec tional bonds ; As a virtual rule, partners perceived a
deep and significant affectional bond in every case ana saw
this as the central motivating factor in their relationship.
There were no "marriages of convenience" among the interview-
ees although the author did encounter iuch relationships a-
nong some of the other people he met. In each case, however,
this vfas clearly distinguished from "marriage" and the relation-
ship was referred to by others as one where one of the partners
vras "kept" and "was not accorded the same status as a "lover"
Although all the lovers claimed that there were deep
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affectior:al bonds the author had sc.e doubts that was the
case for so.;e couples, m one case such doubts were due to
purely subjective, but very strong, iB.pressions. In other
cases it v.-as due to such subjective ii.pressions plus K.ore ob-
jective facts such as, the short length of ti..e that the
lovers had known each other before the mrriage; the siaall
amount of tiir.e spent with each other; the frequency of ar-
guments and disagreements; various inconsiderations display-
ed by the partners to each other; the continued promiscuity of
one or both of the pair without an "arrangement", etc.
If there were marriages where such affectional bonds were
at a minimui. then perhaps the reasons for maintaining a pre-
tense of such bonds would involve the fact that the hoiaosex-
lials involved nay see such bonds justifying a relationship
based mostly on sex and convenience. This pretense is not un-
like the pretense that sometimes goes on between two "tricks"
trying to pick each other up at a bar. Even though the stand-
ard of the homosexual corununity dictates that such impersonal
sex is not countermore behavior, the two people involved in
such an interaction will often pretend that there is some ei;;o-
tional feeling. Like the situation involved with the marriage,
such pretense may serve to reduce guilt by justifying the in-
teraction on the basis of "good and reasonable emotional feel-
ings" ( as opposed to "lust").
Sexuality ; All interviewees who had lovers were sexually act-
ive vath them and all reported this as satisfying. The fact
tha.t all reported satisfaction may be due to the fact that the
lovers had ample opportunity l^efore marriage to "test each other
out" and also due to the fact that if sex-aal activity was not sat-
isfactory the lover relationship Kould usually ^oreak up. Des-
pite the high degree of satisfaction, however, four of the .arried
interviewees "tricked out" (i.e. they had sexual involvement out-
side of the relationship) and an additional one "tricked out"
with his lover as a partner (i.e. activity involving three people).
Of the 9 j.nterviewees who previously had lovers "but did not nov;,
7 had made a practice of tricking outside the relationship:
In three of the four cases of interviewees who tricked out,
the lovers I.-ad what is known as " an arrangenent"
. This is ex-
tremely cojTi,non among hoi/iosexual couples and iniplies an overt a—
greement that the relationship can "be carried on whithout ex-
clusive sexuaJ fidelity. This is a rather striking phenoraenon and
one rarely found in heterosexual Anerican r.arriages where infi-
delity is cornirion "but amicable aggreenents a"bout it are not. The
author questioned the interviewees quite closely aoout this and one
respondant's answer is particularly illuminating:
"...You have to understand- that you h^vo two horney
guys who have had a lot of experience that taught
th'''^! that it is absolutely possible to have sex with-
out love. In fact, its not- only possible, its the
rule, or alr.ost th^t.,,1 love my only lover very much
but I still want variety. He doesn't get upset about
it because he wants xhe saue thing and he can get it
with no problens.
.
. He knows that I can go to bed vdth
someone vdthout being emotionally involved and I
know that he can too. Then there is also the thing
that noiiG of our friends is going to condemn us when they
find cut. Its acceptable and you don't even have to
be discreet about it. Its just sort of understood.
A lot of lovers go into the bar and even try to pick
up different tricks right in front of each other. .
.
h'obody even gives that a seccr-.d thought. They just say
that they have an arrangement. . .ivith all that if you
find two people together after a wrdle it must mean that
they like each other and so in a way its C.K. to go out
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and get a little extra since its not roin^to hurt the relationship.
.
.
^ ^
^
l^us, the factors involved that perr.dt the existance of an
"arrangement" include the following:
a) the participants are male with a hi,-h level of sexual drive
and desire for variety;
there is.no community
. condemnantion and there is even tacit
community support;
c) the participants perceive that other marriage pairs function
openly and successfully in this way;
d) -there are frequent situations and easily accessible places,
e.g. a har, to consumate such an arrangement;
e) the outside involnement tends to be sexual rather than personal.
It should be noted that arragnements of this sort are limit-
ed to sexual contact only. If an e.-..otional involveiaent is per-
ceived by one of the lovers this will us-^lly lead to severe prob-
lems and possibly to the break-up of the relationship.
Specific sexual activities between lovers were of both oral
and anal types and roles generally were alternated if one of the
]overs preferred such alternation. Three of the interviewees
who were not married, however, reported that they would only be
the receiver in anal intercourse for a lover. Apparently, the
idea of receiving the partner's penis amlly is a concept that may
be analagous to the heterosexual "defloration" of a virgin.
Living and econord.c ajrranpcments ; All the interviewees who pre-
sently or previously had a lover lived together with them in a
house or apartment, except for one who had been too young to move
away from his parents at the time. Despite this, the author en-
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countered numerous cases a.one homosexuals that ho n.et socially,
where the participants would define the.selves as lovers (and be
so defined by the rest of the comraunity) and yet did not li , to-
gether. Apparently, the role of "lover" is one that is largely
achieved by'iP.utual self
-declaration of the parties involved.
There is rarely a questioning of this relationship since the cri-
teria for it are so vaguo and do not include sexual fi-
delity or corinon living arrangements.
Economic arragements among lovers vrere usually limited to
sharing common expenses e.g. rent, food, etc. Othervdse, eco-
nomic independence was maintained. Even in the case of those
lovers that lived in a private hoiae, the home was owned by one and
the other would simply pay a share of the martgage. Such eco-
nomic independence seemed partially to be a realistic adaptation
to the fact that the mrriage arrangement >ra,s not permanent and
both partners to retain traditional concepts of "masculinity".
That such masculine independence be maintained was also a more of
the community. Othendse, the relationship teiided to be looked
upon as one where one partner was "kept" by the other and this
would show to a man \;ho was supported by his vdfe. It is inter-
esting that the opposite situation i.e. a vafe supported by her
husband, carries no saiictions at all. By analogy this seems to
underscore the value that the homosexual coirunurdty places on
masculine aggressiveness and serves to illustrate the concept
that although many of the norms in the homosexual coii-munity are
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"deviant", many also follow the mores of the larger society,
^^^^^nsjor^hoo^^ Every interviewee reported
that sexual and eir.otional considerations ^ere primary factors in
their choice. Other important factors seemed to be common in-
terests, common educational level and, in one case, the fact
that the partner was relatively non-promiscuous.
There seemed to be a "market-place" orientation to the
choosing of a lover with the main emphasis on looks and sex-
uality. One interviewee put this quite succintly:
"...Everybody wants a Robert Bedford who'll roll
over .homosexual slang for permitting anal inter-
co^urse) but there aren't enough Robert Redfords
who'll roll oyer to go around... The big thj.ng is
youth and looks... Now, someone who is yoving and a bit
of a stud figures that he should get the same thing
and so what happens is that the good looking people
tend to get each other as lovers because they can
have anyone they want and why not pick someone who
looks equally good... The ones who are left sort of
scramble and try to get someone but they always envy
the good looking ones... Its like the same with straights
—they're not supposed to marry below their class...
only the class has nothing to do vdth money in this
life, its looks..."
One pitfall of depersonalization found in a market-place
orientated economy is that while a lover may be a "bargain"
(if he is better locking than his mate) , one of the partici-
pants may decide tha-t he can find a better"sale" elsewhere.
This, of course, does not make for expecially stable relationships
most notably since the "medium of exhhange" (physical attractive-
ness) is so fleeting a characteristic and so subject to the vag-
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non-
aries of taste and opinion.
^^^^^^-^'-^^^^^^^
"Courtship-
sisted of the lovers spending an increasing auount of tirae with
each other and was always accompanied by an active sexual re-
lationship. Inno case, either of an interviewee or other con-
tact, was the author able to discover an instance where the lovers
had not been sexually intimate before they made the decision to
Lecome lovers. This is, apparent ly, unheard of in the gay world.
After a period of from two weeks to seveml months (average
time 6 weeks) the decision would be mutually made to share some
common living arrangement. The mutual declaration of the status
of "lovers" would usually take place at this point. The author
believes that the fact that courtship is soshort points to a
gerncral desire Iby homosexuals to remove the partner "from the
sexual market as quickly as possible least he be lest to another,'
more attractive, male. To the homosexual, such a loss would be
especially significant, because so much of his self
-concept is
ba,sed on physical attractiveness.
The average duration of a lover relationship is difficult to
determine. Among the interviewees who had one or more past lovers
the average duration was just under two years but a judgement of
duration on the basis of these would be analagous to judging the
length of marriages by divorce reports. Among the 9 interviewees
who were presently engaged in an ongoing relationship, the average
length was 1.2 years but these relationships were still ongoing.
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Fron. conversations with homosexuals in the coux-s. of the non-int
terviewing aspects of this project, the author garnered the im-
pression that the average length of a relationship is probably
about three years and having several lovers in the course of a hoin
sexual career is the rule rather than the exception. The inter-
viewees
,
taken as a whole, averaged two lovers each and their -
average age was only 26.9.
Factors creati ng difficulty and reasonr. l.v..v-.._. The most
frequent factor that creates difficulty and may lead to the break-
up of the relationship is the emotional involvement of one of the
partners with a third person. This should be distinguished from
sexual promiscuity which is often present without a problem.
The interviewees who had previous broken marriages, however, felt
that once sexual intim.acy with another person was established, emo
tional intimacy would soon fo].low. The interviewees who did not
have past broken marriages felt that sexual intimacy with a third
person would not necessarily ; hamper their relationship with their
lover. It \tas the author's impression, however, that this was a
rationalization designed to justify indulgence in the sex vihich is
so available in the gay world. It is interesting to note at this
point that the iiiores of the gay culture as a v;hole support "extra
marital" sex when there is "an arrangement" and yet such support i:
highly destructive to many hom.osexual marriages.
ThB dscond most frequent reason for break-up was "boredom"..
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Since other diversion, nhethor sexual or co.lal. was usually free-
ly available (especially to econon,lcally independent
..ales in a
very free subculture) the net result ,,as that a boring ho,.e sit-
uation would result in one or both of the imrtners being away
froM the home for increasingly long periods of ti,.,e. Sexual bor-
der was also a factor for the sa.e reasons. It is interesting that
this was never described as "Inoompatibllity" but seeiaed to be a
marter of dirinished interest rather than a specific sexual con-
flict or impotence.
The third raost frequent reasons for lovers separating was the
sit^aatlon that arose when one or both of the lovers had to laove
to a different locality in order to pursue a career.
Perhaps the raost interesting aspect of an exairdration of the
reasons that homosexual marriages do not last is a reason which al-
most all ox the interviewees were awaro: The fact that the "broad-
er society does not support or reco-niae such iiarriages. Thus it
is usually necessary to hide the fact from parents, relatives and
neighbors. It is interesting that aiaong women, where homosex-
uality is not as socially condeinned and where two women can often
live together without arousing undue suspicion, researchers have
found higher "marriage rates"- Loney(6o) reports a rate of
then the rate of 36>b in the present male sample. Such a dif-
ference may, of course, represent other variables e.g. sex dif-
ferences, subcultural differences, the fact that women, just in
terms of upbringiiig, luay see a greater value in marriage, etc. The
influence of societal non-support, non-recognition and condemna
—
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Uon Should not
.e
.lni.„i.ed however. Additional,, for homosexual
oo«unit,. The onl, place where the le.iti.ao, of such a„ arrango-
nent is recognized is Klthin the hc.oscxual community and i.. fact.
thi,3 one Of the ,„o,.t crucial ways that the sutcultur-e functions for
its
..e,.l,ers. It „as only in such a subculture that the homosexual
lovers felt they could be open about their relationship. The net
result of this was that they were drawn further into that subculture,
In fact, C of the 9 interviewees with lovers reported that their
friends and associates were almost exclusively homosexual, 6 of the
nine wlti, past ,,,arriages reported this but only 3 of the regain-
ing 7 said this v<as so.
The author wouLl guess that another reason for the instabil-
ity of homosexual marriages is a lack of ea.:ly socialization re-
garding role expectations for such arrangeraents. Dank (58) points
'
out:
"...the parents of a Kegro can coiiimunicate to
their child what it is like to 'oe a Negro, tut
the parents of a child viho is to become homo-
sexual GO not prepare their child to oe homo-
sexual—they are not homosexuals themselves and
do not coifmunicate to him what it is like to be
a homosexual.
.
.
"
It is therefore not surprising that when an individual is
thrust into a role that is condemned by the society and for which,
furthermore, he has had inadaquate preparation, that such a role
will tend to be unstable. Still, despite the obvious temporary
nature of such marriags and the frequent emotional turmoil ass-
ociated v-ith them, almost all homosexuals coivtinue to insist that
this is the type of relationship they are seeking.
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On Societal pressure
Quote ;
Ej "Can you tell me if you. think society disapproves of homo-
sexuals and also, if you do, hoM it affects you?"
S: "I don't think, I know. I've known all my life. It's af-
fected me from the time I was twelve. I used to feel like
an animal because I was convinced that what I was feeling,
vihat I was thinking, was the most horrible thing imaginable.
...I was an asexual hur.il an being for most of my life and
its only now that I'm beginning to become free and I'm still
not there yet.
,
,
"
E: "What do. you mean?"
"That I'm still hiding. Oh, I don't hide from myself anymore
and I don't hide from other homosexuals, but I do have to hid
from the rest of the world..."
El "Can you explain to me a bit more?"
St "Well, I ha.ve a lover. In some ways its like being mairied,
• But can you imagine being married and ue^er being able to
touch in public, never being able to say that you love each
other? Can you imagine having to hide your sleeping to-
gether and certainly your sex together. .. If you talked about
something like that for married people you would be locked
up.
, .
Tl-.ey'd say you're nuts but its not nuts, that's the
situation here..."
Es "Go on please,"
S: "V'ell, if you're gay you have to hide it. That's all there is
to it. You have to hide it from people on the streets and
you have to hide it from your boss, God forbid
. .
. Then there
are a f ev^ others, like parents and landladies , and neighbors
and friends. .. Ihis really makes me angry. I think I know
how it would ffeel to be black but maybe we're at least a
little lucky... if you're black you can't hide it... I guess
the worst part isn't even hiding it, It's that you have to
hide it and then drag it out again. Its almost like being
a split personality..."
3: "How so?"
Si "V/ell, you just have to be two people. Then its like you have
to put the tvro people in little boxes and each box has this long
].ist taped on the inside about what they can do and what they
can't, and then you have to memorize the lists but if you make
even one little mistake, its Zappo! ! Like, I'll give you an
example: looId.ng at some guy's crotch is bad in the daytime
but good at night but paying attention to a pretty firl is
good in the daytime but bad at night. Then, staring into
someone's eyes is bad in the daytime but good at night and on
and on and on. Sometimes I even confuse myself..."
E: "Kow else does society's dieapproval affect you?"
Si "Well, it makes it much harder for me to have straight friends
because I have a lover and I more or less have to limit my
friends, well, at least my close friends to gay people..."
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E: "Is there any other way-?"
like ?hf?.i^^
Shettos. Like, gay people live in one place
Shetto....its a prison:!.^^
too... it. a psychological
When dealing Kith the issue of how societal pressure affects
the lives of a given social group it is necessary to consi^
first how such a group i^erceives such pressure since it is tl
^er^e^ti^n that will form the basis for their action. The sub-
jects of thJ.s study seemed to perceive three different kinds of
pressures: Internal press-are; Social pressure; and Legal pressure.
Internal Fressure
; Only 3 or the 25 interviewees reported pred-
ently feeling guilty about their homosexual orientation, al-
though 15 reported that they v.-ould feel some degree of shaiae if
their activities were observed by someone who was not wymp-
athetlc. This relative lack of guilt is understandable in terns
of the fact that some degreeof selection has already taken place
in the interview population and also in terms of the fact that
once'.the interviewees had bean in the homosexual subculture for
a while their guilt feelings were much reduced. This is in-
dicated by the fact that 20 of the interviewees felt guilty at
eaxlier points in their lives before they "came out". Obviously
one of the crucial functions of the community is to mitigate
such internalized feelings about homosexualtiy. Interviewees
reported that such feelings produced the following:
a) Personal anguish: There were three depressive episodes
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reported and two were severe enough to interfere with the inter-
viewee's personal and social functioning.
b) Withdrawal from further sexual contact for a prolonged period
Two of the interviewees reported ^uilt feelin-s severe enough
to canse them to give up sexual activities for a period great-
er than six months. Such withdrawal was most pronounced Just
before they "came out".
c) Help seeking activity: Three sought help from a priest, two
froifi their family physicians and seven from a psychiatrist. The
five Who saw the priests and family physicians felt that such
contact was not very beneficial due to varying degrees of pre-
judicial attitudes on the part of the helpers. The seven {28%)
who obtained psycliiatric care were idvided into two groups. The
first group (N-^!-) felt that the treatment had helped them make a
reasonable adjustment to their sexual orientation and were now
guilt-free, v/hile the second group (K-3) still felt some degree
of present guilt and were contir.uing in treatment.
Social Pressures ! These derived from several different sources!
a) Parents: Nuiaerous indidents of pressure by parents was de-
scribed. In the case of parents who had no deiinj-tive know-
ledge that their son was homosexual(N-18) , such incidents re-
volved aroimd the expression of the parents' desire for the son
to date heterosexually and derision of his passive status. 11^
the case of parents who did know that their son was homosexual
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(K-7) three were reported as being friendly and accepting (one
set even inviting the son and his over to sleep together i. thier
home) while four vrere reported to be inoderately to severely hos-
tile.
The interviewees themselves tended to handle parental
criticism by withdrawal. Of the nineteen who did not live with
their parents, twelve felt that they wanted as little cantact
with them as possible:
"...Every time I see thein its "V^ho'd you go out
with, boys or girls. It's not their asking
that bothers me. Its the sneer. Its like I
feel they're just disgusted and revolted be-
cause they suspect, I think, and they're look-
ing for an proper opportunity to dig. Its
just the v^ay they handle it. Mow can I f^eel
comfortable with them when I know that that
revolts them... Let me tell you, being queer is
a bitch with parents..."
All in all the interaction of the interviewee's homosex-
uality and patrental attitudes was quite destructive to their
relationship. Several interviewees theorized that perhaps their
parents felt responsible for their homosexual orj.entation and
compensated bor their guilt by being actively hostile. Another
described similar feelings of guilt on the pai-t of his parents
but said that thsi resulted in an uneasy truce because the par-
ents made an active effort to ignore any actions that might be
related to homosexualtiy e.g. overnight dissapearances.
b) P^iends: Almost all the interviewees (23) had, at sometime,
felt that they were under intense peer pressure to maintain
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;ome in-
heterosexml relationships. As the subjects began to becc
creasinely sure that they were homosexuals they began to feel
that they could not raeet their friend's demnds for confir.-nation
of heterosexual status. Such demands were rai^ely overt as such,
hut took the more subtle form of expectations about being seen
with women and expectations about engaging in frank sexual dis-
cusssions with males and attending social activities with a
mixed crowd of males and females.
The net result was that many of the interviewees began a pro •
cess of gradual withdrawal from heterosexual friendship contacts
and, to a lesser extent, social contacts and activities. This oc-
process v:as speeded up by the process of "coming out" and 1? of
the interviewees reported that their friends and associates were
almost completely homosexual after tlmt. Some of the inter-
viewees, however, decided to "come out totally" and aggress-
ively told most of their friends and relatives of their sexual
preferences. This was usually accomplished with the psycholo-
gical and social support of a gay liveration orga>-iization.
The interviewees described the results as largely favorable with
a majority of the people to whoiii they made the revelations re-
acting with immediate dismay and suprisc but eventual acceptance,
c) Kmployers: In all but two cases the employer of the interviewee
had no knowledge of liis sexual orientation. The two cases were both
situ2,tions where the employer was homosexual and this fact was known
to the interviewee.
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Despite the fact that no interviewee had ever lost a job be-
cause of horaosexuality there was widespread fear of this. x.ie
interviewees generally felt that they could not i)articipate in
social sit\aations at work because their sexual orientation night
be exposed v.'hen they failed to meet certain social expectations in-
volving contact with women. As a group they tended to liMit their
contacts with fellow employees to the job situation only and to a-
void any situation which rdght prove awkvfard. Generally this laeant
refusing to participate in social contact with co workers outside
of the job enviromrient.
d) General societal dissaproval; The effect of the homosexual's
perception of hostile social atttitudes not only isolates liim and
tends to force hin to remain exclusively within the homosexual
community but alos affects his activities within that community.
For example, there was a widespread feeling that it v:as extremely
difficult to live openly as a homosexual with a lovey, that affection
betvreen two males could not be openly adi.utted or expressed in
public and that it was uncomfortable to make use of certain bus-
iness establishments (e.g. restaurants) miless ba.sic feelings and
actions were disguised. Other effects of their perception of social
intolerance involved delay in coming out, limitation of the social
life of the gay cor.umunity to those places that are relatively un-
observable, fear of the authorities, etc. Some of the gay liv-
erationists also folt that closed public attitudes prevexiteu the
establishiaent of homosexual meetii^ places where the.ro wouL'l be
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less emphxasis on sex and more on other aspects of human relation-
ships.
It was generally felt that societal attitudes force a split
into vihat vias frequently
-described as "tv/o personalities"- a public
straight life and a secret homosexual one. Such fragmentation was
felt to b3 one of the inost difficult p^rts of being hoip.osexual:
Being gay is more than just screwing a guy,
its a vihole v?ay of living, everything. People
don't realize this. You thinis: differently and
you get the idea of being on the outside, look-
ing in. i'lOst people can't tell I'm gay by looking
and in a v/ay its a blessing and in a, way its not.
Its a, blessing because it lets me avoid being
recognized when I don't v;ant to but I think its
also, well,.,. a curse because I don't ever really
stand up and admit to the viorld that I'la gay and
yet I can' t get av^ay fro:r. being gay so I have to
lead two lives. Cne is during the day and one
is at night. It drives me up the wall.,,"
Leg'al Pressures ; Although it is not technically illegal to be a
homosexual, many of the acts that homosexuals engage in would fall
under the purview of the sodomy laws (Exceptions cire Connecticut
and Illinois where acts between consenting adults in private are
now legal). Despite this, the probability of prosectuion is quite
low. V;hat the inter^/iewees report to be a good deal more common
is the incidence of harassment and questioning by the police.
Seven of the interviewees have been so questioned in this manner,
six while engaging in street cruising and one while hustling. IN
no case were thay physically abused or seriously threatened
by
the police. Thus, despite the fact htat there are so few (
in
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terms of the total nuiuber of homosexual acts) definitive pros-
ecutions, there remains a widespread fear that descretion will
not be employed by the police and serious consequences uill follow.
The reasons, for such fear seerr. to be based on several factors:
the fact thatin.ost homosexuals sense the police as being very con-
temptuous of theia; the fact that when a case of prosecution does
occur the word spreads quickly through the grape vine*,- The fact
that homosexuals see the attitude of the authorities as reflecting
the general societal attitude of which many of them have had
personal experience vdth; and the fact thiat there is a certain
carryover froia number of years ago when prosecutions against
homosexuals and homosexual establishments were much more frequent, ,
Blackmail is often mentioned as another danger of being
homosexual but none of the interview sample had ever been black-
mailed nor had any attempt at all had been made to do so. This
was not the case with other homosexuals the author has come in
contact with, especially those older homosexuals who are in more
sensitive positions.
In sujijaary, the pressures that a homosexual faces are of three
kinds: internal, social and legal. Internal press-ores (maily guilt.)
produced the follov/ing reactions: personal anguish, withdrawal from
sexual contacts for a prolonged period and help seeking activity
(consulting a priest, physician or psychiatrist). Social pressures
came mainly from parents (and were Imndled chiefly by withdrawal),
friends (handled by moving almost exclusively to gay associates),
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eiuploye-G (handled by limited social contacts with fellow employees
in off-the-oo"b situations) and the general society (handled by
"passing" in straif^ht society)
.
Legal pressures were feared but,
in general, were not a reality, although they were several years
back before the start of the gay lilaeration mo/eraent.
Dintz, Dynes and Clarke (50) point out that in traditional
fold societies deviant behavior is seen as only one part of total
behavior vjhile in coKiplex ind-astrial societies deviant behavior is
characteristic of the total person. This fact, when combined with
the fact that in y'uvierica social sta^.us is largely a laatter of
achievement rather than ascription, places the homosexual in a very
unenviable position; He is conferred the role of deviant person, of
deviant total being, and no amount of wor, no amount of achieveioent
,
no amount of effort, can remove this on us. His position is very
different from that of, say, a memiaer of a minority group who, by
educational, economic and social means can rise from a low status
position to one of acceptance. The homosexual cannot do this and
he is usually very much aware of the fact. Dintz, Dynes and Clarke
also point to five viev^f5 of deviants: the deviant as "freak", the
deviant as sinful, the deviant as crii.iinal, the deviant as sick,
and the deviant as alienated. The homosex^jal is seen by the society
as all of these: psychiatrists claim he is sick( although recent
developments indicate hom.osexualtiy is being "declassified" as a
form of men+^1 illness); priests say he is sinful; the law says
his acts are criminal; the lay public sees hiv.i as a freak; and he
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sees himsGlf as loi'iely and alienated. Thus, to avoid the burden
of this type 01 reaction he ii.ay do one ox two tMngs. One, he may
place hinself in a postion of insiilation and protection within the
homosexual coiuaunity and conduct his life almost exclusively in the
presence of other homosexuals or, two, he Lay attempt to "pass".
Goffican (51) discusses the general issue cf the use of techniques
-of
information control to assist in passing. Many of the techniques he
describes have "been used by the subjects of this study:
1) The stigiuatiiied person inay "conceal or obliterate signs that
have come to be stigiia symbols". Thus the homosexual would not
"swish" or "camp" in public, nor would ho vrear jeweiery, nor \:ould
he dress in clotliinG even baguely suggestive cf femininity. In
short, he vrould try to be as aggressively masculiiic as possible,
2) The stigmatized pe:c-son aay make use of "disidentifiers" i.e.
objects or actions that contraindicate his stigjua. Thus, homo-
sexuals in public often claim that they participate in sports,
that they are active with heterosexual women, and that they enjoy
other traditionally masculine activities.
3) The stigmatized person may use a "cover". An example of this
would be a marriage of "convenience" by a male and female homo-
sexual who both wished to continue their sex^oal activities and yet
have the protective social cloak of iriarriage. Although this was not
the case for any cf the interviewees, it is not uriheard of in the
hoiaosexual comiaunity,
^) The stigmatized person may handle his stigma by "dividing
the
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world into a large group to whorr, he tells nothing and a sn.all group
to whom he tells all and upon whaoh \xe relies: He then co-. i
for his laasquerade those individuals who would ordinarily consti-
tute the gi-eatest danger'.'^. Thus, the homosexual will frcviuently
tell a nujaber of his close associates and laay actually use these
associates, especially if they are fer.ale, to help conceal his houo-
sexualtiy froni the rest of the world.
The author telieves that the issue of "passing" is crucial to
the hoifiosexual, not only in terms of reducing
-unfavorable inter-
action vdth the la rger society but also in terms of reducing un-
faborablc interaction of previously learned internal role in-
corporations with T/resent behavior. That is to say, the honosex-
ual, ir.erely by living in modern American socie-ty, has probably in-
corporated a nujTibcr of subtile balue syste^us and role models re-
lating to how a "good " nale shoudl act, and what qualities ho
should possess and desire. Indeec^, 1^.1cott Parsons (52) has point-
ed out that " the inescapable conclusion is tno.t not only r.ioral
standards but all the coi.iponents of the corjr.on cult^ore are inter-
nalized as part of the personality structure". For exariple" the
"ideal" rale in Ar.erica today is athletic, ir.asculine, good-looldng,
witty, with a good job and a large penis. At the sowe time, the
natinre of stigii.atization is such that homosexuals v/ill be seen as
deviant totalities and having few desirable qualities. To the ex-
tent that the individual homosexual 1) incorporates the societal
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view of the notality of his deviance.' his present honosexual
behavior vdll come into com-lict v^dth his values and beliefs and
previously incorporated role r.odels. One way to partially reduce
this coiiflict is to "pass",. The hor.osexual can then make the
psychological stateraent to himself: "I an a good, desirable person;
I can demonstrate these desirable qualities most of the time; Only
my sexuality, and not me in my everyday existance, is different".
^
"Passing" is thus practical for tlie homosexual in both a
practical and in an internal (conilict-reducine) sense. It is,
of course, also functionsl for the larger heterosexual society,
which tihen does not have to be conjfronted with the "specter" of
homosexuality. It is interesting, in this regard, that there is
another form of "passing" which is seen in an occasional "ni;:ed"
bar i.e. a bar in which both heterosexuals and homosexuals congre-
gate. In this type of situation both groups are av;are of the exist-
ance and activities of the other, yet they interiiiix, usually without
any reference to their differences. By mutual and tacit consent
both groups thus avoid a confraatation by not referring ( at least
"publically") to the "otherness" or "outside" status of the oppostie
group, Such cases, however, are by far the exception and the homo-
sexual, in his day-to-day life, must still deal with very sub-
stantial problems of pressure, discovery a rd stigmatization.
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^iL2ecomi2i-j^
^^^^^
and v^hen I was a kad I hlTlli + ^^^^"^ suspected I was gay
didn't have my fir^ ex^eripl ^"^^^l^^ ^asies about boys, but I
think it was urtn h^?fSr?\""'^'^ ^ ''^^ fifteen. I don'tcto i.xix unen tnat I knew for np>r'^^ir^
straight friends at -hn-i- .tV lu . ^^^'^^^^.n. . .If you hiave
L '"^.^''^^ t--- 1 felt
other, or;rioa- T di,'„M J t"*^" ^ t-^ll the,,, the
ed was iLi^-t^T^^^ i . ^ S° '*at finally happen-
^oiT? '^^'^'^^1;' °esan to drop a lot of i^y friends not
IS' who I J'f
""""'^ °" '^^^^^"S the. to set^;st b!^ in
frli4 aid I -° ^ ""-^-^ practically no straijh
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The answer to the question "Kow does a person "'oecorne homosexual?"
depends on jvihat one means by the v/ord "homosexual". Is one referring
to a specific sex-oal orientation, to the sexual acts associated with
that orientation, or to the career role of the homosexual? While
most studies have dealt vdth the first tv;o, little has been va-itten
about the third. This project is concerned with career roles and it
is quite obvious that such roles carry many implications beyond that
of sexuality alone. It involvew a whole set of behaviors comiion to a
social group and is more a matter of homosociality then homosexuality
.
Therefore it is neccssarj"- to look at the routes through which a homo-
sexual gains entry to such groups, the nature of these g-roups and
the functions that such groups perfor.m for their members. \'.e must
also, as Becker (48) points out, evolve a "model which takes into
account the fact thiat patterns of behavior develop in an orderly
sequence".
As a result of the data gathered in the interview as well as num-
erous discussions with various groups of homosexuals, the author was
able to piece together a common pattern, a sequence of events' where—
-
body the homosexual comes to assme his career role. It is, of
course, important to realize that the author's contacts were limited,
with few exceptions to those that were already in confirmed career
roles, and that there is probp.bly a large group of men who, although
they practice homosexual behavior in the sexual sense, are_not
career homosexuals. For the purposes of this study, let us
define a
career hoi.csexual as one who has significant contact with other
l-.omo-
sexuals in social settings (e.g. bars, baths, friendship
cliques, etc,
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terns of
and Hho has accepted the role of "hon-.osexual".
There are I'ive steps that see.n to bo sigrdfloant in ,
load.i„s to a career role: 1) the point at v,hlch the subject first
had fantasies about hoMosex-^l acts or ro«ntic attachments to
..ales; 2) his first sexual experience Kith a .ale; 3) his roaliea-
tion th^t he is ho«sexually oriented, 4) his first contact with
tl.e other homosexuals in a social setting and
, 5) his entrance in-
to homosexual gocj" etv
^e.e r.ter,3
.xlraost al^vays acour in this sequence, except that
the point at which the subject realizes he is hoinosexually orient-
ed .aay be before or after his first experience.
ilJHlia^i^^
^^^^^^^
at which the interview subjects reported they had their first fan-
tasy was 11.2 with a range from C to I5. Their memory of these is
quite vague but approximately half seeraed to involve activities of
a sexual nature (not necessarily overtly sexual, but often in-
volving v.Testling, close body contact, etc.) while the other hald
seeded to be oriented towards akind 01 roiiiantic attachment (being
"best friends",
-'doing everything together", falling in love, etc.)
As the subjects got older the nature of the fantasies seerr.ed to
become more specifically sexual in nat'ure. Nine of the interview
subjects, for example, reported developing an intense "crush" on
a male friend. As a rule, when the lantasizer was fairly young
(about twelve seemed to be the dividing line) there was no guilt or
recriiviination associated with such daydreaioing but, as the subjects
got older, 12 of them reported such feelings.
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^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^ l^hile , Of the subjects re-
ported that they had engaged in mutual mastur^tory play prior to
the onset of adolescence, they did not feel that this was related
to their ho:aosexuality. The average age that subjects had their
first sexual experience with another male vras Ik vdth a range of
from 10 to 26. m 10 cases this .as initiated by the subject, in
6 by the partner, in 7 by the partner
.ith the active cooperation
of the subject, and in 2 there was apparent mutuality. The age rang
of the pa:rtners varied and there did net seem to be any pattern
that was particulai-ly cor.uaon except that when the act was in-
itiated by the partner, the partner tended to be odler, V^hen
the act was irdtiated by the subject the partner tended to be the
same age. Exact figures are impossible to obtain since the memory
of most of the interviewees as to the partner's age are rather
vague
.
Approximately lialf (12) of the interviewees stated that they
realized they were homosexual before anad at the time of their
first experience and SG% report considerable guilt as a result of
this experience. Realization, however, was not related to whether
the subject felt guilty or not.
host of the interviewees did not have enough subsequent con-
tact with the partner to know if he v/as homosexual or not but
seven were able to say definJ.tely that he was.
Let us J.ook at some examples as seen by the subjects them-
selves:
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"...I was about eleven and I used to go to this
swiiriiidng hole that I knew because I knew there were
men who went there and they took their clother off...
I used to get a big thrill out of htat, just to see
their chests and the penises vdth the hair, i-.y God,
they were beautiful.
.
.anyway
, one day I was there and
•
I saw these two ^iuys going at it. They were doing
sixty-nine^ I think, and I became terrlffically ex-
cited and i began to jerk oz'f
.
They kept going and I
beca-jiie excited all over again. V(hen I saw thein fin-
ish I went down and asked one of them if I could
feel his penis. They must have thought it was kind
of funny because here was this kid who was only eleven *
The guy said yes and J just put it in my mouth. He
couldn't get a hard-on because he had just coiv.e
but he laid me down on the ground and undressed ine
and then he went down on me... It v/as really beauti-
ful and he asked me if I had ever done this before
and I said "no" but that I wanted to and he told me
\ihere to go so I could do it all the tiiae..."
"...All through High School I knew I was gay and I vias
just aching to have someone hold me. Finally I was
walking down on Bleefer Street vdth some friends
when one of them pointed. out this bar and said it
was a queer bar...! was seventeen and I figvired iiaybe
I could pass for eighteen and I did and they let
me in past the open door but in tvjo minutes I saw
tliat it v;as j\ist an ordinar;>' bar. I was really dis-
gusted because I had worked layself up for the thing
and then it turned out to be a disappointment.
I was wandering back and I kind of decided to maybe
look for another one when this guy came up to me and
asked if I knew what time it was. I think novf that
he was looking and sort of figured out what was up.
Anyway, we started to talk and he invited me up
to his apartment for coffee. Ke sat right next
to me on the couch and he finally put his hand on
my leg. Oh, it v^as just what I was waiting for and
we went fro,: there..."
"...I was about fifteen and there was this next door
neighbor that I liked, ne was eating lunch at my
house and later we were going to go out but I said
I wanted to take a nap and it might be a good idea
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for him to take one too. He said he would sleep
in the 'basement couch but I told hiiii he didn't have
to be uncoiiifortable and he could sleep with me in
my bed. I think he must have been gay ijecause he
said he always slept in the nude, that it was much
better and he aslced why didn't we take our clothes
off? Naturally I agreed but I thinic by that time
•
we both knew what was going on...i.'e blew each other
and. he tried" tc fuck ne but it was too paird'ul and
\ie liad to stop.
.
,
"
Eighty percent, of^'the interviewees did-^notvsea the:' partner
with whojii they had their first experience again while twenty par
—
cent did. All went on to have a number of subsequent experien-
ces and became increasingly active in seeking such experience.
Realization of hoiuosexual orientation; Half the interviewees (12)
reoprted that they realized they wore homosexual before their first
experience v/hile the other 1-ialf reported that they did not coiae to
this conclusion until after a number of subsequent experiences.
Seven of the interviewees reported intense anxiety and depression
associated vdth this realization.
The average age at which realization of hoiuosexual orientation
took place was I5.O with a range of 10 to 26. It should be noted,
however, that inany of the subjects described this as a gradual pro-
cess and were una/ole to give an exact age with certainty.
Heterosexual activity seemed related "to this realization in th
sejise that all the suboectsifelt that thoy did not desire it.
Still, 17 of the 25 made attempts at heterosexuali^y (1^+ achieved
intercourse) because they felt that perhaps their homosexual de-
sires could be overcome in this way, "I-he average age for achdeve-
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ment of intercourse vias I7.
factors th.t subjects felt led the. to conclude that they
were homosexual included: havin, a homosexual contact, enjoying the
sexual experience, see.ing out other such experiences, presence of
wishes and desire, lack of heterosexual desire, lack of hetero-
sexual activity and fail^ore at heterosexual activity.
Ill^lLco^^
20 out of
25 interviewees their first contact with other homosexuals in a
social setting took place in a bar. Out of the regaining 5, 1 took
place at a private pai-ty, 1 in a house of prostitution, 1 in the "bath
and 2 at a meeting of a gay liveration organization. The average
age of such contact was I9.0 with a range of 16 to 2?.
There were three routes by which the subjects came to this
type of contact. Tne first was by knowing and receiving inforir.ation
about the existence of such institutions froiii one of their sexual
contacts. ThJ.s was the nost co.Tjacn (I.'-15). The second route was
by discovering the existence of a bar accidentally. This was true
for three of the sample who "walked into the wrong kind of bar".
The third route was being brought to a bar by friends (i\-2), the
fourth route involved being eaV.ployed in a homosexual capacity or
iiia place associated witha horaosexual clientel(N-2)
. Finally the
fifth route was the deliberate seek^ing out of a publicized honiosex-
ua.! gathering place such as the office of a gay liberation organ-
ization or the baths (N-3).
ro
l>f:i(';o Il'i-
i^llkinc^^ Gainln,, oni.ranco lo lK.iMO;;oxu/a
nocloty la au'-lually a voiy nlmplo luatLcr duo tu tho iact LluiL Lho
al:.Oot no "admis^iion" criteria other than sexiuil oriontation and
the ability to locate aoiiio visible portion of th^ab aocioty (o.^..
a txir or public G'^^thorinc)
. Intorvioweoa cave tho avora^io aj^o of
tlds dovGlopmont at I9.5 with a rant^o of 16 to 2Q. They report
thab almost iiiimodiatoly after thoy made tiioir initial contact and
Vfcro able to locate an entry point, they beean to Increaalncly
freciUGub such placoG, The reasons thoy ga-ve were several:
a) Koiiiosoxiial settinf^s provided a place v;here thoy could obtain
sexiial contacts. Since the obtaining of such contacts is tho norm
and especially easy for newcomers (see cliapter on tho bars), it
was inuch easier to obtain sexual partners in this v/ay than to do
it on a catch-as catch-can basis.
b) there was relative freedom from discovery since j.iost of the
p:irticiT->ants were confirmed homosexiuls.
c) there was relative freedom from prosecution by the authorities
since, in order to stay in business, such establishments must pro-
vide that sort of protection.
Other factors related to the assmnption of a hoiiiosexual career role
V/hllc entry to the gay commimity is a very simple matter, the ass-
umption 01* a predominantly homosexual social orientation is somc-
tliin^j else. It is relatively easy to explain just the specific sex
ual and practical reasons that lead to a young hon.osexual requent-
ing bars but an explanation of why he adopts gay friends and engage
in otiior non-soxual homosexual activitios is nioro olu::.ivc. nost of
tho. intorvlowoos felt tlvit tho ])rodoifiiii;iting factors tkit led to
tiioro active social involvement were related to psychological and
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social pressures:
a) They almost all (2'+ out of 25) felt more comi'ortable wl n
surrounded "by others who they viev; as "of their own kind":
"...V/hen you begin to go to the bars you have
a tremendous sense of relief because you can
let your hair down and people are going to be
sympathetic. If you feel like staring at some
guy's ba,sket you can do that. If you feel like
kissing a friend or rubbing his ass you can do
all that. Everyone is like you and there's no
problem. You're all gay..."
b) I-iost felt (22out of 25) that they had a great deal more in
common vdth other homosexuals;
"...You talk about the same things, you read
the sa.me gay novels
,
you gossip about the same
people and most important, you more or less
know how they're thinking. .. You don't feel
at a total loss. There's a conuTion ground and
you don't feel like you're talking about X
while they're talking about Y..."
c) i-iost felt (21 out of 25) that homosexual institutions also
served as a source of platonic friends:
"...I don't go to bed vfith everyone I meet,
you ;know. There are a lot of people I just
like to know without any kind of love. I'm
at the bar so often that I can't help meeting
them and its good because if I was on ;the
outside I vjould have to hide an important
part of my life from them..."
d) liany felt (15 out of 25) uncomfortable in some "straight"
situations:
"...I can't talk about fuclding girls all day
ling, fuck this, fuck that, that's call you
ever hear from 'naif of them. They want to know
who I*m dating a-nd when I'm getting married.
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mend ^ "5"^ " «"h „y ,,ale
to Ztl^ suspicious. So one wayavoia that is to avoid ther«...How, insteadOf goxng to Your Father- s L.ustaihe (L "st^al^hf
hL".t'- ''=tlvists Alliance a
'
omosexual xiberation orEanlzation in I'ew York
0) hany felt (18 out of 25) felt less g^lty about their sexual
tohavlor as a result of seeing so :„any others in a sl.llar situation
and felt that their activities v.ere «re acceptable in their ovm
eyes?
'•...I used to feel like I vas dirty every timeI had sex vdth a e-uy. Finally T -U-^--^/^
00 the batns ana no one there looked tooguilty.
^:-.atter of fact, they looked like they
were having a very good time. Then I started to
£0 to the bars and I had a cra.;^oe to ta^k to
•
1°-^ oi' theia looked pretty happy to
me and tney didn't look sick at all...l think
It was then that 1 began to feel better about
myself
.. .not as filthy and dirty..."
f
)
Kany felt (I5 out of 23) that homosexual institutions give
thcLi a sense of belonging and of security agoinst an "outside"
group:
•'...When you're gay you can get to feeling that
the whole world is against you and who wants
to be alone and fighting the whole world?
I feel much better being part of a group.
.
a kind of all-for-one and ona-for -all tyx>9 of
tiling.
.
.actually, its even luore thatn that...
Its also the idea of having a group of friends,
l/e're in groups, like anybody else. Like
straights can go bowling one night, you know,
a night with the coys. We like to do the same
thing. I think everybody needs people that
they like and who like thci.-i and who they feel
coriifortable iwth to be around..."
g) Lany (16 out of25) enjoyed the social nature of gay institutions:
"...A lot of people think its just sex. It's
not
../hen I go into a bar there «-r^ . t 4.Ox things that attract t ^ !
-^^^
and have a good v ^
pecially when all i""^
There's dlncLr aJ'^.t^ there...
•
asking
.e SyTgo ' ^vtfa W ""^^^^^^
"why not?"., its question i•
.
.
J- X un m a lot of i,-ays . "
h) 1-^ny felt (18 out of 25) tha-^^ha. tne gay con^jaunity was the only
Place Where their e.otional needs could
.e satisfied:
"...I could have kent eri]-i--ir-r- l
r°^^^^^ Where's th^S:k'tn th^•f^'"
af al"'??^
after\\oth
can love ana who can love .e back and IV.
^.^^^T?^^ ^-.icve and "who
.
that in^ny
^^^^e'^I^tTlJ;^^
sSe?^ 5;^'"'^ --Ptight. The one;
o? ther'^s'fn- thdnks
who fo% i " ^""^ disgusting?,.. The ones
meet soJ^.tr different and the ones I
e? ''''^ different and the ones Im eu socially are different. Zney've acceoted
a chli^r^nd'™^''^ '"'"^ it..!^.T.ey^1,;Senance ana give you sone of their feelings...
^
It is notahle that there is an everage lapse of 5.2 years
between having an initial homosexual experience and entrance
into horaosoxual society and a i|.2 year lapse between realiza-
tion of hoLiosexual orientation and such entiunce. Factors re-
sponsible for the length of this lapse include fear, unre-
solved guilt, lack of visibility of homosexual institutions and
legal drinking age ininimuias. There seei.is to be a noticeable
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trend for the length of tliis lapse to decline as the a^e of the
subject gets lower i.e. older homosexuals report an aver? ~e
lapse that is longer than younger hoMosexuals do. This trend
is not visible in the interview sample because of restricted
range but laany homosexuals that the author has spoken to con-
finn the validity of this notion. The reason seeir.s to be the
increasing openess and visibility of homos exualtiy, largely as
a result of political activism and increasing liberality on the
ps^rt^of the larger society in general.
Horiiosexuality and the "self" ; In any discussion of homosex-
uality it is also necessary to consider the question "How are
concepts of identity and the self affected by becoming and
being a homosexual?" Let us discuss this is in some detail:
George H. I-.ead implied that many aspects of the self are a
function of the individual's social interaction and environ-
ment. The self, in other words, is much more of a social than
an individual contract. This view provides a valuable per-
spective for vievdng the changes in self tliat occur as a re
—
suit of homosexual orientation. Such changes are a process
and see,.! to occur in three basic contexts: In the establish-
ment of self vjhen the homosexual "comes out"; in the maintain-
ance of self when he is an active homosexual in contact with
homosexual society; and in the failure of self tliat may occur
as he ages and begins to loose his sexual attractiveness.
•
The establishment of self: As adolescents and young adults
most
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homosexuals have a deficient self-concept and lack many of the
v.inKil anohoi^s that ftivo a aenno of soli. The hotoroscxual can
(loi'liin laiM.'uVl r i,y hVn roaoLicMu; and r.ucco.-'.n with tho oi)[)o.';i l.o
(»i'X, b.y hi,;i or.Uml.al.imi towiU-d iiiar.T.l.ar.o aixl chl Uirwm .uid \>j hV;,i
hoLoroooxual jiocial activities. Ho also receives conl'ir/nation
of his soli-defi)iition by subtl and not-so-suutl societal and
personal approval which society does not (/ive tho hoiriosoxn;j,l.
lie is often coid'uscd and experiences his sexual desirus as 0^0
alien, olnce sexualtiy, at this time in life, is viev/od as
such a central part of identity, tho homosexual often exper-
iences an alienation of r.olf
.
liis identity is unacceptable,
confused, rootless and very vacuo. Just as most adolescents
are partially "in search of self", so is the homosexual, only his
sc;ii-ch li\ that much more dor.parate because he is much ir.ore lack-
ing of a Ivise to go with. The author believes that tho "coming
out" process has the prime psychological function of providing a
confirmation of self , an identity, a consistent set of values,
feelings and group identifications that the homosexioal can use
to establish the "cxilidity of his won being. In this sense,
"coming out" has a dual meaning. It refers to coming out to
society (or at least homosexual society) and also to coming out
to oneself. Tho following is quite typical:
"...I was really conl'ujed. I don't think I
rually knew who I was. I mean, I had a body,
I know iiiy naino and I knew what I did for a
livin;: but, I donH know, I just wasn't sure
of who I was. . .Everybody tiiiit X knew imd all
tlioso plans. They wore going to got maiTied,
they wer going to liave a nice house in Glen
Cove, they wer ,':oing to Imve so luany kids,
and do this and tiyxt and so on. They knew
just where tliey wer headed. I felt like
I didn't liavo any purpose. . .It 's hard to dos-
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cribe. It was like I existed and I vfas alive
but I didn't see the point in it and I didn't
Knovf just v?lmt I was supposed to do. I tried
to go straight for awhile "but it didn't wor.
I felt like I was ttying to step into soi.iebody
else's body.
.
.Finally, like I was telling you
before, I cane out and I felt much more comfort-
"able. I knew tliat I could do this and that
and the other thin^ and I began to the idea that'
someday I could get a lover and I felt like
my life had some meaning, something besides
eating and sleeping and eating and sleeping.
.
.
I'm not sure I like who I am now, I'm so
different then what I was before, but at least
I know who I ai.i..."
The homosexual coniu.unity provides many sel^i'-anchors. The
homosexual can identify with other homosexuals and thereby
gain some senoe of group identity. He does this not only by
identifying with the gay community but also by psychologically
"removing" liimself from the straight community. The self is
differentiated by establishing a firm, positive "we" (homo-
sexuals) and a firm negative "they" (heterosexuals). The self
is also anchored by learging a new and specific set of be
—
havior codes. The homosexual can now view himself as a person
who is defined by certain concrete expectations and proscrip-
tions, who knows what to do in a given situation, what can be
done, and vrho has a cleax idea of the various possibilities for
manipulating and interacting with the environinent. The self is
furhter defined by taking on a new set of values. The homosex-
ual can say: "I am a god(bad) person because I am (am not) good
looking" or "I am successful (not successful) because I can
(can not) pick up tricks and that is the criterion of success".
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Once Guch a new oolf Ic. OGtabliohod It muGt be dofondod
and iiuii.ul.ainod.
Tho jiiax.U.;dn;uio(^j3fj^, Uhon a liomoGoxnal accoj>Li hiii 1>omo:iox-
lua ,rolo and join.?, tho cay comiiiuidty
,
hiis Idoulity la otlll undor
attack rroin many fronts i ixironto, oocioLy, and tho lav/ and
tho homosexual's own rccldiul (^allt and ahaiuo. ciykor. and
Ia,tza ('1-9)
»
in an article oritjinally devoted to a theory 01
delinquency, but liavinG vdder implications, Gug^jost that when bc-
iiavior la seen as deviant a preocesG called "neutralization" may
occur, whereby the behavior in qucGtion-io rendered juGtified and
non-deviant. The present author viould speculate that iriany aspec t
of hojiioGexuTil bahavlor and rationale have such "ncutraliation" as
an important psycholocical function. Such beliaviors include:
a) Isolation froia straif^ht society: JugL as a neurotic may
isolate aspects of liis patliolo^y from the rest of his person-
ality, the homosexual may, psycholotjically isolate his sexuality,
and homosexual social functioning from his interaction with
si.raiglit Gocioty. The result is similar in that it enables the i
dividual involved to avoid labeling his entire identity as
•Veviant" by not integrating the "deviancy" with the rest of
' personality and beliavior.
h) Homosexual analogues: Establishing analogues to hetero-
.;ii;il behavior e.g. haviiig a "lovnr" rolationGhip is a prime
• iAamplo. ilaviii^: a lover sorvos many functi(jns-provontlon of
loiiolinoGS, Goxuil satisfaction, compjinionship, an outlet
ior ci.iotional feelings and needs, etc. It also, however,
serves to justify homosexual behavior by placlnj, it within as .
accopljiblo i}:amowork. By labollivi .siich a roL-iLioni^hli) a
"i;iarriar,o" iho hoiiioaoxual can iy<xy to hliiioolr: "ThiG i:i tho corrr.ci
thin;;- to do. riy bolu.vloi; is not duviant bocau^o it io liiiiiilar l-o
whai. hotoroMoxualLi do. Only tho i:ox of iny im-tnor jo dilToront.
"
Another luGchaniom for accomi)lit3hine, thic typo ol nuuLralii^ation
in thu exact oppoLitiojor,
c) yvctivo rejection of heteroGexucil values i The hoinosexual can
pt$ycholot';ically jiuitiXy his behavior by rationalizinti t'nat it
is not deviant Gincc the heteroaexLial value sy^jtein that dofiiiG it
as such is not valid. Iiany gay livcrations organizations frequent-
ly point out the foibles and pitfalls involved in heterosexiial
inarriage and other relationships and use this rationale for say-
ing that homosexual baliavior is at least as justified, if not laore so.
d) Avoidance: As opposed to mental isolation the hoiiiosexaal
may seek to nowtraliao las deviancy by physically avoiding those
who viuw it as such. Thus pcirents are often avoided, heterosex-
ual friends alv;ays may be dropped to a iainu;;ium, and employment
may be sought in predominantly homosexual fields e.g. hairdress-
ing and dancing.
c) Denial of responsibility: Every hoiiiosoxual interviewee
maintained tliat homosexuality should not be considered a social
problei.i because there really v.'as no victim. This rationale (vjhich
the author agrees with) allows tlie homosexual to neutrali2,e liis
"crime" by denying that it exists.,as such,
g) Pretense: Even thoiif^h most hoi.iosoxuals subscribe to the
value that it is acceptable to lave sex without emotional in-
volveiucnt, laany pretend sucli involvement as a regular pre-
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es
;ing in
lude to picking up a sexual oonUct. aince the two people
involved ha,ve prol-^bl, only reoently „et, the pretense is ob-
vious for What it is. ,et it is still engaged in. The author
believes that the reason for such pretense is tf.t it enaU
the homosexual to state to hi,„selr. "I a. not Just engagl
lustful and deviant sex but rather I a., expressing good and
reasonable emotional feeling, the kind tlmt heterosexuals
feel all the tine."
h) Detachr.ant: To the degree th^t behavior can be detached
from criticism of that behavior, its deviancy can be mii^iai-
sed. Such detachment is frequently seen in the self
-dep-
recatory horaosexuaj sense of huiuor. For example, wheii one
interviewee was asked why he had had six sexual contacts with-
in one week period, he replied: "i/ell, I'l. a faggot you know."'
Th2 failure of self; Occasionally
,
despite all attempts to
maintain ego integrity, there is difficulty or failure to do
so. Self
-acceptability for the homosexual is unfortuiiately tied
intimately to age and physical appea.rance. Since so much of
homosexualtiy occur3 in a group setting, the reinforce-
ment of the peer group is crucial in the maintainance of
self. However, at about the age of thirty-five or so the aver-
age homosexual finds himself in a sitiiation where he is in-
creasingly rejected by his peer group and nade the subject
of derision. How is the self maintained and how is failure of r
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self prevented under these circuinstanes? The author does not
have sufficient data on this issue since most older hor,.o-
sexualG lart-ely dist^ppcar frorr. the bar scent. However,
from the data gathered it can be speculated that the .ollow-
ing defenses proljably play a part:
a) AssiUTiin^s the role of the clov.-n: jiany "older hor.osexuals
who co:r:e into the T^ar freq.uently assume the role of "class
clov:n". If others are £,oing to jaake fun of thejii they vd.ll
do it first. Sone Ji.ake a virtul fetish of acting in a larjrely
in3,ppropriate v/ay and of boisterously calling attention to
the;nselves, Tnis was one of the saddest aspects of homosex-
ual life that the author aboaorved. By actively anibracinf^ the
role tb-at thodr peers see theia in (evt^n thoUt^h it is a hitshly
negative role) older horiiosexuals forestall critici.s;?. regardini],
their new ui'^cceptabllity in regard to their previous role
(the sexually attractive jiale),
b) assuiain^f, "'no role of the "father"; i.any older homosexuals,
being forced to adopt a self-redefinition, adopt the role of
mentor and t-s'^-^ls to younger hoiuosexuals and will xrecuently in
vest a eiood deal of L.oney and time in such an enterprise, uo
lonf as they do not try to iir^tiate sexiuxl approaches towards
their "wards" they are accepted on this bftsis and the assur.p-
ticn of such a role enables thc.m to fael needed, wanted and
pui'poseful. Th.is role is similar to that of the "queen" de-
scribed by Evelyn Hooker (28).
c) Denial of sexuality and assuirotion of an asexual stance:
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reiiiain sex-
Kinsey (l) demonstrated that
.ales' frequently
ually active well into their seventies and .ost certainly ^^.t
the age of thirty-five. Therefore, when we ao.erve honosex^^l
nen of thirty-five and forty denying that they feel sexual^e-
sire it is certainly necessary to look for alterative ex-
'
planations. One such explanation is that such denial is essen-
tial to prevent a failure of self since the inage of the "dirty
old mn- is the laost derisive and ago-daraaging one possible.
This is a much more debilitating iraage in homosexual society
than in straight society because so much of the homosexuals
sell-conception revolves around his sexuality. Therefore it is
essential for the homosex-ual to keep one's sexual self-imagtf at
least pa.rtially intact to maintain the integrity of identity.
When an aging homosexual finds himself in a situation where one
of his basic drives, a drive that has been the focus of his life
for many years, is condemned, then drastic psychological action
is necessary. Such action may take the form of denial of sex=
uality or it may take the form of
.
d) Withdrawal from homosexual society: The older homosexual may
either drop into obscurity, retaining only a close retinue of
friends, or else he may come into contact only with those por-
tions 01 the society in v/hich his "stigma", age, is not condemn-
ed. Thus, many older homosexuals frequent only the "v.Tinkle
rooms" where their "disability" is fbe norm. The author would
speculate that the process of "becoming an older homosexual" is
probably very similar to the process of becomdng a homosexual in
the first place, a topic bearing further investigation.
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Quote:
lo'\tZloTt"liy^ ''.''^ ^^""^'^ "^-^ - (the author)
'
not rt^ally a coriuvoiiity the way you're puttlnp- it T
hr-ha'?" t.."^ -e aSalhS^ sa^ "ih-
iirs rnPi'J ^^^^-^f^^i" ^ ^^^y loose thing. There are the
^ '^IT "^^u '''^''^^ ^''^^"'^^ t^^t'^ ^^^^^^^ "ost people
suiieS ?.'vpr
^""^ neighborhoods, like here (The
?nrfr- + t ^.f^"?^"^ ^ ^^^t^^'^ °^ Greenwich Village in New/orK Uty) That's not true all the time... It's (the comunity)more a corapletely different kind of thing... the ideas thatpeople have aboux being gay. It's very subtle, not like takinp-a course or anything^ but once you meet others who are in the
"
same boat you find you begin to think a lot alike and you kind
i I f
^"^^^'^ everyone elso has about being gay and
what Its like... That's really a relief because you find theIdeas are very different iror. wlmt you thought they would be
ana they sort of get passed along... YOu feel like you're in agroup even though physically 'you really aren't
p'lp.o i;;v
com-
Tho l.orin
••ho,..o.oxua:i communiiy Ir. porh.,,., uul.
I'^-Loly
..onrato In the «on«o that thoro aru low ,oo,raphl-
cal or <.r,,ani.allonal tie. binding
.uch a "co.iuunlty"
. Thoro
uovorlholo.:. a foolln.. on tho part of aLncvL ovory hou.o-
uGxual with whca tho author ha., come in contaot, of bolnf.
part of a <iroup with a unlquG pattern of bohavior. Thoro
..cun,.ed, in othor words, to bo a cloar pr.ycholot^ical diffor-
ontiation botweon "we" and "the.u". To tho do^roo that thoro
i3 a coiiunon
.set of values and ideas, to the dot^xoo that such
ideas are socially shared, and to the de^^ree that such socially
shared ideas form the basis for social behavior, we i,;ay then
speak of a coiomunity. Let us now sun.marize the ways in which
this community functions for its members. Though some of the
ways have been made below to inteerate and contrast these-
various factors:
::^oxual nouoritnt Tho community provides an obvious source of
sexual partners. This was true especially for the bars which
wore frequented by Zk of the 25 ini.erviewees. It was also true,
to a lesser extent i for the baths (9 out of 25 on a regular
basis). Other sources included par ies, "tea rooms", pros-
titutes and other cruising places e.g. outdoor parks and
rest areas.
The cominunlty not only provided partners but also fosters
an atmosphere which grants legitimacy to tho expression of
sexual drives. 3uch legitimacy 16 something that the hojuo-
scxual can obtain nowhere else. Tho author would guess that
it probably plays a crucial role in the neutralization of any
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residual guilt that the homosexual
.ay feel in relation to his •
sexual activities. Although
.ost ho.aosexuals emphatically
deny such guilt, it is difficult to believe that the condi-
tioning Of a lifetime, the very conditioning th^t kept .any
of then, away from the honosexual com..unity for years, sudden-
ly disappears and is replaced Ly cheerful and willing accept-
cnce. More probably we are dealing with a classic case of
reduction of cognitive dissonance by social reinforcoment i.e.
the homosexual's present behavior pattern and his previously
learned value systems are in irreconcilable comaict and such
conflict is reduced, although proba,bly not eliminated, by the
,_social reinforceir.ent, attituded and behavior patterns ofhis
peers. The author believes that such conflict often festers
below the surface in sojae homosexuals for many years but nay
come to light in exceptiorxal circumstances. The most notable
of these is the "aging" crisis when, once again, the homo-
sexual begins to regard his sexuality as "dirty" and some-
thing to be repressed, very much as he did before he "came
out". It is at this point that many hoiuosexuals often marry
and drop out of the sexual scene. If they are to continue
in the sexual market place it may be anticipated that they
go through another" coming Out" whereby they accept their role
as older homosexuals and join the comiiiunity appropriate to this
status. The author actually has only fragmentary information
on this topic because the older homosexiual community imposes
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a very high degree of segregation which he was not atle to
successfully breach. However, the notion of a double 00.^
out process is a fascinatiing one and deserves further study,
perhaps by an older researcher who can i.ore easily obtain
access to the relevant social cliques and institutions.
Another function that the horuosexual comraunity periorms
is the control of sexual behavior, very ..uch in the way that
the wider society ex3rcises this function for its members.
Admittedly such controls are much looser (and obviously are
not forinalized in ter/us of legal codes) and the range of accept-
able behavior isiauch wider, but there are still proscriptions
and standards. For example, it is expected in a bar that a
participant in sexual pick ups wall engage in a certain
amount of polite conversation as a preliminary, tb^t he will
remain with his contact once he has accepted a "proposition",
that he will honestly disclose any romantic entanglements such
as a lover, etc. Another part of the control f-onction would
seeiu to be the structuring of long term sexual relationships
in the form of sets of rloe expectations such as would be
applied to a pair of lovers. Such structuring is also ex-
pressed in the form of the "Incest" taboo, whereby a homo-
sexual may not have sex i^ith his "friends" thereby saving the
group as a v;hole from the deliterious effects of the jealous-
ies and rivalries that woudl result. Besided providing sexual
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partners, reducing dissonance, controlline and structuring
sexual relationships, the co.u.)unity also protects such relation-
ships by providiiig a safe setting where there is relative free-
dooia from prosecution by the authorities for ostensibly
illegal activities. This was true specially for the ^oars and
baths which were aLaost never interfered with. It was also
true, but to a lesser extent, for the street scene, where
only 7 out of the 25 interviewees had been questioned by the
police,
Given the objective fact that 'there is actually very
little interference of a substantive nature in the homo-
sexual scene by the authorities, the curious fact arises ths.t
nost homosexuals continut to anticipate such interference.
Some of tliis anticipation is due to the widely circulated
beliefs and statements of gay liberation organizations, which
are undoubtedly anxious to increase coirjiiunity solidarity in
this way. Still, this does not seem sufficient to account for
the pervasiveness of the belief. One alternative explanation
for the belief is that it nay reflect an internalized anticipated
punishment for acts which the homosexual basically regards as
moral transgressions. The nechanism is somewhat similar to the
one a child uses when he looks around anxiously before he raids
the cookie Jar—even though his mother may not be home.
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SociaJ_benefi^ Tae homosexual subculture provides a sif,ni-
ficant degree of social anonymity from the heterosexual society
where the homosexual is regarded by various factions as
freak, deviant, sick, criminal and alienated. Thus the bars
and other institutions were perceived as comfortable places
where "shame" was not a part of the expectable interaction and
activities could be pursued in a relatively relaxed setting.
The fact that the bar is a relatively isolated institution
is functional not only for the homosexual community, but for
the larger society as well. Erikson (53) talks of the "bound-
aries" drawn around deviant parts of a society and how such
boundaries serve both to define and contain deviance. The
homosexual bar represents such a boundary. ',;h^t goes • on inside
is deviant from the larger society's point of view but vdll be
accepted by the authorities (and tacitly by the public) so
long as it does not spill outside of the bo-undary that is the
bar ( and other designated areas e.g. "the block" ). The
author believes that, psychologically speaking, nany homosexuals
hold a somethat analagous view. They would see, for example,
holding hands v/ith another i.iale, to be perfectly acceptable
within the bar but not acceptable on the street or in a
public place. This non-&,cceptability would only be partially
because of "shai^e" considerations i.e. the embarassment of
being seen or caught, but also because of built, an internal
conviction regarding the non-acceptability of the behavior
outside of the bounda2?y. Such guilt seeus to be psychologically
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"compartmentalissGd" in the bar.
.
The energy required to maintain this degree of compartment-
alization is high and prol^atly derives froir. the pervasive social
reinforcement in the bar. When such reiiu^orcement is lacld.ng,
hovmver, the compartnentalization is no longer able to be Main-
tained and internal g-uilt becomes a reality again. It should be
noted in tliis regard and that 20 of the sample felt guilty at
some point in their lives before coming out but after frequenting
the bars and other institutions, only 3 felt so. This reduction
v;as also due to internalization (although perhaps soi,.ewhat
temporary internalization) of the prevailing honosexual value
structure with the predominant moer: "Gay is good..."
The homosexual subculture provides additional social be-
efits as v;ell. l^'or example, it provides a source of platonic
friends. This vias felt to be an important factor by 21 of the
sample. It should be noted that 1? of the sample reported that
their friends and associates were almost completely homosexual
and therefore the importance of the comraunity in providing a
source of such associations should be not underestimated. Add-
itionally, the community provides a social cliiriate which serves
as the focal point for the riieeting of people v.-ith common inter-
ests. Twenty-four of the saiaple reported tl^at they felt they
hiad a great deal in common with other homosexuals. This was
by no means limited to sexual interests but included such things
as literat-uTc, gossip a'cout particular people or situations,
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farailiarity Kith the homosexual scene and problems, etc. L.any
bars and other institutions, in this regard, provide activities
of a social as well as a sexual mture including i^rties. dances,
contests, educational and political groups, dating services,
psychological referrals, etc. Sixteen of the 25 interviewees
reported that they enjoyed the social nature of ,ay institutions.
£SZcholo£g^^ Several aspects of this have already
been i.entioned:
.^eduction of dissonance between the homosexuals
present behavior and previously learned value syster.s and rc-
duaction of guilt by internalization of the prevailing mores,
/mother :,:ajor contribution to the homosexual's psychological well
being is the reduction of anxiety and ainbig^aity regarding his
ovni identity. The homosexual comes into the subculture lacking
many "self
-anchors"
.
especially those relating to heterosexual
activities which are such an important part of adolescent ident-
ity. The coiiu-urdty provides these anchors by providing a new set
of normative role expectations, a set of concrete possibilities
for manipulating and interacting with the environment, a clear
differentiation of "v.'e" ( the homosexuals) froLi "they" ( the het-
erosexuals), a iaeans of neutralization of residual guilt, etc.
lliG issue of the hoiaosexual and the "self" v.as treated in the last
section of the chapter on "Becoming A Homosexual" and will not
be repeated here.
Another important psychological service that the coiiuaunity
provides is tliat it fosters a sense of belonging to an ''in" rather
ps.ge
than an
-out" group 1+ io ^ ...P. It X. m uixs sense tlmt the nomative
^truotu^e Of the HeU.osexuaX cociet,
.eve.,...
-3
„eX,
^o.crr.ed
.ece.
„,en he states that
..outsiao.s,
..o,„
the point, of vi PT,r a..
f^^^^" is labeled deviant,
„«y be
the people who make the 5:iilp=i hoi-ne ri lefc ne ,i„s been found guilty of treak-
nrteen of the sa„,ple reported that this sense of belongi,^"
and Of security against an
..outside- group vas important to the..
This feeli,^ Of .roup oohesiveness is so.othin, that every ho.o-
sex^l ,uiekly learns when he enters the .osiety and such oohes-
iveness
.serves to enoour-age
"counter^.ore- ( by the standards of the
hoterosox-^1 cooiety) behavior. Redl and
.,ine,an. have specified the
following conditions for the contagious effect of counter.:.ore behav-
ior in a peer group:
fnv
^^^^-^
^-ct out in such away thiat ne gratifies an ii.pulse that the rest oftne^iaemoers have been inhibiting; b) the initiator
..us. axsplay a lack of anxiety and guilt; c) the
otnerjaeiaoers who perceive the initiator sanctions
must have oeen undergoing for some'~ti]ae an intensecom lie c with respect to per-for.ing the forbidden
act..." (54;
The above is a reasonably accurate description of what the now
hoiviosexual observes as ho comes out.
The hoi.osex;ial society also serves the psychological function
of providing an outlet whereby emotional needs for love and affection
can be satisfied also. Eighteen of the sample reported that they
felt these needs could not be satisfied in any other setting. The
reasoning behind their assuiupticn on tids issue was coiuplex but
basically seejied to revolve around the fact that many homosexuals
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,'er ' re-
felt that their needs could be satisfied only by a "love
lationship with a person who was fairly open and accepting about
their own homosexuality. Such a partner would most likely be
found at a bar or other gay institution because of the selyction
factors involved. The author would speculate that there is an
additional unconciovis determinant that led homosexuals to state
that it v/as essential that their partnores accept their own sex-
uality. If we assur.ie some "redidual" guilt on the part of i.iany
inverts then it is likely that a partner who actually displays
such guilt and inhibitions openly would stiiriuldte an uncomfortable
and stressful counter-reaction in his partner. It is also for this
reason that most homosexuals have no desire to have extended re-
lationships with heterosexuals.
The commmiity also provides the participants vdth a positive '
sense of selfworth, as opposed to the mere absence of guilt. Hany
of the members of the community had previously felt devalued by
both themselves and the society for the fact of their sexual or-
ientation. After entering "the scene" they began to acquire a new
conception of themselves as worthy and competent people who do not
deserve to be devalued on the 'casis of what they term a "super-
ficial" criterion. In this sense their reaction is no different
from that of other groups thai liave been de\'alued and the psycho-
logical mechanism ; involved is to elevate the "superficial" cri-
terion to something noble and good in itself. Take, for ex-
ample, the phenomeiion of "black pride" and the rallying cry "Black
is Beautiful", the "woman power" of the wonen's liberation
move-
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mont, etc. In all such organizations and moveme)its the psycholo-
gical benefits are probably co-equal in importance with the
practical, social and political ones. In the case of homosex-
uality, such psychological benefits can only be properly under-
stood if v;e consider homosexualtiy not just a sexual proclibity
but a social orien tation of the viidest kind.
Other Benefits: In many ways the cojp.munity provides a force to-
wards changing social and legal attitudes towards hoir.osexualtiy.
This is accomplished mainly by gay liberation organizations by
both educational and politlca.lly active means.
Many homosexuals have been extremely frustrated by what they
consider their "double-bind" i.e. they feel that they cannot "help"
being homosexual and engaging in homosexual acts while at the same
time they cannot completely escape society's condemnation and stig-
matization for such acts. According to the "frustration-aggression*
hypothesis such frustration will lead to aggression and yet, real-
istically, such aggression leads to another double bind in that it
will tend to bring severe consequences against the person who en-
gages in it. The .homosexual comlmunity provides outlets for this
aggression in several wctys: by means of self-deprecatory humor; by
means of mutual and group condemnation of straight society; and
by means of becoming politically involved in gay liberation organ-
izations.
The homosexual community also serves its members by perpet-
uating itself, as all organizations must do if they ate to survive.
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The bar recruits new meir.bers v:hen previous members encounter
a new sexual partner and '•spread the word". Additionally, gay
liveration organizations actively recruit new members by adver-
tising both in periodicals and by the well publicized nature of
their activities.
The community also provides sources of support when one of
its members experiences an unfavorable interaction wi th some
aspect of straight society. Such interaction may be psycholog-
ical, it may be a matter of discrimination of difficulty with
legal authorities. In the case of psychological interaction,
such as might occur if a parent accidentally discovered the homo-
sexuality of a son, the homosexual can expect a great deal of
sympathy and support. At times like these the residual guilt
mentioned ear-lier tends to rear its head again and many homosex-
uals go through a period of self-doubt and searching which is
sirailar to when they first came out. This period wouia not occur
if previously incorporated societal values were not still oper-
ating. The cojwaunity will 'oand together to "repress" these pre-
vious incorporations and "free" the "victim" of pressure.
Another benefit that the coiTimunity provides is more subtle
and has to do with the issue of social difference and social
Judge-iuent. It is very often the case in our culture that groups
that are "different" ( as a Jew is different in his religion,
a black in his skin color, a homosexual in his sexual orienta-
tion) are judged to be different on many characteristics having
nothing to do with the one that is actually responsible for the
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"difference". The society's judgement regarding these other
characteristics is often t^egative. Taus it is thiat Jews arc
seen as cheap and stingy, blacks as violent and criirdnal, and
homosexuals as unworthy ;huraan "beings in aluiost every respect.
Undoubtedly, the homosexual who has grown up in our culture has
internalized some of these judgements and often may becoiue very
anzious and hypersensitive to the opinions of others. The gay
culture, however, is a place where a vdde latitude of conduct
and beliefs are periaitted and this social approval of diversity
and non- judgemental atmosphere niay do much to make the homo-
sexual feel more at ease.
Finally, in a more concrete sense, a multitude of services
are available to community members including: psychological
"crisis" counseling; referrals to syiapatheic mental health
practitioners; legal aide; etc. It is these concrete benefits
coupled with the psychological and social ones discussed earlier
that make the homosexual coiiimunity less a sex^oal than a social
community. Thus the tern;, homosociality , is probably ^more in
time with act'oal reality and provides insights into hot and why
people v.'ho arc different U^nd together.
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'O Its i'^emLer
5
_Quote ;
"sLSfLro :Z ^^^r. ;r ^ the ho.,0-da»,aeln2 to you?" ^ "^^^ people has been
•Wo
^°i"3 tay hurt ,,e?"
"Oh. well, let'.r:: ,!i a:;/! '^t^f'^'^ f-^i--"about it '.n that wsi t. \ *'hifik 1 evsr really thought
•Ks^ll, «e ^ere tal'lL"; ^^"^e «hat you mean."
-otlns th^^ S Sfpef °«-r gay people.
Kow do you ^hL'Sarthtrr- " -olationship^olng.
"I think ? ; °' '^'^"^^ general view?"i^ora K axl a.e ir^orrr.ation you could give me would be help-
"never fol't'f "^^'^^
^^"^
^^^"S. Before I came out Ie t so afraid of that as I do now. The worst thin~
comrin?o% '"'^'^ ^'^ seen peopif
dirtv o?.hn! f 1''° 2veTyone thinks i?sy o ..9how and they all make fun of the poor guy. Onr^^you re gay you really bo^ir. to take on the idea IrZui iS^U
or rav'S; ^l-r
'^^'"^ "^''^ ^-^^ ^°^^hers me-
'
nave to lace that sooiaer or Jater "
"hantful?^;'
"^^"^"^ "^^^ community is
"ivell the attitude about sex. Kost gay people support theidea^that sex is G.X. vdth anyone all the time. Sometimesthat s good bux It can go too far. Like if you h:ave alover, he s still fair game. I've Iiad that happen and
sometimes i really wonry about it. Some day a deal is
going to come along and then, who knows?"
"Any other way?"
"Well, the only other thing I can think of is that you kird
of get sucA-ed in after a while and you get kind of isolated
I don't see many straights but I think there's too iiuch
paranoia about that..."
"Any other say?"
"i.aybe one more... It has to do with looks. Now, I'm kind of
average but I»ve found thiat many people seem to be looking
for^a super-stud and there aren't many people who can live
up to that so you can get into a situation where you really
feel lousy and vrothless because you aren't better looking.
Now^, if I was straight I don't think that would matter so*
much. There would be a lot of other thiings. './ith tiiis it's
more restricted. Other things help but looks are the main
tiling.
.
.It's really sad what that does to people..."
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In »a„y „ays the uni,ue sot of „o»,s that comprise the ho.o-
Boxual co:„„.unity supports Its
.e.hexs and le.ltl,»i.o., activities
and bel^viors that the particii^nts cannot fi„a olse.here. In
other „ay., however, these leeltl»i.ations and standards exert
an ultimately har.tful effect on the j^rtiolj^nts. Let us briefly
sunijiarize these effects:
^) Th^ii^l^ii^^ In the gay world the pri^^
criterion for judging the worth and inherent value of people is
often unidiraensional. It is based on a combination of raasculine
appearance, looks and body build and tends largely to exclude
other factors such as personality, intelligence, sense of humor,
and so on. Tnis is not to say that factors of tlds sort are not
important in extended relationships. However, the homosexual
does not ra,te "hieh" on the priiaary criterion may have troubl
makins sexual contacts, especially if he is not fairly aggressiN
Since, in the homosexual society, sexual contacts precede more
affectional
.-relationships- rather than follow them, the "aver^se"
hoinosexiial may find himself lonely, devalued and u^iable to in-
itiate more permanent relationships.
Fiiz-thermore, such devaluation tends to become internalized
as the homosexual accepts: the normative standards he finds around
him. Tne author would speculate that the reasons for such in-
ternalization are:
a) hany homosexuals have previously internalized a negative sslf-
concept before they entered homosexual society and their present
wno
ve.
devaluation confirms their "thoery- about their own worth,
b) "SucceBs" in the American cult^are is often predicated a-
round successful interpersonal relationships. This is es-
pecially txue in late adolescence and early adulthood. The
homosexual (who is. of coui^se also a member of the wider socie-
1ms already internalized this value. When he enters the homo-
sexual subculture and does not meet with social success (while
ir-any around him do), rather than abandon the previous learning
and incorporations of a lifetii.e. he often assuiaes that his
devaluation and lack of success is "justified" on the basis of
his physical characteristics.
c) For the new homosexual, the pressure to accept the norm-
ative standards of the group is su^ostantial because such stand-
ards provide a justification for present behavior and a psych-
clo&ical relief from guilt over present activities and ori&iita-
tion. Under this type of pressur-e the r.oviiiate is hardly lik
to be terribly selective about widch parts of the normative
structure he internalizes and which he does not. Furthermore,
if he psychologically differentiates one part of the normative
standard '^''^e part concerning physical appearance} as being
"wrong" or incorrect then he ma:v bo forced to conclude that
other parts (e.g. the prevallixig value relating to the just-
ifiability of homosexual behavior) are likewise incorrect.
Such a conclusion, however unconcious, would er.pose him to a
great deal of psychological stress and anxiety regarding ids
present behavior.
kvhen the interview saniple was asked what they thought to b
^U.valu:d.ion coi^flm. thoir "thocry" about iholr own worth.
b) "Liucco;;:;" in tho American culturo lo oi'ton pro.licatod a~
round :;ucco.-.';.i;ul inl.orporoonal rol.alionohip.-j. Thia i.s on-
poolally [,ruu in ]ato aJolor-conco and early adulthood. Tho
ho:ao:.oxual (who ir., of couru) aloo a mc.Lor of Lhc widor r:ocloty;
hao already intornaliaod thl^i value. Uhqn ho ontorr. tho hoi.o-
Goxual Gubculturo and docc not iaoct with ::;ocial guccog':. (while
iTiany around hiia do), rather than abandon the previous learning
and incorporations of a llfetiiao, he often aGGumes that his
devaluation and lack of guccogg Ig "jui^tificd" on tho baGiG of
his physical charactcristicG.
c) I'^or the new homosexual, the presGure to accept the nor;.;-
ativo standards of the e.roup is suLGtantial because Guch stand-
ai\is provide a justification for present behavior and a psych-
olo^jical relief froiii j^uilt over present activities and orionta-
tioii. under this type of prossui-e the i-iovitiate is lardly likely
to be terribly selective about wMch parts of the norinative
structia'c- ho internalizes and which he docs not. Kurtheruoro,
if ho pGycholot;i'Cally differentiates one i)art of tho norma Live
otandard ( tlie pari concornin^^ physical appearance) as being
"wrong" or incorrect then he may bo forced to conclude that
other parts (e.g. tho prevailing value relating to the just-
ifiability of homosexual behavior) are likewjoe incorrect.
;>ucli a conclusion, however unconcious, would erposc him to a
gr'eai deal of psychological stress and anxiety regarding liic
present bonavior.
when tho interview sample was asked wiiat they thought to bo
the iuo..t ImporUint characLorlGtio that had a boarinci on their
'^^lr..:iUuuan. L„ olUov hu,Nw:,ox„aT
, alt ro^niua l,h r,.un,
'•"'^*''^'*"
"" '•'"""•^
..l-Ux.Iw.". Whou ;..;:K.„I U... ,;l,u-;u;
J-l.io Ll.ct had tho mcipL Loariii,^ on othor homu;;oxuat"r; attrac-
iivoT.o!;.i to thorn, PjY oul ol' Pd^ ah:;worc.d v.ith r.o,., variation ou
•I'hliJ l.homo. MUon a:nu,<l i.r thoy v^oro ^atiijflod wiU^ tiiolr aj.-
j)oara.ico, fully 16 of tho ?Jj v.cild "no". Whon ackod "Why uoL?",
tho iollowin(!; reply was typical:
"...bccauGe tho bar ia like a meat rack,
it really is. I'vo seen ^uy.s coiae in and
lean a^^ainat tho rail like thoy'ro aliowinc
ofr a steak. Kovr, naturally, everyTvody'G
lookin^i to buy juat the good red ineat.
They don't want the fatty ctuff or the old-
er st-aff
,
or anythins that doesn't look
just right, ny God, that really makes
me sick. When I do it I feel like I'm
on display and I look over to the side and
see soiiieone who looks better than ine and
I feel lousy... like the puppy in a caj^e
who tries to look cute but nobody will buy
him... I'm exaj^f^eratin^i- -but it's aliuost like
the rest of me doesn't count... I mean, it
really makes me an^ry but there's no way
of fighting it... Some dumb fuck will be stand-
ing there with biceps and an eight inoli cock
but maybe he didn't finish high school,
i^aybe he's dull as hell with a swelled head
to boot but he'll be the one that gets all
the tricks and everyone will stare at
him and no one will give :i.e a second look.
,
.
It really makes me mad... I know I'm bright
and fairly intelligent. I mean, I can talk
and I'm pretty warm and I've got a lot of
other things going for me but no one looks
at those. ... They don't really count. I'm
really n(;L siiX'o abouh tlie whool thing,
uomotii.ius I think tlio saiu way they do..."
In siiort, the single standard criterion tends to promote
state of affairs such that many hoinosexiials cannot i.ioct tho
tandards of attractiveness; furthermore they can do little or
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nothing, except use co.-j.etic aids, to iinprove their position.
It is notable at this point, that so;rie of the gay liveration
organizations, especially the Gay Activists Alliance, are a-
ware of this situation and are trying to remedy it in thjcoe
ways: Tne first is V^y deliberately creatine a non-bar social
atmosphere in which physical and sexual expectations are iidn-
iriiized. The second is by espousing a type of gay "comrLer-
cult'jre" in which the traditional standards of physical at-
tractiveness are not adhered to. Third, liveration groups
hold a nujfiver of educa,tiona,l sessions and workshops vThere
they focus precisely on this problem in a group setting.
2) Aging; To be old in American society is a liability; to
bs old in the ho^nosexual society is a ciorse. Age nakes the
homosexual subject to derision and stracisn from his cultural
group, to social isolation, and often to sextial abstinence (
he cannot find sexual contacts). Furtlieriaore, the age at
which the hor.iosexual is considered "old" is much younger
than in the larger society. In the general American society
the "aged" are usually considered to be those past the age
of retirement and no longer economically productive. In
homosexual society, old age sets in at about 35 >'hen sexual
attractiveness begins to decline.
The way an older homosexual is considered by his young-
er peers is scms whiat an^lagous to the viay an older woman is
considered by most i.ien. In general she is not considered
pa.g,e 1^^
sexually attractive, although there are obviously some excep-
tions, [il^e situation is not analagous to the way older men
are considered by iriany women. Kany older nien still retain
their sexual attractiveness to won.en well into their fifties.
Perlriaps this paradox can be explained in terms of the funda-
mental parameters of sexual attractiveness for men and women.
For men, sexual attraction is an irnmediate sensation based
primarily on visvial stimulation. For woir.en, it is often less
direct and based on many other qualities such as tactility,
vrarinth, personality, intuj.tion, etc. Given this, it is not
surprising t'nat homosexual men, since they are males will
rely prii.iarily upon vis-aal stimuli and a man who is pushing
40 will be seen as considera.bly less desirable.
It is at this point that the "oldster" can no longer make
out in the beir and idust face an increasingly bleak future un-
less he lias iaanaged to riake a periTanent arrangement with a lover
or other t^^i)e of lia.son. To a large degree, the follovdng
is due to the prevalence of the single standard criterion
under vrhich the "aged" do not have any compensatory character -
istics (e.g. wisdon, vdt, money, sophistication, experience,
etc.) that are sufficiently valuable to other meiiibers of the'
subculture to offset the decline in sexual attractiveness.
Of course, it must be realized that the single stando-rd
criterion opei-ates for all age ranges. Tne net result is
tliat laany homosexuals axe sexual "Don Juans", seeking one
sexual experience after another. This is due to the fact
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that since the partners were chosen on the "basis of their
sexual chai-acteristics, rather t'.ian for compleir.entary attri-
butes of personality, it often happens tliat the relationship
will not be successful irora an interpersonal point of view.
Obsiously intij.iate interpersonal relationships are iaore like-
ly to succeed when so^e attention is paid to the selection of
appropriate interpersoiial variables rather than accepting
such variables at random. When the relationship then fails
the homosexual may go on to seek another partner and often
repeats the same cycle. Tne "aged" cannot do this because
they cannot usually obtain sexual j^artners and so they often
drop out of the Var scene.
The author was unable to ci&cover what happeiis to these
"oldsters" nor did the interviewees or other peoxAe to whom
the author spole hiave a very clear idea either. Sone accas-
sionally surface in the street scene, the baths, or the
"wrinkle rooms" but most seem simply to drop out of sight,
perhaps to retire to friendship cliques or other relatively
covert social organizations. The fact thta the location and
existance of approxiirately half the hor.iosexual population is
unknown to the other half speaks for an incredible degree
of segregation. Undoubtedly a study focusing on older hoiio-
sexuals (assuming they could be located), centering on dif-
ferences in -..lores and morals, entry routes, etc., would add a
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groat ,eal to the understanding- of the oo,:,.u„ity as
veil a. its relationship to the
.roader
.oclety at large.
When asked if they v^j-re a-^-r^^n/ . ^ c xraia ox srowmg old, 22 of the
sample answered positivplvo e y.
,,,ej.r reasons included; loss of
sexiial attractiveness, fe^rs of -^nn^.i • i
,
i _ o i social isolation; fears of
depression and loss n-r c^i^
-Loso of self-respect. Understandably,
anxieties about a^ing see-Ked to be .ore pronounced in the old-
er
-subjects. Piowever, the oldest interviewee. a,e see.ed
relatively content:
-;- hp+ 1-1,1+ T ^ J.' • T , , -—-J ^-^iJ. ov^in^ tMxoii
se^ml J- ^^""^ "^^^ ^ '"^^^^ ''^y of a
sii-^-'o-n ^'''^''^
^-^^
^ odd
I c n';^?'"'- ''^S
^^"^^^"^ ^'^^^^ ^"^i^^^^^ or
or tu4t f'^'fr S° ^^^^ ^-i-*^ ^''^ once
r\nZ t' ^ "^"^ '''' toth...rm not s'ure that1 want to anyway. I think I've liad iw fill ofsome thinp rve tricked for a very long ti.aeand I tn:uik .'ve gotten to the point where it'snoo tixat Important to rr.e anymore.
There are cor.perisations
, other kinds of things
1^ -.Ike ray v/ork, I have a lot of friends and I
.nink I can say I'la a l^appy hui.ian being... I anlonely
-cnouf-rli.
. .1 suppose it sounds corny, but
the end of the night is the worst tine... when
i-nere's no one.
.
.
"
The jaut\.ial exclusivity of friends and bednates is tr.e oi
the older ho:-osexual fcr a different reason then when he was
young. At the latter time the "incest" taboo was the priir.ary
reason, i-'or the older invert, however, the recruitment of
friends for sexual activities woudl be regarded as a gross
ovsrpresunption on a friendship because: a) the older hor.o—
sex^aal is no longer only considered sexually attractive;
^ it violates the "status order" of the connunity i, e.
your.g is high, old is low; c) it vdll tend to cast aspersions
on the psychological integration of the younger participant
V the rest of the community; d) it .ay, the homosexuals be-
lieve, frighten potential members or tricks away from the
group because of fear they nay have to become sexually in-
volved vdth the old member.
The feeling of ho.nosexuals toward their older peers is
more than just distaste-it involves something approaching re-
pulsion. Such feelings weem to be so strong that they cannot
be explained just on the Usis of sexual unattractiveness.
An alternative explanation to this phenomenon may lie in the
prevalence of the single standard and its internalization by
the laembers of the subculture. We thus have a situation
where most homosexuals, already insec-ore to begin ;dth, be-
lieve that the main detemdnant of their self-vrorth is ever-
fleeting physical atti-activeness and youth. They can, of
course, forsee that ..someday. the.y will loose this youth and
with it, they believe, their worth as human beings. This
Tondoubtedly created tremendous fear and anxiety. One way
to minimize such anxiety is to avoid, with a vengance, people
and situations that are reminiscent of the condition to come.
Hence, the revulsion for the "aged",
3y r'roidscidty ; The homosexual commuidty supports promiscuity.
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There is no dou^ole standard of overt condemnation but some-
what covert support as there is in the heterosexual community.
To a certain extent this legitimizes a pattern of behavior
which will tend to take place anyviay when all the factors
(e.g. no risk of pregnancy, econoirdc independence, a lack of
social, as opposed to sexual, gatherin^i places, etc.) are
considered. On the other hadn, however, there are draw-
tacks involved. One is that promiscuity constitutes a real-
istic threat for established relationships. Although Many
hoinosex-oals maintain that an "arrangcaent" between lovers
will not be destructive to ..the relationship, an analysis of
the reasons for the break-up of extended relationships
reveals this not to be the case. Of the 9 interviewees who
previously had lovers but did not now, 7 involved a case
where at least one of the partners "tricked out". This
commonly seeded to lead to an err.otional involvement with a
third person and the consequent break-up of the "narriage".
A second drawback of the pror.dscuity norr^ felt by the
participants in the subculture vfas a certain supcDi^iciality in
relationshiiDG. This was well expressed by one of the inter-
viewees:
"...when sex is so easy to get it's hard to get
to know soneone. There's a constant search for
the Joe Kariiath of the bedroom. Personally
speaking, I've never found him... The thing is
tliis-in anythin- th^at goes on bevAcen two people
there are bound to be sor.e Idnd of problems.
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tr^:*' T^t^ e^y» straight, or char-
^^""^^ ^^'^^^ ^ough a lot 01 people do
•
a i^r-' v^^"
^^^"^^
^
^^^^^^^ 3trai^hts have itli.t.e dii.erent but even that's cWn^'.
c.u.e
.ney're sexx^ally curious, if nothing else,
pre.uy tood Idea of uno they're dealing with..."
A third di-awback
-was expressed by P.any of the interviewees
as a vague statement that sexualtiy was "loosing its n^eaning"
for the.. They felt that the constant experience of having one
"trick" after another leads to a type of cynicisi. such tliat
they are unprepared to deal with ei.otioxial involvei.ent when
they do find it:
"._..It gets to be the sar.e. Lasically there are
onj.y so r;.any positions and then what do you do?
Its liKe that reggy Lee soiv^^'is That All There'
Is?" Tnat wouldn't even be so 'cad but I get to
oae pom-o soi:.etir.es vihere I just don't care any-
more...! figure, why bother. It'll be about the
same as last night, and then last week, and then
the week before. Ch, the body will be different
all right, but ther.-it will be the same. 1 once
saw this picture called "i/oi,:en In Love" and there
Kas a line in it that saed: "]3etter to be dead
than to live a neaiiini^less life of reiDetition and
repetition andrepetition".
.. There's aiiother part
of it^ You hear a lot of lines when you go to
bed. it's pai^t of the ga.-e. You say that you like
the other person and usually they say the sa^.e
thiiig. if you're eFpecially good you can ji.ake it
convinciiif^. There are people I've i.iet who can
win the Academy Awajrd, be3.ieve me... The funny
thing is that they don't iiiean to hurt anyone,
SoKetines I get so sick of heading tliat garbage
I'd just rather fuck and be done idLth it.. .1
hope there l:as to be nore thi^n tliat but I wonder
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It as qidle evident to the author that r-.r h^'iv^i T.na tile hornocexual's
promGcuj.ty not only lead- . •y . an increasingly negative and cyn-ical outlook tov;ards hiuaan relationship, v , ,xK^ ionshipt. tut also prevents the
formation of the k-i nr^ ^-^ j. -i.x d o. staole extended relationships th^t ndght
relieve such an outlook. There-orp ...i- . e, we nay logically ask:
W'^y is the ho,.osexual so promiscuoi>s?
iiartin Hoffman --,,0 ^i.-;. a surarary of the hcn.osexual cor::.ranity
called "The Gay World", suf-ests that --v. • •
.
^ ^^co
^cty proiMiscuity Is a func-
tion of the psychody.^ndc factors that led the individual to
mke a homosexual object choice in the first place. Hoff.an
l^elieves tl.t the
..st frequently poetised homosexual act
of fellatio is an attempt by the honosoxual to "incorporate"
another male's masculinity to bolster his won deficient e,o,
-nee, in reality, this is impossiUe, the homosexual will
-ove on to partner after partner in the hope that, the next
tiiae, the incorporation vdll succeed.
Toe present author prefers an explanation grounded more
in social as well as pragmatic terms:
The homosexual has internalized certain values normative
to Western society, one of which dictates that males m^ast not
be emotionally intimate or emotionally depend.ent upon other
rnales. Such internalizations, in the form of unconscious
Sidlt and avoida.nce, coi;e into play vrhen the homosexual tries
to form a stable relationship. In other woids, while ho^.o-
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sexuals can retain their masculine self^i.aa,e in spite of going
to bed
.^th another
.an, if he tries to violate the nor.s
concerned with the subtletites of .ale-n.ale e^xrUonal
relationships, he .ill experience guilt, self
-rejection, ard
suffer the "]oss" of l^s nasculinity. One way to avoid this
is to avoid e.notlonally intii.ate relationships and the re-
sult, ergo is promiscuity.
^} IsoO^^: x;econinG a career homosexual often involves a
relative isolation froi.i the larger society. Seventeen of the
sample reported that their friends and associates were aliTiost
exclusively hoir.osexual. This i:aplles that they are exclud-
ing fron their lives approximately 96^^ (that proportion of the
population uhich Kinsey dees not report as being exclusively
homosexual) of the rest of the world. Mhen these 1? were asked
if they felt limited by not having straight friends and by
withdrawing from heterosexual contact, 12 replied in the
affirmative. iMngvS they felt were negatively e^-fected in-
cluded faiidly relationships, friends, business associations
and v/hat might be termed "general social sophistication".
To a certain extent, tlrls typ>e of isolation is dictated by
the values of the larger society which designates the homosex-
ual corjaujiity as an"out" gToup, thus forcing a redefinitioii by
that coiriiiunity such tliat the heterosex-aal society becomes the
"out" group and they, the "in" group. V/hatever the reasons,
hcv:ever, the fact remains triat the homosexual community has
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detectable
.ores of antipathy to..ard straight society and these
-res tend to encc.o:.ge the ho:..sexual to
.Ithdx^aw fro. the
larger society. i^i,3on (53) points out that the' boundaries
between deviant and non-deviant portions of a society serve
^th to define and contain the deviancy. Such containment, is
tacitly promoted by both groups, so that they will not have to
oo.e into stressful contact. The lack of such contact, how-
ever, ;^th its opportunities for re-education, thus tends
to perpetuate itself-so.ething like the rat in the cage who
can't ^et to the fenale rat because he never discovers that
the shock lias been t-orned off.
It )aust be realised that, at this particular point in time,
the homosexual coi.iTiunity is limited in wiiat it can offer its
laeiabers. Sex and partners are present in abundance bu there
are few provisions for other kinds of social activities,
cultural puJTsidts, educational pursuits, etx. At the same
time, the ccraronity effectively imposes a large degree of
isolation on its members and thus, effectively prevents them
from engaging in these activities in the heterosexual society.
The nee result is that many ho;..osexuals lead a very resticted
type of life which consists of large segments of tiiiie spent in
bars and a dearth of other activities. Tnis situation is slow-
ly changing, mainly due to the efforts of various gay liver-
ation organizations which are concerned with establishing a
v.'ider social base for homosexuality.
Pjl_Gay Liberation
Quote;
f u 7 ^^^"^ ^ -""^^'^ sick...I saw other people in thetars and tnax helped a little tut all that really changed wasthat^I saw a tunch of sick people in one place... I still thou^^ht
Ox lo i,.or>3 liice a prison in the sense that there wer a bunch ofSICK people all together and they didn't feel guilty about what
^hey did... The thing was tl^at they wore still doing sob.ething
wrong ^ and that's wliat I felt then.
.
.i^inally , when I began to go to
the Kilos ( a gay Ij.veration society) meetings I got a much
more positive yd ew of the thing. .. There's the whole idea of
gpty pride and the idea is not tl'iat there's nothing vn-'ong with
being gay but tliat its actually a positive thing. .. it' s'^like
"Black is Leautiful..,"
Quote ;
"...The whole society is so godainn fucked-up! Jesus! You cannot
imagine vfhat its like to live everyday knowing that if the people
around you know wliat you were half of them v.ould spit in your
face!...! began to believe it! I actiially began to believe that
shit! I used to think; 'David-you are one hell of a sick per
—
vert*
.. .Finally, I couldn't stand it. I began to really rebel.
I used to walk aroumd in a fuckin'dress , I v;as so angry! I
just wanted to say: ';/ho the hell do you thing you are!....
I had liad it, up to here! I kept saying: 'V/ho's craf.y? Ke
or them? '...Gay liberation, especially the GAA (this reference is
to Gay AGtivj.sts Alliance, a gay liveration group based in New
York City) I thinl-:, convinced me that it was thein...I'm at the
pointr.now where I don't have to go in drag anymore. I can just
be who I am... I feel free... I can say: "This is who I am, I'm
me, I'm a hujr.an being, I have the sane need to be loved like
anybody else and I just happen to be gay so tal-.e it or leave
Quote ;
"...It's political. Me are not going to stand around like pigs
in the slaughter house. Its the same with black lib and with
SD3 and all tho^e other crga^iizations. \ie don't like things the
way they are and we are going to change them..."
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•^e tem
"cay llveration" actually refers to a number of
different organizations, each so.ewhat different in character and
scope, T.;hich have in coraiaon the fact tl^t they are social and
political organisations of ho..osexuals which operate in .ore than
just a "sexual" conte;:t.
The "old" homophile movement has existed since the early
fifites and is exemplified by such organizations as the Mattachine
Society Khich was basically a group of older, inore established,
homosexuals. ITiis group pro'/ided various social functions (e. g.
dances, get-togethers, imrties, etc.) for its members, but us-
ually in a very discreet maimer and setting. There was also some
quiet, low-profile, lobying for homosexual civil rights, abolition
of the bodOii-iy lavjs, equal housing and employment, etc. The ex-
ista-nce of this group was not known to the vast majority of homo-
sexuals and members were apparently screened, at least in the
early days of its existence, to assiore their potential descr^'tion.
Until 1969 the Kattachine society v/as more or less the only
major established group on the homosexual scene. Then, in June
of that year, a Greenvdch Village bar, called "the Stonewall" was
raided by the police after a particularly, heavy series of raids
against several tos in the Village. Anger and resentment in the
homosexual community was high and the result was that, instead of
obeying police directions during the mid, the crowd attacked the
raidei.'s and barricaded them inside the bar. They then overturned
and Ijviruod. r:ovo.r.vil. polico caru and whon rolriforcoiuoulG froi.'i l,ho
Tactical i'olica Force arrived tho crowd bo^-an to :;tono thorn wi:.;.
bottloo. i'lruxlly tho riot wac contained but thV^ incident led
to Lho or(';aniKation of Ljovcral" liberation" {^roupr^ that wcro more
active than tho I.attachinc oocioty. Tho leadera of nuch groups,
wore fairly astute and thoy realized that one very effective way
to deal with police raids was not to patronize bars which wer
subject to harrassment by the police. Since most of the bars were
syndicate "controlled" the owners prevailed on the "powers that
be" to deal vdth the police in a more effective manner (e.(?;.
bicker bribes) saying that, unless this was done, the bar would
close for lack of customers and everybody would be the looser.
This proved to be a very effective tactic and within the year's
end, aliaost all the raids on homosexual establisliments in Kcw
York City were brought to an end. This is a most interesting ex-
ample of the cooperation of several antagonistic elements in a
social system: It was an advantage to the homosexual community
because they no longer had to contend with police harassment at
bars. It was also an aid to the bar owners and their ille^^al
"protectors" since, once police harassment was minimized, the
numbcjr of customers wont up substantially. It was an advantage to
thu i)olico bucauso they rociovod bigger pay-offs. Tho main
bonoriciary, howovor, was the gay libovu.tion movomont which, on
tl-io basis of its seemingly remarkable success to tlie naive ob-
server, began to attract members in droves. Tlds movement
then
divided into two soperato but related movements based on the
do;',roc
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of activisn ths.! the laombers desired.
The ;uost active movement, generally called The Gay I..jer-
ation ii'ront, vzas paAterned after various ra.dical organizations
e.g. the Elack Panthers and linlced homosexual oppression to the
repression of a nmnher of other groups and issues. They were
'clearly a i.iulti-iddus organisation which catered to a "leftist"
clientel.
The less active rooveiuent, generally called the Gay activist
Alliance, was an outgrowth of the Gay Liberation Front and con-
sisted of those people who felt that the hoi.iosexual cause needed
D. onc-iG3ue organization which would also not "be quite so ex-
treifie in its political outlook.
Recently, a fourth gay Liovenent, called the National Gay
Task Force, has arisen. This is a group of homosexual profess-
ionals \!ho believe tha.t the :,i0oe effective way to effect change
is by the influence of people who are already highly placed.
Along with the actual organisations exist a v:ide variety of
publications. Iiiach organization has its hourie periodical but
in addition there are several other vddely read papers and mag-
azines! "The Advocate" is the most widely circulated homosexual
newspaper and carries ai'ticle:. on current legal cases, current
personalities who aie thought to be homos ex'ual, discussions of
various aspects of homosexual life, advertisements for bars and
baths, personal ads for secual services and prostitution
(lif^nally phratiod iJomowlKil oui.hoin.U, Lioally ) , and coniMorclal advc-r-
;..u-lur.. 'Viuouii'Li Quarterly", "David'ii lldnt';", and "Gay mt:a/,ino"
ai;o othon: publication!; which arc ([uito t^iinilar to "Playboy" in o(;n-
l.ont except that tiieir tune 1:.; conr.idcraLly Moro explicit
'ferter Dark" is a EoGton-"b;^ised "literary" Liagazine which caters*
^.o a largely tsay clientel but is not obvioucly hoinosexual.
i
The r>ervicc;;> that fay liveration or(:;anization3 porlorKi for
Ihoir meiiibera include the followinct ixartieo, {:et-to{iothcro
,
information aa to the location of bars, baths and other (/ay in-
stitutions, crises counseling, referral to psychotherapists, refer-
rel to physicians for medical needs e,^-. treatment of venereal
disease, providin;^- a lorujTi for political influence, providing
ler^al aid in case of trouble with the authorities, providing
siscellaneous social services e.g. securing a homosexual rooiiiate
or date, educational functions and religious functions (there
is actually a hoiaosexuial church called the Metropolitan Com-
munity Church in several areas of the country), etc.
Nine of the interviewees were members of gay liberation
organi'^ations ( ill fact, 8 of the interviewees were volunteers
from such organizations) and an additional 5 had at least
gone to an occassional mooting. All of the iuterviowecs were
aware of the oxistanco of such groups. The regular members
listed the benefits of mombersliip b.aslcally as follows: helps
to achiovQ a sense of "self-worth"; helps to reduce guilt: good
place for meeting people; social activities are enjoyable;
so::;cthilng to become "involved with"' means of "exprcGsion" ; and
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help when in ti^ht situations. None of the interviewees except
one say any disadvantages to membership, Tnis one disadv-itacie
was described as " getting pulled into sone kind of political
activity uhere you can .be exposed"
.
The age range 01 the participants in the liberation move-
ment was much vdder and .lore evely distrivuted tlian in any other
part of the hoinosex-aal scene. This was not true for organization -
al chapters which were affiliated with colleges and universities
but was true for the moveiaent as a whole. The author judged
that this wide distribution was probably due to several facts:
a) TtiB sexual pick-up is not the predoirdnant goal 01 the majority
of interactions in this context although it obviously does happen .
Tl-ierefore there was not the premium placed on
;
youth and attract-
iveness tiiat there usually is in tlie gay world.
b) The lead.ers of gay liveration organizations seem to be
quite sophisticated and realize that one of the damaging aspects
of the gay world Is the emphasis on looks and sexualtiy. They
seem to realize that tkis type of emphasis limits the type of
social interactions that can take place. Therefore they make an
active effort to recroilt older people by seeking professionals
(who tend to be older) as consultants and by "spreading the word"
that persons of any age are welcome.
At this point it Is interesting to speculate on v/hy a homo-
sexual would make himse]f a public mr;fiiber of an obviously socially
tabooed goroup. The author believes reveral alternative ex-
planations are possible, cither alone or in combination;
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.on
a) It provides a justification for the hoiuosexual's inner douVos
and insecurities a^oout his sexual preference, tiuch justificati(
is a prljae feature of gay liveration groups and is no doubt very-
influential in attracting new meinbers. The author feels that
there is often a deep seated residual "disgust" in I'.any 5 horao-
sexuaJs concerning their behavior which they have not coinpletely
disinternalizod and vrhich was probably acquired froiii early par-
ental and social conditioning. Joining a gay liveration organ-
ization with its group support arid active embracing of the hoivio-
sexual normative standard may enable the homosexual to signal
himself, proba.bly unconciously , that his "disgust" is not rational,
nor shared by others, and is therefore probably no valid.
b) It provides a socially acceptable neans of expressing
the rage and a.nger many homosexuals feel toward heterosex-
ua-1 society. This can be appreciated when it is realized
that most homosexuals function by concealing some very
significant part of their lives and associations, a conceal-
metn vmich luost heterosexuals, in the reverse position,
would find considerably stressful. Furthermore such homo-
sexuals realize that to break that concealiiient would
subject them to extreme derision and possibly to severe
social penalties. Tliis is a situation that is both oppressive
and frustratir^ in the sense that the homosexuals feel that the y
are hopelessly outnumbered. In accordance vdth the tenets of
the "frustra,tion-aggre3sion" hypothesis we may presume that
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this will lead to some type 01 ageresrion. But then it mast
"be realized that such aggi-ession would involve severe pen-
alties if it were done in an individual wanner. Therefore
such acigression raust l,e perforiaed either in a ir3,nner that is
socially acceptable or one that has sufficient t-roup support
to ensure the safety of the aggressors. Gay li-beration
orcanizations provide the opportunity for this type of aG^.res
ion. For exa.-.ple, Gay Activirits Alliance frequently coriducts
raids and demonstrations (called "Zaps") against those that
discriminate a^/ainst homosexuals and fror.i descriptions given
by several of the intervic-iees
, such "Zap?." involve a consid-
erable venting of anger and frustration, by the participants,
c) Mer.berGhip in a gay liveration orga.nization "ny help to
reduce role conflict. Talcctt.rarsons (55) points out:
"...the c6hsequenceG of the factors in the genesis
of deviant motivation and behavior..
.
.i.iay be and of-
ten are co;r:pounded by. ..role conflict. I.y this is
I'ieant the exposure of the actor to conflicting sets
of legitimized role expectations such that complete
fulfillr.:ent of both is realistically iF;poGsible,
It is necessary to ccr.pro::.ise, tiiat is the sacrifice
soiie at least of both sets of expectations, or to
chose one alternative and sacrifice the sets of
expectations, or to chose one alteiTiitive and sac-
rifice the other. In any ca-se the actor is exposed
to negative sanctions and, so fa,r as both sets of
values are internalized, to internal co.ifliot . .
.
"
The homosexual experiences a conflict between his homo-
sexual and he-cerosexual role expectations. Both have been
significantly internalized. He n.ay choose the horiosexual
role but the author bollevoG that thii would be only at the
oxponr.o oi^ au Iniornal viola l.iou or j)ruvi(,ui:ly incori-oraLcxl
hoUrroacxual rolo norniii. Whon Lho Gtron^jth of both ^oto
of rolo expectations io approvimatoly equal the conflict
will lio ,oi:cator/t. Anythln(^. that will tip tlio l)alanco very
uunih l.o cjiio
.';i(]() will rcxluco nuoh a conriicL. Una pnyo-
holo('ical way to tip the Ixxlanco "botwcon homoiioxual atid
hGtoro:u-;xual otanclardu ia to OLjpouco "Gay is Good". An-
other w;j.y i:j to rcdofino tho situation such tliat a "uout-
rali'/,or" is incorporated, the "neutralizer" Leing the
"belief "Previously learned heterosexual standards are not
valid because the people who jnade them are prejudiced and
ii-rational"
.
Gay liberation organizations do much to incorporate the
above belioi into their monbor's value systems. Tliero is a
constant emphasis on thsi topic and the author believes
Lh>it this l.ypo of rolo conflict reduction is crucial Lo
ujiderstandint; the widosproad influence of tho liberation
laovomont in hoi.iosoxual society, an iriflucnco which goes
fa.c boyoiid tho actual munbor of ii.ejiibors.
dj_ In a society that is loosinij many of its "traditional"
values and becojuin^^ increasint;ly , as Reisinan puts it, "other
directed", individuals are often alienated and frequently
turn to thoir peer group for meaning and direction. Most
homosexuals are quite alienated in tho sense that they are
of Lcn estranged from thoir heterosexual peer group. At
the sane tirac, "confinement" in the homosexual cominunity
presents a certain dearth of meaningful activities. i.any
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homosexuals find thernselvcs in a situation wh^rre they spend
much of tyieir time "in the -oar" but are dicGatinfied vdth
the superficiality and the repetitiveness of this environ-
ment and certainly cannot use their associations vdth bars
as a central thene to provide meaning to their D.ives.
Membership in a gay liberation organization, however, often
provides such a theme. Five of the 9 members said, in one
form or another, thiat their association with a liberation
organization vfas "central" to their life, that it gave them
an opportunity to express their deepest feelings and beliefs
and that it helped them to "know v/ho they are".
In conclusion, the author believes that the self-
liberation of the homosexual is intimately tied to his
social libeiration and the homosexuals, as a group, will
continue to reiaain conflict-ridden so long as they continue
to be devalued and dehumanj.2;ed Ly the larger society of
which they are inevitably a part.
\
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The author studied the process of homosexual identifica
'
tion and the effect of the hoinosexi;al subculture on the life,
style of the hoiaosex-ual by means of the administration of
a serrd-structured interview to 25 "career" homosexuals and
observation, both covert and overt, of homosexuals in bars,
baths, the street, and as r.embers of gay liveration organ-
izations. The main findings of the study were that:
One, homosexuality must be considered a wide ranging
social as well as a sexual phenomenon. The author sug>sests
that the terra "hoiuosociality" nay be appropriate for con-
veying the group nat-are of i^any homosexual interactions, as
well as the fact that much of the homosexual's behavior
represents the social role he has evolved as a "career"
homosexual.
Two, there exists a reasonably definite sequence of
steps which seem to be significant in terms of "becoming" a
hoiiosexual. They are: a) the point at which the subject
first had fantasies about homosexual acts or roiiiantic
attachments to males; b) his first sexual experience with a
male; c) his realization that he is homosexually oriented;
d; his fixst contact with other homosexuals in a social
setting anS; e) his entrance into homosexual society.
Ihree, there exists a homosexual community in the sense
that there are community "institutions" such as bars, baths.
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political and. social organizations, in the sense that the
social interaction of hur.osexuals permits them to share
a cor.u.on set of ideas, values, role porsciptions , and in the
sense that such socially shared ideas for^i the "basis for
their social "behavior.
Four, this comiriunity functions for its members in
certain crucial ways: it provides a source of sexual partners;
it fosters an atr.iosphere which grants legitimacy to the ex-
pression of sexual drives; it controls and structures sex-
ual "behavior; it protects its mem"bers from the authorities;
it allovzs its mer."bers to Kiaintain their isolation from an
often hostile vrorls; it provides a source of platonic
friends and social activities; it reduces dissonance "be-
tween the hoifiosexuals pi-esent "behavior and previously
learned value systerr.s; it pronotes a reduction of ^^^^1"^^ ^'Y
allowing the horaosexual to internalize community mores
relating to the "value" of "being homosexual; it fosters a
sense of belonging to an '"in" rather than an "out" group;
it provides an outlet where"by emotional needs for love and
affection can be s...tisfisd; it provides the participants
with a positive sense of self— v;orth; it provides a force
toward changing prevailing social and legal attitudes; and
it provides support to tis mem-cers should they csperience
an unfavora"ble interaction with the "straight" corjiiunity.
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i-'ive, in many ways this cor.uuunitv
-^ua i-. 1wi,d,mjLLi.y an ^s value system
is
.ltl..tely aotri.e„tal to tho ho.osex..!.
^.e.o exists
-
the hcnosexual oo,.,.„ity a •slngle-sta„da«i.. criterion by
"hloh physical attractiveuess boco.es a variable of over-
whelming importance in ' interpersonal and social Interaction,
rnis leads to problems in the formation of intinate relation-
sMps ana-severe co^aict for older ho.csex..,ls
. Additionally
the corfiwunity's sanrfion r.-p -r.-^ •y o ^ ncT...on of prorascuity leads to difficulty
in the formation of stable relationships, a supe^iciality
in the relationships that do exist, an increasingly negative
and cynical outlook towards hui.an relationships and a feel-
ing on the part of many hon^osexuals that even sexv^lity it-
self is loosing its meaning for them.
Six, many homosex-oals enter the homosexual community
with a deficient "sense of self in that they have laced many
of the usual "self
-anchors" because, in adolescence, these are
often tased on heterosexual activities and relationships.
There are thus changes that occur in the oncept of the "self"
in the coiurse of a homosexual career. Such changes are a
process and seeia to occur in tla-ee contexts: in the establish-
ir.ent of self when the homosexual"come3 out"; in the main-
tainance of self when he is an active homosexual in contact
Kith homosexual society; and in the fail^ore of self that may
occur as he ages and begins to loose his sexual attractiveness ,
Seven, there exist homosexual "niarriages" with distinct
similarities and differences in relation to the heterosexual
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^nstituuon. Such
„.„Uges are
.nsta'olo partiaU, teoauso
the .lae.
.ociet. does not ^rant le,-iti.,aoy to tho,» and ^rtUUy
Recuse the
.ores of the ho..osexual co„.,uatty do not promote
Stable relationships.
Sight, the homosexual is exposed to .eny societal
press.^es of an internal, social and legal variety. The
social fabric and
..ores of the hoi.osex;:al co..aunity are
instru^aental in aleiviating such pressures.
ivine, there exist organizations of homosexuals for
social and political p-orposes which are knovm as "Gay liver-
ation" organizations. Such organizations try to bring about
the social liberation of the hoi.osexual and such social
liberation is intimately tied to the self-liveration of the
homosexual as a hu.aan being and functioning meinber of oiir
society.
•IS?
Appendix l-Intei-vlevj Questions
Note: The interview form was not given to the subjects butuoea ra oner as a guide for the experiiaenter. It is desirn-
ea to permit_ exploration of relevant areas as well as to pro-
vide enough flexibility so tliat areas suggested by the sub-jects can oe tnoroug'nly explored as well. Selow are listed
examples oi questions from substantive areas covered. I)
actual practice the questions may take on slightly differentform depending upon the context of the particular interview.
£g^S±j2:BlBLg-A^fi''."3rir^ation ; age; date of birth; city and
date of birth; residences for one year or longer; religious
background and degree of adherence, occupation ct present;
occupational history; etc.
,?:^^I-I^±}ill^hl^l2^i parent's economic status; parent-
child relationships; attachment to mother; attachiuent to
father; parent's personality; nujfoer, sex, personality, in-
teractions with, sloseness to, activities with, siblings;
friendship idstory; institutional or military service; etc.
°) Heterosexual historr/t early sex attitudes and source;
age at onset of adolescence; mastiuclatory history; pre-
adolescent sexual history; pre-marital heterosexual petting;
marital .
.interecurse; etc.
d) HoiiiosoxugJ hist or:./-; pre-adolescent homosexual wishes,
thoughts, desires, activities, frequencies, partners, etc.;
extent of experience with a person of the sai;ie sex as a
function of age; age of sexual partners; circumstanes
suri'ounding the acts; subject's feelings about the acts;
initiation of approach; financial arrangements; place;
timie; satisfaction; subject's fears; mrtner's fears;
description of activity; number of tiiiies repeated with
same i)artner; sexual orientation of partner; degree of
initiation into other ho;..osexual activities, settings and
acquaintances; history' of the sub^sequent relationship (if
any) with the partner; time the subject realized he was homo-
sexual a.nd why; feelings about the initial realization of
homosexual orientation; point in rela,tion to experience and
subcultura.! acculturation that this took place; ;how real-
ization influenced further activities and feelings; etc.
® ) Self-perception as a function of age and homosexual exr-cr-
ieiic e ; subject's feelings about the ideal homosexual relation-
ship, the typical relationsh^.p and his own relationships; crauges
in feeD.ings about himself as a function of various stages of
the "coiidng out" process, as a result of different exper-
iences; Influence of coming out on non-sexual activities and
feelings.
fj Feey a.rid social relationships ars a function or arc and hor.io-
sexual ex-,oerienca; l;ovi is circle of friends afiectcd by coning
out, by bein{3 hoiviosexual, etc 5 hovf subject feels about these
chanties; vihen he first becane av^are of these changes e.nd how
he reacted to therri; degree of satisfaction vith peer and social
relationships; relation to "straights"; change in relations .^p
to "straights"; etc.
g) General '11 r>^^st>le a.s .a function of age and hoj;;osoxaul ex-
perience ; daily routine; aii.ovmt and nature of tii,.e spent in
gay activities; feelings about lifestyle; ch^iiges in lifestyle
since coi.dng out, ha-ving a lover, and other aspects of chianges
that subject has gone through as a result of becoming a hoir.o-
sexual; etc.
h) Degree to wliich the subject feels that h3.s basic needs are
laet by the subcultiore; identification of basic needs; satis-
faction vdth being gay and reasons for ansvrer; feelings about
different settings in the hoir.osexual scene and changes that
subject viould like to see ;aade in ihe.-i; reason for desiring
the changes; etc.
i) Si-ibjoct's descriraion of the ho.-^.osexual subculture! '.vhore
he obtains sexual partners; v.hat the places arc like; vrhat he
likes and dislikes about thsrr,; dangers involved; social life
in the gay coi.ii.ranity; ga,y friends; general description of vfaat
it is like to be gay; etc.
j) Miscellaneous; sex education; subjects feelings about his
ovm pliysical atraction and the role of physical attraction in
gay life:, trouble with the lavr or other authorities; social
pressu3:e from friends, parents, enployers, relatives, v.-oiuon,
ethers; specific sexual activities; relationships '.d.th lovers
and affairs; relatioiiships with gay fcmles; feelings about
the impersonality of soiue aspects of gay life; attributes to be
looked for in partners in various settings; hoir.osexual custoiaes
and mores; subject's perception of societal attitudes about
hojnosexualtiy;"how such perception influences his activities;
issue of passing and leading a double life; gay libercition;
sex-jal roles in neneral relationsliips ; group sexual activity;
heterosexual friends at present; desire to become heterosexual;
povchiatric or other treatr.ent; feelings about aging; guil.
over hoirosoxual activities; adva.ntages of honosexualtry;
^ay
incest taboo; effect of religion on ho::.oscxualtiy or guil.;
how
subject -.ot involved with homosexual society as oppcsea to
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hoiTiocexual acts; cencrete protlei.iS posed "by honiosexuality
;
psychological pro'cleius; chanfies in non-sexual aspects of suc-
jects liic that lie attributes to ceing in the hoiaosexual f^ub-
culture; etc.
The topics shov/n in this appendix are exaiiiples and do not
represent co;r.pleto listing but rather consist of iterris pick-
ed to illustrcite the variety of topics that are dealt v:ith in
the interview.
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